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Quality-aware Algorithm Switching Framework for Adaptive
Stream Processing Systems

Abstract:
Stream processing is a popular paradigm to process huge amounts of unbounded
data, which has gained significant attention in both academia and industry.
Typical stream processing applications such as stock trading and network
traffic monitoring require continuously analyzed results provided to end-users.
During processing, the characteristics of data streams such as volume or velocity
can vary, e.g., peak load or bursty streams can occur at certain points. For
instance, the amount of twitter data generated in different time periods can
vary drastically, e.g., peak data rates can occur during large public events. In
order to cope with such situations, it requires the analytical systems to be able
to adapt the execution of stream processing as quickly as possible.

In literature, different approaches adapting data stream processing such as
load-shedding and elastic parallelization do exist. However, each of them have
their different shortcomings like skewed results (due to the dropped data) or
strong limits on the adaptation due to the parallelization overhead. One specific
challenge motivating us is to minimize the impact of runtime adaptation on the
overall data processing, in particular for real-time data analytics. Moreover,
while the need to create adaptive stream processing systems is well known,
there is currently no systematic and broad analysis of the solution range of
creating adaptation mechanisms for stream processing applications.

In this dissertation, we focus on algorithm switching as a fundamental approach
to the construction of adaptive stream processing systems. Algorithm switching
is a form of adaptation, where stream processing algorithms, with fundamen-
tally similar input-/output-characteristics but different runtime tradeoffs like
resource consumption or precision, are replaced to optimize the processing.
As our overall goal, we present a general algorithm switching framework that
models a wide range of switching solutions (called switch variants) in a sys-
tematic and reusable manner as well as characterizes the switch variants with
their quality guarantees. Concretely, we focus on developing a general model
of algorithm switching to systematically capture possible variants of different
switching behavior. We also present a theoretical specification to predict the
timeliness-related qualities for the switch variants. Moreover, from the practical
perspective, we also develop a component-based design to ease the realization
effort of the algorithm switching variants. Finally, we provide a validation
of the algorithm switching framework against the realized switch variants.
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2 1. Introduction

With the ever-increasing amounts of data produced by a drastically growing
number of applications, the processing and analysis of big data gained significant
attention in the academic world as well as in a number of industries [5,6]. In par-
ticular, some applications such as stock trading and network traffic monitoring
require continuously analyzed results provided to the end-users. Stream process-
ing, i.e., the continuous processing of conceptually unbounded data streams, is a
popular paradigm to support this type of data analysis [1]. In stream processing,
data items are continuously generated or produced by data sources such as
sensors, data-centric applications, server logs, etc. Stream processing focuses on
real-time analysis on continuous data streams, i.e., the processing happens on
the fly upon the arrival of each data item. The input characteristics of a data
stream can vary from a few bytes per second to a few gigabytes per second, or
even be irregular and bursty at times [7]. For example, the amount of twitter
data generated in different time periods can vary drastically, e.g., peak data rates
can occur during large public events. In the financial domain hectic markets can
cause bursty streams as well. Such peak data or bursty streams need specific
handling compared to situations with less demanding data rates. This is a
typical adaptation trigger in many adaptive stream processing systems.

As we will present in a systematic literature review in Chapter 4, very different
approaches to address this kind of problem have been developed in research.
For instance, Rivetti et al. [8] proposed a load shedding approach to deal with
unpredictable spikes in the input load; Le-Phuoc et al. [9] elastically parallelized
the continuous execution of queries in order to cope with fluctuating stream rates.
However, these kinds of approaches have their shortcomings such as skewed
results due to the dropped data in the first example or strong limits on the
adaptation due to the parallelization overhead in the later one.

In this dissertation, we concentrate on a similar problem of coping with drastic
changes of stream characteristics such as volume or volatility (e.g., bursty
streams), while still providing high quality analytical results. We present a real-
time adaptation mechanism to switch stream processing algorithms according to
dynamic processing situations, e.g., switching to a faster, but more expensive
algorithm such as a hardware co-processor to cope with peak-load situations.
The basic idea of the algorithm switching is to have different implementations of
a certain processing step, which have the same input-/ouput-dependencies (i.e.,
the interfaces match), but very different run-time behaviors in terms of resource
consumption, hardware dependencies, etc. These different processing steps are
what we refer to the term algorithm as they will usually not be slightly different
implementations of the same algorithmic idea, but truly different algorithms.
This is typically a trade-off as such less resource demanding algorithms will have
disadvantages like lower precision. The replacement of algorithms can either be
a one-to-one replacement, i.e., the implementation of one processing node in the
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processing graph is replaced by a different one, or complete subgraphs can be
replaced.

According to the categories of the adaptation mechanisms identified in the
systematic literature review in Chapter 4, similar concepts such as switching
a certain part of the processing to its alternative or equivalent processing
do exist but only with very limited research. Additionally, there is also no
general switching approach in literature that provides a generalized model of the
switching mechanism, considers different types of processing (e.g., stateless or
stateful), guarantees quality requirements, etc. This motivates us to explore the
breadth of this specific adaptation category and to develop a general algorithm
switching framework to serve for different application scenarios in data stream
processing. In particular, we focus on minimizing the impact of algorithm
switching on the overall processing, i.e., achieving transparent transition with as
little disruption as possible. As the results, we developed a general quality-aware
algorithm switching framework that characterizes 18 different switch variants,
each with different quality guarantees derived based on the algorithm types
as well as the characteristics of the algorithm switching. More specifically, in
this dissertation we will develop a general model to derive the taxonomy of
all possible algorithm switch variants, create a theory to predict the quality
guarantees, develop a component-based design to ease the realization of the
algorithm switch variants and finally provide a validation of the overall algorithm
switching framework. This will enable us to perform adaptation for stream
processing systems with less disturbance but providing predictability for quality
guarantees.

In this introduction, we first provide concrete stream processing applications
as the background to dive into our topic (Section 1.1). Next, we present a
brief introduction of adaptation in stream processing (Section 1.2) as well as
discuss the challenges we focus on (Section 1.3). Afterwards, we highlight the
contributions of this dissertation (Section 1.4). Finally, we conclude this chapter
with a brief outline of the dissertation (Section 1.5).

1.1 Stream Processing Applications

In literature, there are various application domains in which stream processing
technologies have been successfully applied, ranging from financial markets,
traffic systems, healthcare, large-scale infrastructure monitoring, to scientific
and environmental domains like water and wildfire management [1]. Example
applications include stock market analysis for risk prediction, physiological sensor
monitoring for healthcare, process control for manufacturing and many others [1].
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In this section, we present two representative stream processing applications
from the domains of financial markets and transportation systems with their
distinctive characteristics in detail. The first one is from the research project
QualiMaster 1 in which our algorithm switching was applied in an early version
and the second one is a typical stream processing application that presents
common characteristics of stream processing such as continuous data processing
in a distributed manner. We will discuss them in the next two subsections.

1.1.1 Financial Risk Analysis

In the financial world, it is crucial to identify financial risks and prevent them
from causing any severe damages as fast as possible. Financial risks can arise
from a large variety of factors and sources considering the financial nature of
countless transactions involving all kinds of finance-related activities such as
loans, investments, trading, etc [10]. This sort of financial data is generated
continuously by financial systems. They are then collected, processed and
analyzed by financial analysis applications in order to provide predictions for
potential risks as well as counter-strategies [11, 12]. With rapidly changing
capital markets, the assessment of potential financial risks requires real-time
analytics in order to react to real-time changes in market portfolios as well as to
compute risk values on the fly [13]. In recent years, with the increasing volume
of data from online social networks, sentiment information, that is identified
and extracted from numerous financial reports, tweets, etc, is also used in the
prediction activities of financial markets [14,15].

As an example, in Figure 1.1 we illustrate a stream-based financial analysis system
that was developed in the EU-Project QualiMaster 1. It provides several complex
analysis tasks such as monitoring trading in real-time to detect abnormal events
as well as calculating correlations among markets to identify their dependencies.
The aim of this system is to identify systemic market risks, i.e., the risk that
financial markets collapse, by processing and analyzing the combined data from
both financial stock markets and social media networks like twitter.

The data volume in social networks like twitter can easily rise to millions of
messages a day. Also, to identify financial risks, several thousands of financial
products and market players must be observed simultaneously, e.g., in the case of
QualiMaster project through real-time correlation computation of 5000 market
players. Note that the processing of such huge amounts of data is distributed,
i.e., performed on a cluster of computers. Due to the large, heterogeneous and
continuously generated information, financial analysis becomes a very challenging

1The QualiMaster project is an EU-funded project from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme under Grant Agreement 619525. More information can be found
on www.qualimaster.eu.

www.qualimaster.eu
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Figure 1.1: A stream-based financial analysis system for predicting systemic market
risks.

task. It requires continuous data processing such as monitoring financial markets
for certain events and analyzing continuous trading streams to understand the
behavior of financial markets [16]. During the processing, the volume or velocity
of both financial and sentiment data can vary drastically. For example, in a
high-volatility market period with hectic trading activities bursty streams of
financial data can occur. During large public events the amount of twitter data
can increase sharply, leading to peak data load. The existing financial analysis
systems with the current processing algorithm and computational capacity may
not be able to handle such high load situations. This can cause system failures,
leading to being unable to provide predictions in time and therefore can cause
serious damages to the economic markets if financial risks occur.

In order to be able to provision computational capacities for unforeseen peaks
in the data volume, the existing financial analysis systems may reserve the
maximum amount of resources for ensuring Service Level Agreements at all
times. Unfortunately, this is neither efficient nor cost-effective since a significant
portion of the reserved capacity could remain unused at times of lower data
streams. It is desirable to enable such analysis systems to deal with the dynamic
characteristics of their financial and sentiment data streams, and therefore,
dynamically and effectively use the available resources for high load situations.

1.1.2 Transportation Traffic Monitoring

Transportation traffic monitoring is a typical application in which stream pro-
cessing technologies are applied to analyze the continuous traffic data to identify
events of interest such as congestion and accidents. Nowadays, transportation
networks and vehicles are equipped with different types of sensors in order to
capture real-time traffic data (see Figure 1.2). For example, the loop sensors
that consist of wire coils placed under the pavement, are used to detect vehicle’s
presence, movement and occupancy. There are also sensors on toll booths or
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along the road such as speed sensors, cameras, radars and laser beams. They
are used to collect traffic-relevant data such as vehicle speed, lane coverage
and flow rate. All the collected sensor data are then gathered into processing
units to compute traffic volumes as well as environmental conditions. Some
transportation systems such as public transport and commercial fleets even
use Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors installed inside the vehicle to
collect position- or route-related data to report location and travel information,
etc [1].
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Figure 1.2: A stream-based transportation monitoring system (adapted from [1]).

Each of these sensors can be viewed as a streaming data source that generates
continuous data items to be analyzed by stream processing applications. The
types of generated data can be in various formats including numeric and non-
numeric format. They are usually timestamped upon their generation and can
be sampled at certain time intervals.

Due to the large amount of traffic data generated continuously as well as the
geographically distributed data sources, data processing in traffic monitoring
systems follows a distributed architecture. Figure 1.2 illustrates an example
transportation monitoring system where different types of sensor data are in-
gested into a distributed stream processing platform to compute for different
scenarios such as real-time traffic monitoring and location-based services. Real-
time monitoring of road traffic mainly focuses on obtaining information on traffic
parameters such as the number of vehicles per unit of time and average speed,
and monitoring to detect accidents or irregularities such as traffic jams [17]. The
availability of this information can be helpful for optimizing the capacity of the
road-traffic network and mitigate traffic congestion as early as possible.

Similar to financial analysis applications, the volume of traffic data generated by
different types or amounts of sensors can vary a lot, ranging from low data rates
produced by a few low-complexity sensors to very high data rates by a road
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network consisting of thousands or even millions of sensors [1]. The processing
of this amount of data needs to be near real-time on the scale of seconds or at
most minutes depending on the application scenarios. In order to handle these
kinds of highly dynamic data streams as well as meet the quality requirements
of processing, these applications must be scalable and adaptable. Typically, this
type of analysis requires dynamic decision making, taking into account several
aspects of the current processing such as making decisions on algorithm choices
(e.g., supervised and unsupervised analytic techniques [18]) in order to adapt to
varying processing situations [1].

1.2 Adaptation in Stream Processing

As discussed above, one common problem to be addressed in stream processing
applications is to cope with dynamic processing situations such as varying input
data streams. This requires them to be adaptive in order to meet the necessary
quality requirements while optimizing their resource utilization. In this section,
we will discuss different aspects of adaptation in stream processing as well as
provide some representative adaptation approaches as examples.

In stream processing, data is continuously and sequentially generated as streams.
The input characteristics of data streams can vary drastically in terms of volume
and velocity, e.g., ranging from a few bytes to a few gigabytes per second [7]. As
discussed in the applications in Section 1.1, a suddenly increasing input rate can
lead to the challenge of providing required quality of results. As the input rate
may fluctuate suddenly, the needed computing resources can also vary and over-
provisioning for this kind of situation is not the best solution from the perspective
of cost-effectiveness. In order to optimize the resource utilization, while meeting
the required quality of service (QoS) such as latency and throughput, researchers
are motivated to explore different adaptation approaches in stream processing to
react to varying characteristics of data streams. For example, a typical way to
handle bursty streams is to apply load shedding [19], i.e., to drop unprocessed
tuples to reduce system load. Common approaches are simply skipping delayed
data based on a time interval threshold [20] or drop tuples based on their
priorities, e.g., in terms of tuple rankings [21]. The load-shedding approach can
benefit timeliness-related performance, but sacrifices result accuracy. There are
also approaches adaptively changing a specific parameter of the processing to deal
with varying input characteristics, e.g., dynamically adjusting the state buffer
size based on the current input data to achieve low memory costs for stream
joins [22]. The parameter-tuning approaches are typically algorithm-specific,
which cannot be easily applied on a general basis.
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Besides the changing characteristics of data streams, the processing environment,
i.e., the resource availability of the processing, can also vary abruptly. For
instance, the failure of processing units can lead to a sudden reduction of available
resources. Queries can be added or removed from a data processing system, which
can cause varying available resources. Moreover, network bandwidth fluctuations
in video streaming can cause unstable video quality [23]. To cope with such
varying processing situations, the need for adaptation in stream processing
becomes critical. There are different types of adaptation described in literature,
dealing with varying processing environments. For example, elastic resource
scaling [24] is a common approach applied to dynamically increase and decrease
resources based on the processing demands. While the dynamic provisioning
of resources is enabled by a cloud infrastructure, one of the challenging tasks
of elastic scaling in stream processing is to move specific parts of data or
processing between available resources [25,26]. However, moving parts of data
or processing among resources can cause significant overheads to the overall
processing. Another approach is to reconfigure the type of resources to meet the
processing needs, e.g., switching from CPU to GPU to accelerate the processing
when CPU resources are overloaded and cannot guarantee the result quality [27].
This approach mainly focuses on the decision making of switching between
different resources but not much on the execution details of how the resource
switch is performed.

1.3 Challenges

Real-time processing is a key requirement in stream processing to provide analysis
results as quickly as possible [1]. According to our discussions in Section 1.2, it
is still challenging to adapt the processing to the highly dynamic data streams
as well as the processing environment while satisfying the real-time requirements
such as low latency. Typically, introducing adaptation in stream processing
can have impact on the overall processing like precision and overhead. Another
challenging topic is to minimize the potential impact on the processing while
still benefiting from the adaptation. Moreover, it is also common to focus on
the adaptation in a specific processing situation or for a specific processing
algorithm. This is rarely done from an engineering perspective to provide a
more general solution to be able to handle different cases or algorithms. That is
why we are also addressing the challenge of developing a general framework for
our algorithm switching. In this section, we will detail the above challenges that
we focus on below.

Challenge 1. The need of achieving real-time processing requirements
while handling highly dynamic processing situations.
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In contrast to traditional data processing of first storing and then processing
as well as traditional batch-processing, stream-based processing performs the
analysis of data item-by-item as they arrive. As data is generated continuously
and can reach high input rates, the stream processing systems must keep up
with data ingestion rates and provide real-time analytical results [1]. However,
the processing situations in stream processing can change dramatically over time.
For example, as we discussed in Section 1.1.1, in the financial domain hectic
markets can cause bursty streams leading to changes of the stream characteristics
of several orders of magnitude. This kind of peak load or bursty streams in
input data can make the real-time processing very challenging or can even lead
to system failures due to overloaded situations. Moreover, under these dynamic
streaming environments, statically determined processing setups like the needed
resources may not meet the current demanding situation anymore. This requires
runtime adaptation to reconfigure the execution itself or adjust the computing
resources. To put it together, we are facing the challenging of meeting the
real-time requirements in stream processing, while still being required to react to
highly dynamic processing situations and to adapt the processing accordingly.

Challenge 2. The need of minimizing potential impacts on the overall
data processing while performing adaptations.

According to the discussions in Section 1.2, enabling adaptations in stream
processing leads to modifications or adjustments on the processing itself or the
processing environment. The changes made through the adaptation can have
impact on the overall data processing. For instance, dropping unprocessed data
in load shedding modifies the original streams, which sacrifices result accuracy.
Provisioning more resources for the data processing in resource scaling can
involve the migration of parts of data or processing from one processing unit to
another [25], which may cause a delay on the processing during the migration
process. As explained in Challenge 1, real-time requirements like low latency
are crucial for most stream processing applications in order to deliver analysis
results as quickly as possible. While the processing of high-volume data streams
itself is already challenging, the additional impacts from the adaptation might
put the real-time requirements at risk. It is necessary to minimize any additional
impact on the overall processing, while still meeting the quality requirements
that the adaptation has to support.

Challenge 3. The lack of general solutions for designing adaptation
approaches from an engineering perspective.

Most existing adaptation approaches in data stream processing focus on specific
solutions to address a concrete problem (see the systematic literature review
in Chapter 4). This means, for a certain type of problem, different approaches
are proposed individually for specific purposes to achieve specific goals. Rarely,
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there are general solutions that are designed to solve a number of common
problems. For example, there are various approaches [21, 28, 29] proposed to
support dynamic allocation of available resources to data processing. This is done
differently depending on individual approaches. For instance, Works et al. [21]
dynamically allocate resources to process specific tuples based on their priorities.
Similarly, Kalim et al. [28] also apply the priority-based approach but focus on
dynamically assigning resources to topologies. These are individual proposals
addressing a similar problem of dynamic resource allocation on different levels
of processing. Some of these approaches do share common concepts. Having a
general solution equipped with different approaches can make the solution itself
significantly more versatile. However, there are very few approaches that focus
on exploring different solution variants in a problem domain from an engineering
perspective and design general solutions instead of individual ones.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

Below, we list the key contributions of this dissertation:

• A survey of runtime adaptation in data stream processing. We
conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to investigate runtime adap-
tation approaches in data stream processing considering the latency per-
spective. As the result, we provide a taxonomy of adaptation approaches
as well as extracted detailed information about several important aspects
of the runtime adaptation in stream processing. It also serves as the
state-of-the-art of runtime adaptation for this dissertation. From this SLR,
we concluded that there is not much about algorithm switching in the
field.

• A model of algorithm switching in data stream processing. We
present a specific type of adaptation to switch among distributed stream
processing algorithms in order to cope with dynamic stream environments.
Instead of focusing on a single solution, we design our algorithm switching
with a set of solution variants, each with their individual characteristics.
More specifically, we develop a model of algorithm switching that character-
izes different switching approaches aiming for different quality guarantees.
As a result, we provide a taxonomy of 18 different algorithm switching
approaches.

• A theoretical specification of quality dimensions of algorithm
switching. We provide a formal specification on the timeliness-related
qualities of our algorithm switching approaches. This is considered as
the theory for our algorithm switching that enables us to estimate the
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theoretical qualities based on the switch variants as well as the involved
algorithm types.

• A component-based design of our algorithm switching frame-
work for data stream processing. We develop a component-based
architecture for the algorithm switching framework and provide a general
approach to assemble different parts of switch functionalities (as compo-
nents) into a switch variant. This design enables us to derive the realization
of the algorithm switching variants in a composable and reusable man-
ner. As the outcome, we cover the implementations for all the switching
approaches in our framework.

• An evaluation of our algorithm switching framework for validat-
ing theoretical guarantees. We provide an evaluation of algorithm
switching framework to validate the quality guarantees of switch variants
as predicted in the theory. This covers all the quality dimensions specified
in our theory. We show that the predictions of theoretical guarantees are
consistent with the experimental values.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follows:

Background and Problem Statement

Chapter 2 provides the background and fundamentals of this dissertation, which
includes the related topics such as stream processing and adaptive systems.
Chapter 3 presents the problem statement of algorithm switching based on a
practical example and formalizes the research questions to be addressed in this
dissertation.

State-of-the-Art

Chapter 4 reports a systematic literature review that investigates runtime adap-
tation in stream processing from a latency perspective. We focus on identifying
and categorizing the existing adaptation approaches as well as analyzing several
aspects of runtime adaptation in stream processing. This provides the state-
of-the-art of the adaptation approaches in stream processing, which lays the
groundwork for our research.

A Taxonomy of Algorithm Switching Approaches

Chapter 5 focuses on presenting a general model with several building blocks to
induce a set of algorithm switching approaches, each with its own characteristics.
This results in a taxonomy of algorithm switching approaches.
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Theory of Quality Guarantees for Algorithm Switching Approaches

Chapter 6 presents a formal specification of timeliness-related qualities to algo-
rithm switching approaches. This provides a theory to be able to estimate the
quality guarantees for each algorithm switching approach.

Design of the Realization of Algorithm Switching Approaches

Chapter 7 focuses on developing a software design to realize algorithm switching
approaches in a composable and reusable manner. We present a component-
based design to decompose the switch functionalities into several modular parts.
This provides the possibility to assemble the switch components into the imple-
mentation of an algorithm switching approach.

Validation of the Algorithm Switching Framework

Chapter 8 focuses on validating the theoretical estimation of the quality guar-
antees of the algorithm switching approaches against their realizations. This
involves the evaluation of the theory model provided in Chapter 6 and the
software design presented in Chapter 7.

Conclusion

Chapter 9 presents the conclusion and outlines open research directions.
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2.1 Data Stream Processing

Data stream processing focuses on processing vast amounts of data that are
continuously generated by different data sources such as sensors [1, 7]. The
processed results are then continuously delivered in real-time to consumers and
end users. In this section, we aim at providing the fundamentals of stream
processing. More specifically, we first start with the history of stream processing
for gaining insight into the evolution of this field and provide an overview of
different classes of stream processing. Then we discuss the requirements of
real-time stream processing and list some examples that are relevant to our
context of developing an algorithm switching framework. Afterwards, we provide
some foundations of stream processing including the basic concepts and the
architecture of stream processing systems.

2.1.1 The History of Stream Processing

The origin of stream processing can be traced back to the research in dataflow
systems in the 1960s [30]. Researchers in this area focused on relevant topics such
as dataflow languages [31] (e.g., Lucid [32]) and parallel processes [33,34]. In the
1980s, dataflow-related research still continued to develop widely and additional
operational semantics for dataflow [35–37] were introduced and continued in the
1990s. There were also logic programming languages [38,39] used to model stream
processing systems and functional programming languages [40–42] proposed
to study stream-based distributed processing in the 1980s. In the 1990s, a
body of work was produced to establish the theoretical foundations of stream
processing [43–46].

Through the decades of development, the new term Information Flow Processing
(IFP) [47] evolved and the IFP systems are precursors that shaped the current
stream processing paradigm [1,48]. The early IFP systems were grouped into sev-
eral broad classes, i.e., active databases, publish-subscribe systems, Continuous
Query (CQ) systems, and Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems [1].

Active databases [49] were implemented as database extensions to respond
automatically to events representing the changes in a database. This kind
of databases rely on Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to capture events
of any data changes and to check conditions met for the current state of the
database in order to execute an action that represents the reaction to the
event. Active databases implement certain types of stream processing, but have
several shortcomings that prevent from its continuous use in stream processing
applications. For example, they were not designed to handle large-scale data
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intensive applications with high input data rates [1].

Publish-subscribe systems [50] are event-driven systems in which events are
generated in publishers (so-called publications) and are consumed by subscribers
through subscriptions of specific topics. The publications are delivered to the
interested subscribers through a broker network. Publish-subscribe systems
handle events separately to filter them based on their topic or content to
determine their relevancy to a subscriber. This type of system evolved towards
complex event processing systems that extend their functionality to consider
multiple related events using complex event patterns [48].

The other two classes, i.e., continuous query systems and complex event process-
ing systems, are often researched as specific types of stream processing in recent
literature [19, 51, 52]. Continuous query processing performs a long-running
query that needs to be evaluated repeatedly against newly arriving data and
continuously provides a stream of results to end-users [7]. The continuous
queries express information monitoring requests and are executed based on a
set of steps for returning information updates. These steps form a so-called
query plan. Due to the continuous nature of data streams, queries over streams
often return results based on partitions of streams and periodically update their
results upon newly arrived data. The partitions of streams here can be seen
as windows. There are different window types and a typical one is the sliding
window that partitions streams into sub-streams and slides over them with a
progress interval [53]. Aurora [54], Borealis [55] and TelegraphCQ [56] are typical
engines supporting continuous query processing.

Complex event processing aims at detecting interesting events or situations by
continuously monitoring and analyzing incoming stream data generated by the
observed target applications [7,48]. Cayuga [57], SASE [58] and SnoopIB [59]
are typical examples of complex event processing systems in the literature. Con-
ditions associated with the events are evaluated continuously during processing
and corresponding actions are triggered based on the monitored information.
For instance, in a car accident detection and notification system [7], the events
are filtered, analyzed and interpreted to understand the currently occurring
situation and therefore, to trigger corresponding actions such as notifying the
nearest ambulance.

Through this section, we gained a good overview of different categories of
stream processing. This helped us to classify the high-level research context (see
Section 4.2.4.1) for the publications we identified in the systematic literature
review in Chapter 4.
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2.1.2 The Requirements of Real-time Processing

Real-time processing of high-volume data streams, i.e., providing analysis insights
in real-time to end-users, is the fundamental goal of many stream processing
applications [1,60]. For example, in the financial domain, data is usually provided
as time-series and analyzed to generate financial alerts that impose very strict
time constraints, e.g., on the scale of milliseconds. However, with the typical
problems of limited available resources as well as dynamic characteristics of data
streams, real-time processing is still a challenging research topic.

In literature, there are several different requirements presented as guidance
for the evaluation of real-time stream processing applications [1, 60]. In this
section, we present the requirements that are relevant for developing an algorithm
switching framework in a distributed stream processing environment.

RE1. Process data "in-stream". The modern stream processing systems are
different to the traditional data processing systems (i.e., DBMS) in which data
is first stored in a database and then retrieved for processing, e.g., through
queries. These storing and retrieving operations can lead to latency problems in
providing real-time processing results, particularly with high arrival rates of data
items [7]. In order to achieve low latency, data must be processed "in-stream" as
they fly by [60], i.e., they are processed as soon as they arrive instead of storing
them first.

RE2. Address latency and throughput constraints. A real-time stream processing
system requires instantaneous response to the high volume of streaming input
data. The performance requirements of such systems mostly focus on latency
and throughput constraints. More specifically, the data processing must keep
up with high data ingestion rates while delivering analysis results with very low
latency [1]. In scale, this can be processing tens to hundreds of thousands of
data items in the range of seconds or milliseconds.
As we discussed above, the characteristic of a stream processing system by
nature supports processing data "in-stream" (RE1). Avoiding storing or retriev-
ing operations can improve latency to a certain degree. However, this is not
sufficient for achieving low latency with high-volumes of input data that would
require highly-optimized execution strategies. In order to meet the latency and
throughput requirements, a stream processing system must keep the optimization
of the processing in mind to enable real-time response for high-volume data
processing applications [60].

RE3. Handle data imperfections. In a real-time processing system, data can
arrive in an unexpected order, e.g., delayed or out-of-sequence, or can even
be lost. This requires the system to handle such data imperfections during
processing. This means that the system shall allow timeout of data processing in
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order to avoid infinite runs of a program caused by waiting for delayed data items.
Similarly, the system shall be able to deal with out-of-order data streams, e.g.,
extend the window period to accept for the late arrival of data [61] or introduce
a time-decay function that assign weights to data based on its age [62].

2.1.3 Data Stream and Data Processing

Data stream processing continuously executes data processing tasks on potentially
unbound streams of data items [1]. It focuses on gathering, processing and
analyzing a surge of live data streams coming from different domains. Example
domains are sensor networks [63], financial markets [64] or video streaming [65].
Below, we will explicitly dive into data stream and data processing to introduce
basic concepts and constructs of a stream processing system.

Data Stream

In a stream processing system, a data stream consists of a potentially infinite
sequence of data items (also known as tuples). The data tuples within a stream
share a common tuple schema that is specified by a set of attributes with their
names and values defined by atomic data types (see the formal definition in
Section 5.1). We view the tuple schema as the type specification of a tuple.
Generally, a data tuple is the atomic or fundamental data item embedded in a
data stream and processed by a stream processing application [1]. Each tuple is
associated with a certain order of transmission, e.g., a timestamp or a sequence
number. This order typically relates to the generation of the tuple at its source
or the arrival time of the tuple in a processing system. Below, we provide an
example of a tuple schema from the financial market data:

Tuple { St r ing symbolId , // the unique s tock symbol
long timestamp , // the time stamp
double value , // the s tock p r i c e
int volume // the s tock volume

}

This tuple definition consists of four attributes specifying the unique symbol of
the stock, the time stamp at which the tuple is created, the stock price and the
volume of the stock. All these attributes in this example refer to a structured
data whose tuple schema is known a priori. There is also unstructured data
whose schema is heterogeneous and variable in nature, e.g., data in custom
formats including text, video, audio, etc [1,66]. As an example, this type of data
can be, in particular, generated by social networking services such as Twitter.

Data Processing

Data streams are generated to feed into data processors for the actual processing.
The type of processing can vary from the tasks that the data processors focus on.
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In continuous query processing, data processors are called operators that are the
basic functional units in a query application [1]. In modern stream processing
systems, data processors can be realized as arbitrary analysis algorithms for
complex analysis tasks such as financial correlation computations [67]. Below,
we present some examples of basic processing tasks [1]:

• Aggregation, a task performing the process of combining and merging
several (often numerical) values into a single representative one, e.g.,
arithmetic mean or average [68]. More specifically, an aggregation task
summarizes a subset of tuples from one or more streams bounded by
certain conditions [1].

• Splitting, a task splitting a data stream into two or multiple streams for
providing better possibilities for data or task parallelism or addressing
application-specific requirements [1].

• Merging, a task merging two or multiple data streams with potentially
different stream schemas or merging the output of split streams to present
a joint result.

• Logical and mathematical operations, tasks that apply logical, relational
and mathematical processing over attributes of tuples.

• Sequence manipulation, a task operating on the tuple sequence, e.g., re-
ordering or postponing the arrival of tuples.

• Custom data manipulation, a task consisting of customized or arbitrary
processing, e.g., a combination of several basic processing tasks discussed
above. This type of processing is often used in the modern stream process-
ing systems and more advanced or complex techniques are usually applied,
e.g., statistics, data mining or machine learning techniques.

2.1.4 Stream Processing Architecture

Typically, a stream processing application is represented as a data flow graph
that consists of data sources, data processors and data sinks. Figure 2.1 depicts
an overview of the architecture of typical stream processing systems. From a
general perspective, we also call all nodes of a data flow graph the processing
nodes.

A streaming data source is responsible for producing data streams or ingesting
external data in order to continuously feed data into data processors for analysis.
Example data sources can be different types of sensors continuously monitoring
and collecting data (events) from a specific environment. Such data sources can
range from simple battery-operated sensors such as the sensors embedded in
mobile devices [69], to complex physical sensors such as aerospace monitoring
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Figure 2.1: The architecture of stream processing systems.

sensors [70] and medical devices [71], to sophisticated infrastructure systems
such as manufacturing monitoring system [72], multimedia applications [73], and
stock exchange market feeds [74].

Data processors are the nodes that perform the actual analysis tasks in a data
flow graph. As explained in the data processing part of Section 2.1.3, there
are different types of processing tasks depending on the analysis needs of the
application. Example processors can be filter, normalizer, aggregator, or other
types of processing, e.g., the customized types of processing supported in Apache
Storm [75]. Data processors are commonly referred to as operators or processing
nodes (the terms are interchangeably used in this work).

After the input data goes through all data processors, the processed results are
finally passed to data sinks for delivering to external applications, which present
the analysis results to end users. In other words, a stream data sink acts as an
edge adapter to provide the analyzed results to external consumers [1]. Example
data sinks can be visualization applications to present analysis results to end
users, or monitoring applications to capture the observed events, or repositories
to store the processed results, etc.

2.2 Self-Adaptive Systems

The key motivation of self-adaptive systems is to be capable of dealing with
continuously changing environments and uncertainties of requirements that
could occur after the system design is complete [76–78]. Generally speaking,
self-adaptative systems focus on an autonomous cycle of first identifying the
need of adaptation, then deciding a suitable treatment and finally performing
it. The main idea is to gather new insight about the varying context and
input of the system at runtime and use the gathered knowledge to resolve
uncertainties, to reason against the system itself, its context and goals, and
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eventually to reconfigure or adjust the system to realize its quality goals [79].
For Example, some self-adaptive systems tune themselves to the changing
operational environment to sustain their desired performance or even to achieve
optimization of performance. Some continuously diagnose the systems’ behavior
and automatically recover from system failures.

2.2.1 Different Aspects of Self-Adaptation

The term self-adaptation can be traced back to the idea of autonomous com-
puting, which had the aim of achieving self-management to free system admin-
istrators or stakeholders from the details of installing, configuring, optimizing
and maintaining tasks of computing systems according to Kephart et al. [80]. It
represents different aspects of self-management tasks. Below, we provide a brief
introduction of each aspect.

Self-optimization is the capability of a system to identify and seize opportunities
to optimize its efficiency or cost, e.g., the resource usage, while meeting the high-
level objectives of the system [80]. In large complex systems, optimization tasks
such as tuning hundreds or thousands of parameters can cause huge amounts of
effort. Enabling self-optimization in such a system can autonomously search for
the optimal settings without or with minimal human interference. For example,
in mobile communication systems, self-optimization techniques are used to enable
a mobile network to automatically adjust appropriate algorithms and system
parameters to achieve optimal system capacity and service coverage [81].

Self-healing represents the capability of a system to automatically detect, diagnose
and repair software or hardware problems in order to prevent a degraded quality
of service [80]. As Ghosh et al. [82] stated, a self-healing system should perceive
the incorrect operations and recovery from the abnormal state back to normalcy.
The main idea is to identify, trace and determine the root cause of internal
faults or failures, and perform necessary adjustments to recover from them. For
instance, self-healing control is commonly applied in the smart grid domain to
handle uninterrupted power supply problems by providing timely detection, rapid
diagnosis and elimination of hidden faults without human intervention [83].

Self-configuration has the property that a system can automatically integrate
new elements and (re-)configure itself with appropriate settings or parameters
under varying computing conditions [80,84]. This capability is typically enabled
in large, complex systems for automating the installation, configuration and
integration process of (new) components or subsystems. For example, the
Virtual Applications Management Platform (VAMP) proposed by Etchevers et
al. [85] automates the deployment of distributed applications in the cloud by self-
configuring the instantiated virtual machines. In response to the integration of
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new external devices into the vehicular network in automotive embedded systems,
Feng et al. [84] support self-configuration of application tasks to ensure their
execution at every electronic control unit (ECU) under timing requirements.

Self-protection is the capability of a system to defend against malicious attacks or
cascading failures that remain unaddressed with self-healing measures [80]. The
key idea is to anticipate problems early based on the collected information from
sensors and perform counter measures to prevent from system-wide failures. For
instance, Fayssal et al. [86] proposed a self-protection system for wireless networks
to detect complex wireless attacks by monitoring and analyzing anomalies in the
network features, and determine the appropriate actions based on the identified
attack information to protect wireless resources as well as the privacy of their
users.

This section presents an overview of different aspects of self-adaptive tasks. It
provides the relevant terms for the search strategy (see Section 4.2.1) of our
systematic literature review in Chapter 4. The adaptation we focus on in this
dissertation is related to the aspects of self-optimization and self-configuration.

2.2.2 Reference Model MAPE-K

As discussed in Chapter 1, algorithm switching is a specific type of adaptation
focusing on the execution of the self-adaptation cycle. This motivates us to look
into the widely used model MAPE-K to learn about the reference architecture
of self-adaptive systems.

The emergence of self-adaptive systems originates from the need of automating
management tasks shifting from human administrators to machines [79]. Back
in the early 2000s, autonomic computing was presented as a new vision of
engineering complex computing systems with the key idea of achieving self-
management of system operations and maintenance [80]. With the motivation
of providing a standardized approach for autonomic systems, IBM presented an
architectural blueprint [2] in which an architectural building block is proposed
for constructing self-management capabilities into computing systems. This
building block is called an autonomic manager that implements a MAPE-K
control loop, which became the reference model of self-adaptive systems later.

The MAPE-K control loop consists of four stages forming a self-management
cycle of monitoring, analyzing, planning and executing, together with a shared
knowledge base (see Figure 2.2). From a high-level perspective, the control loop
continuously collects data from the sensors that are monitoring variables of the
system and outputs a configuration change to the actuators that are altering
the corresponding parts in the system. For the detailed MAPE-K control loop,
we will provide a brief introduction of its components below:
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Figure 2.2: The reference model of adaptive systems (MAPE-K) [2].

• The Monitor stage starts with collecting detailed information about the
system. This information can be performance metrics, configuration set-
tings, resource status, etc. Once data is collected, the monitor component
performs aggregation, filtering and correlation on the data to determine
possible symptoms that need to be analyzed in the next stage.

• The Analyze stage performs the analysis of the current system situation
and reasons on the symptoms provided by the monitor stage to determine
whether a change is needed. The analysis is influenced by the knowledge
base in which system policies are presented. If changes are required, the
analyze component generates a change request and send it to the plan
component.

• The Plan stage is responsible for generating an appropriate change plan
based on the change request to support enacting the modification on the
system. The change plan consisting of enactment steps can take on many
different forms, ranging from a simple command to a complex workflow of
actions [2]. The plan component will eventually pass the change plan to
the execute component.

• The Execute stage is responsible for carrying out a series of adaptation
actions from the change plan generated by the plan stage. This results in
alterations of the system in order to fulfill the desired adaptation.

• The Knowledge component is a shared element to the four components
described above. This shared knowledge includes different types of data,
e.g., policies, symptoms, change requests and change plans. This data can
be created and updated during the four stages and can also be stored and
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retrieved by external knowledge sources [2].

2.2.3 Engineering of Self-Adaptive Systems

The engineering perspective of self-adaptive systems has been studied in var-
ious research areas including requirements engineering, software architecture,
component-based development, etc [87]. Most of these initiatives were re-
searched in a rather isolated manner, which became an important motivation for
researchers to focus on establishing the foundations for supporting the systematic
development of self-adaptive systems [87, 88]. In the literature, there are several
studies that provided a broad overview of engineering self-adaptive systems from
different perspectives.

Six Waves of Engineering Self-Adaptive Systems

From the perspective of the evolution of self-adaptive systems, Weyns [79] pre-
sented an organized tour of the developed approaches for engineering self-adaptive
systems in six waves with different research focuses. The first wave focused on
Automating Tasks towards the goal of self-management to free system adminis-
trators from system management tasks such as installation and maintenance [80].
The Architecture-Based Adaptation as the second wave emphasized the central
role of architecture in engineering self-adaptive systems. The MAPE-K loop
is the pioneering approach that is represented as a reference architecture (see
Section 2.2.2). For large, complex and heterogeneous systems, a decentralized
control architecture [89] was developed based on multiple MAPE loops. There
are also languages built on architecture-based self-adaptation to provide dynamic
reasoning and decision making. For example, the Stitch language [90] expresses
adaptation in strategies and tactics (actions) to enable systems to select the best
strategy for a given problem scenario. The third wave, Runtime Models, focused
on the concrete realization of runtime adaptation mechanisms. This was moti-
vated by the need of managing complex adaptation with dynamic information
generated at runtime situations. Runtime models were investigated to enable the
runtime configuration of a model such as removing and adding components in an
architecture based on the changing context [91]. The fourth wave, Goal-Driven
Adaptation, focused on the requirements of self-adaptive systems. It considers
requirements as the main driver to the system design. The idea is to turn
requirements into goal models and link them to feedback loop designs. One
of the most challenging tasks is to deal with uncertainties of the requirements.
Several languages such as RELAX [92] were developed for the specification of
requirements. The fifth wave, Guarantees under Uncertainty, explicitly deals
with uncertainties in engineering self-adaptive systems with the aim of providing
guarantees for achieving the adaptation goals under uncertainty. This requires
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systems to be able to react to uncertainties and change corresponding activities
to fulfill their goals at runtime. The sixth wave, Control-Based Adaptation, was
driven by the need to develop a theoretical framework for self-adaptation for
providing assurances. In this wave, researchers explored the mathematical basis
of the control theory to support formal analysis of systems, towards guaranteeing
key properties such as stability and robustness of self-adaptive systems.

From the introduced engineering waves above, Architecture-Based Adaptation
provides us with a reference architecture (MAPE-K loop) in which we scope our
adaptation of algorithm switching (i.e., focusing on the execution stage). Control-
Based Adaptation applies the control theory to design self-adaptive systems,
which shows us the importance of the theoretical framework for self-adaptive
systems. This kind of control-theoretic approaches focus on achieving guarantees
on the system-level adaptation goals by reacting to the measured feedback, which
involves the whole control loop of a self-adaptation (Section 2.2.2). The theory
of our algorithm switching framework, that we will present later in Chapter 6,
focuses on the quality guarantees of algorithm switching, which relates to the
wave of Guarantees under Uncertainty. Other waves are irrelevant to our focus.

Road Maps for Engineering Self-Adaptive Systems

In the literature, there are two road maps [87, 88] established by Dagstuhl
seminars, which discuss different software engineering aspects of self-adaptive
systems. Theses two road maps provide us with a high-level overview of the
topics and challenges that are critical in engineering self-adaptive systems. Some
of the topics are also relevant in the adaptation of our algorithm switching. We
will first present a summary of the road maps and then provide a discussion
about the mapping of these topics to the focus of our work.

The first road map [87] focuses on the following four views: requirements,
modelling, engineering and assurances. In the Requirements view, researchers
mainly address the specification of requirements for dealing with the requirement
uncertainties and the evolution of requirements at runtime. The Modelling view
focuses on representing critical aspects of self-adaptive systems as well as its
users and context. The authors classified three modelling dimensions including
adaptation activities, timing and dependability of self-adaptive systems. The
Engineering view focuses on the feedback control loop in engineering self-adaptive
systems. There are generic models such as the reference model MAPE-K [93]
and specific models that are the realization of the generic model for specific
application areas, e.g., the Rainbow framework [94] built for web-based client-
server systems. The Assurances of self-adaptive systems are driven by the need
of novel verification and validation (V&V) techniques to guarantee system goals
to deal with changing requirements. The representative challenges of runtime
assurance techniques include the dynamic identification of changing requirements
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and synchronizing runtime models with the changing system.

The second road map [88] covers four essential topics of self-adaptation.

• The Design Space for Adaptation highlights the importance of developing
a general design space for self-adaptive systems. In particular, adaptation
mechanisms are considered as an important dimension of such a design
space. The aim is to select the appropriate adaptation mechanism for a
certain adaptation problem. This dimension is also emphasized in our
third Challenge presented in Section 1.3.

• The Engineering Processes are required to be adaptable due to the varying
environments or requirements during the development of self-adaptive
systems. For example, the shift from the traditional development time to
runtime in the evolution activities of self-adaptive systems may introduce
new process requirements in different phases.

• The Centralized vs Decentralized Control is a crucial topic in designing self-
adaptive systems. Different control patterns [88, 89] proposed to represent
specific ways of interacting control loops of complex self-adaptive systems.
For example, in a fully decentralized pattern, each host implements a
complete MAPE control loop and the local components (M, A, P and E)
coordinate with the respective peer components of other hosts.

• The Control Science is considered important for runtime verification and
validation of self-adaptive systems, in particular, for providing adequate
confidence levels and certifiable trust in such systems.

While mapping the focus of our work to the views in the first road map, we see
our work involving similar topics to the Modelling and Engineering views. More
specifically, our work covers similar modelling dimensions, i.e., refining adaptation
activities in the framework design (Chapter 7), including the timeliness as well
as the safety requirements into the quality criteria of the adaptation of algorithm
switching (Section 5.3). Moreover, our work presents a specific adaptation for
the execution phase of the feedback control loop (MAPE-K) that is the focus
of the engineering view. Other views of the first road map are not involved in
our work. For the second road map, we can relate the taxonomy of our work
(Chapter 5) to the topic of Design Space for Adaptation. In our taxonomy, we
present a set of switch variants as the design space of the adaptation of algorithm
switching, which results in different adaptation mechanisms of switching. Other
topics of the second road map are out of our focus.
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2.3 Adaptive Stream Processing

Due to the dynamic nature of data stream processing, the need of runtime
adaptation arises to handle varying processing situations such as a drastically
increased volume of data streams or fluctuating network bandwidth in video
streaming [23]. Adaptive stream processing is the processing equipped with
the ability of dynamically adapting to the current runtime situations including
the adaptation of the processing itself as well as the processing environment.
Generally, the domain of adaptive stream processing covers two major topics,
i.e., stream processing and adaptation. We see this as an application domain of
applying adaptation in stream processing systems.

Adaptive Aspects of Stream Processing Systems

There are different aspects of stream processing systems that can be adapted.
The Data Streams can be adjusted by changing their data rates, e.g., dropping
data items through load shedding [19], or changing their data sources providing
different characteristics of data [73] or can even be modified by altering their
original structure, e.g., the order of the data items [69]. The Processing of data
streams can be adapted in many forms with different granularities. For example,
the processing algorithm can be tuned based on its configurable parameters, e.g.,
adjusting the error threshold parameters to address the tradeoffs of the fault
tolerance in stream processing [95]. Part of a specific processing can be replaced
with an alternative or equivalent processing, e.g., substituting a subgraph of
a query with an equivalent one [96]. The structure of the whole processing
graph (consisting of several processing nodes) can be reorganized to present a
new one, e.g., adapting query plans to customize the processing for different
subsets of data [97]. Besides the data and the processing, another interesting
aspect is the adaptation related to the Processing Environment, i.e., the resource
availability of the processing. The example adaptations from this aspect are
scaling up or down the resources by adding or removing processing nodes [25],
changing the type of resources, e.g., switching from CPU to GPU to accelerate
the processing [27], and assigning a different amount of resources to a specific
processing based on its priority [98].

Self-Adaptation in Stream Processing

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, self-adaptive systems address a full cycle of
monitoring, analyzing, planning and executing processes and each is responsible
for its specific tasks. In literature, there are several self-adaptive solutions
[3,99,100] applying the MAPE control loop in stream processing systems. As
an example, we use the approach proposed by Cardellini et al. [3] to illustrate
how a self-adaptive solution in stream processing works.
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Figure 2.3: The decentralized architecture of self-adaptation in elastic stream pro-
cessing proposed by Cardellini et al. [3].

Cardellini et al. proposed a decentralized architecture for the self-adaptation of
elastic stream processing. Their approach is based on the hierarchical control
pattern presented by Weyns et al. [89] for decentralized control of self-adaptive
systems. The key concept is to separate the complexity of self-adaption into
different concerns, present these concerns in individual MAPE loops and structure
them in a layered style. Figure 2.3 illustrates the hierarchical distributed
architecture presented by Cardellini et al. This architecture separates the
adaptation logic into different abstraction levels, i.e., the low-level adaptation on
the operators and nodes, and the high-level adaptation on the overall application.
At the lower level, there are two control loops addressing two different concerns,
i.e., the Operator Manager and the Node Manager. The Operator Manager
controls the adaptation of the operator via a local MAPE loop. It monitors the
performance and the resource usage of the operator and determines whether
a local reconfiguration is needed. In case a reconfiguration is required, the
Operator Manager sends its request to the higher layer. The Node Manager
monitors the resource availability of a computing node and determines whether
the node is overloaded and whether any workload needs to be migrated to other
available nodes. Similarly, the reconfiguration request will be sent to the higher
layer. At the higher layer, the Application Manager holds a global MAPE loop
which monitors the global application behavior and analyzes the monitored data
together with the received adaptation requests to make the decision for granting
the reconfigurations. Finally, the granted reconfigurations are executed on their
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local execution component.

It is worth mentioning that the application of the MAPE-K loop in adaptive
stream processing is quite implicit in most cases according to the literature
review (see Chapter 4) we conducted about the run-time adaptation in stream
processing. Most adaptive stream processing systems focus on specific techniques
of adaptation for certain optimization goals, e.g., optimizing routing strategies to
minimize computational cost for query execution [101] and applying load shedding
to deal with overload situations under limited amount of resources [19].
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Problem Statement

The problem statement in this chapter is based on the work that has been
published in the following papers:

• Holger Eichelberger, Cui Qin, Klaus Schmid and Claudia Niederée. Adap-
tive application performance management for Big Data stream processing.
Softwaretechnik Trends, vol. 35, no. 3, pp. 35-37, 2015.

• Cui Qin and Holger Eichelberger. Impact-minimizing runtime switching of
distributed stream processing algorithms. In Proceedings of EDBT/ICDT
Workshops, 2016.

• Cui Qin. Impact-minimizing runtime adaptation in cloud-based data
stream processing. In Proceedings of the PhD Symposium at the 5th
European Conference on Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing, pp. 274-
285. Springer, 2016.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, this dissertation focuses on algorithm switching for
distributed data stream processing. The goal is to develop a general framework
providing quality-aware algorithm switching approaches considering different
types of algorithms. In this chapter, we present the problem statement of the
algorithm switching in stream processing. First, we present a naive scenario
illustrating how switching among algorithms is supposed to work and discuss
the potential problems to be addressed in the adaptation of algorithm switching
in Section 3.1. Then, we provide the research questions that we will focus on in
this dissertation in Section 3.2.

3.1 Runtime Algorithm Switching

In this section, we introduce a naive algorithm switching to discuss the prob-
lem statement. First, we discuss the naive algorithm switching approach in
Section 3.1.1. Then, in Section 3.1.2 we present the evaluation of this naive
approach in a distributed stream processing environment in order to discuss the
potential problems to be considered in the adaptation of algorithm switching.

3.1.1 Naive Switch Approach

We present now a naive approach for switching among alternative distributed
algorithms, which basically relies on re-routing the input stream at runtime
from the original algorithm to the target algorithm. It is worth mentioning that
stream re-routing is a frequently used approach to redirect data streams / load
from one processing node to another [102].

Figure 3.1 illustrates the approach in terms of a data flow diagram, i.e., nodes
represent (distributable) data processors and edges data flows. Without loss of
generality, we illustrate the algorithm switching approach using two alternative
algorithms. A setting with multiple alternatives can be constructed similarly. In
Figure 3.1, the processors P1,1 to P1,n constitute Algorithm1 (akin P2,1 to P2,m
for Algorithm2), whereby the data flow within the respective algorithm is not
relevant for our discussion. In addition, two guarding processors control input
(Switching Element) and output (Join Element) streams. These guards can be
realized as part of proceeding or succeeding processors to save resources.

Let us assume that Algorithm1 is the currently active algorithm and it is pro-
cessing data arriving through the switch element. A signal, i.e., an asynchronous
event sent to a processor, indicates the actual need to switch the active algorithm
to another algorithm, i.e., the target algorithm 1©. Note that the reasons for
a switch at this point in time are out of our scope, i.e., decision-making of an
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Figure 3.1: The naive algorithm switching approach.

algorithm switching is not the focus of this dissertation. In this naive approach,
the switch signal causes an immediate re-routing of the data streams 2©, i.e.,
the stream to Algorithm1 is disabled and the alternative stream to Algorithm2 is
enabled at the same time. No action is needed in Join Element as the re-routing
of data streams only happens on the input streams of the algorithm. If there
is a joint downstream processor or a sink, the join element in this approach is
rather conceptual and in practice even superfluous.

As both algorithms are distributed and consist of several processors, there can be
data items queued in each individual processor of the algorithm. However, the
naive approach only performs a re-routing of data streams and does not consider
any queuing effects in the algorithm, which can cause the active algorithm to
continue processing even after the switch. Thus, this approach can significantly
increase the time to complete the switch and can also lead to inconsistent results
as the processing of both algorithms can overlap in an uncontrolled fashion.
In the next section, we will present an illustrative experiment to show certain
problems.

3.1.2 Problem Discussion

In this section, we dive into the evaluation of the naive approach presented in
Section 3.1.1 for capturing the actual switch effect. Afterwards, we discuss the
potential problems of such an algorithm switching.

We conducted an experiment to switch from a slow algorithm (with the processing
speed of 30 items per second) to a faster algorithm (with the speed of 1000 items
per second) in order to illustrate the potential problems that could occur in an
algorithm switching. For the illustrative purpose, we set the currently running
algorithm slower than the target algorithm, i.e., there will be data queued in
Algorithm1 while performing the switch. In order to avoid introducing influence
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factors from the algorithm side, we implement the algorithms to just pass the
arrived data in a certain speed to the downstream processors. Stream processors
ingest input data as long as they arrive and then emit data as output to the
downstream processors. No backpressure mechanism is applied in the stream
processing environment that we are running. We are interested in how this
algorithm switching can impact the overall throughput at the Join Element.
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Figure 3.2: Throughput caused by the simple approach when switching from a slower
algorithm.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the throughput, i.e., the number of data items per second
logged in the Join Element. In the beginning, the data processing is running
on the slower Algorithm1. At 1©, we send the switch signal and cause a re-
routing of the data streams from Algorithm1 to Algorithm2. As depicted in
Figure 3.2, the throughput after the switch fluctuates for around 15 seconds.
To explain this effect, we analyzed the logs written by our implementation of
the processors. By comparing the timestamps of the items, we realized that
the increasing throughput at 2© is due to the queuing of items in the preceding
Switching Element caused by the slow algorithm. Instead of coping with the
queued items immediately, the processing of the queued items is deferred by
3 seconds. Further, the reduced throughput at 3© is caused by the queuing of
items in (the internal queues of) Algorithm1. The queuing in Algorithm1 keeps
its processors still active as indicated by the timing bars in Figure 3.2 although
the data stream is already processed by Algorithm2 (the overlapped processing
in both algorithms).

As analyzed, we identified the following problems:

• The overlapped processing in both algorithms significantly increases the
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time needed to complete the switch and can even be delayed until all items
queued in the Algorithm1 are processed.

• Furthermore, this leads to inconsistent results as both algorithms overlap
processing after the switch. The logs of Algorithm1 and Algorithm2 indicate
that 1427 out-of-order items are caused by the ongoing processing in Algo-
rithm1, which can affect the overall output accuracy if the target algorithm
cannot cope with out-of-order data.

Although this is just a simple experiment with only illustrative purpose, we
gained good insight into the potential problems in terms of quality concerns
that could occur in the adaptation of algorithm switching impacting the overall
processing. The findings in this experiment helped us to identify the quality
criteria for our algorithm switching framework in Section 5.3.

Besides the specific problems shown in this naive approach, there are also further
problems that we need to address.

• If the algorithm holds certain types of states such as stateless and stateful
states, the question is how can this influence the algorithm switching and
how to cope with it in order to not interrupt the ongoing processing. This
means that we will need to consider the characteristics of the algorithms
involved in the switch.

• As the switch request can arrive at any point, another problem is to
determine a suitable point to perform the switch based on certain types of
algorithms.

• Furthermore, when we specify the quality criteria as mentioned above, we
would also come to the question of whether we can predict the qualities for
algorithm switching.

As mentioned, the experiment in this section is just a simple example to illustrate
common problems. We will address more detailed problem scenarios in the next
chapters.

Next, we will discuss the general scientific research questions that will be answered
in this dissertation.

3.2 Research Questions of the Dissertation

Based on the discussions regarding the focused topics and challenges in the
previous chapters as well as the problems illustrated in Section 3.1.2, in this
section, we provide the overall research questions that we will focus on in the
dissertation. We list them below:
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RQ′1 What kind of algorithm switching approaches exist and how to
derive them in a systematic way?

As discussed in Chapter 1, the overall goal of this dissertation is to
develop a general algorithm switching framework that provides different
switch variants with quality guarantees. We start with deriving algorithm
switching approaches for the framework. In this research question, we aim
at providing a general model of algorithm switching to characterize the
elementary aspects of switch behaviors and to develop a systematic way
of deriving switch variants. This research question will be answered in
Chapter 5, which results in a taxonomy of algorithm switching approaches.

RQ′2 What are the quality guarantees of these derived algorithm
switching approaches?

Providing quality guarantees for each switch variant is one of our goals
towards the achievement of a general algorithm switching framework. This
requires us to be able to estimate different dimensions of qualities for
the algorithm switching approaches. Thus, in this research question, we
will focus on the theoretical specification of the qualities that are relevant
for the algorithm switching approaches. This also leads to another sub-
question of what quality criteria need to be considered, which is discussed
in Chapter 5. This research question regarding the quality specification
will be answered in Chapter 6. As the result, it provides a theory for our
algorithm switching framework to determine quality guarantees for each
switching approaches.

RQ′3 How to design the realization of these algorithm switching ap-
proaches in a composable and reusable manner?

After we answered the previous questions about a general model for deriving
algorithm switching approaches as well as the theoretical specification for
estimating the quality guarantees, we continue with our focus on the
realization of these algorithm switching approaches with this research
question. We aim at developing a design to provide a composable and
reusable way to realize these switching approaches. This research question
will be answered in Chapter 7. As the result, we design a component-based
framework with which we can easily assembly corresponding components
into an algorithm switching approach.

RQ′4 How accurate is the theoretical estimation of the quality guar-
antees for the algorithm switching approaches against their re-
alizations?

This research question focuses on validating the theoretical estimation of
the quality guarantees provided by our framework. We evaluate the impact
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of algorithm switching on the overall processing, i.e., the quality criteria
of the switching approaches answered in RQ′2. Most importantly, we
compare the theoretical and experimental qualities to validate how close
our theoretical estimations are to the results of the realizations based on
the design answered in RQ′3. This research question will be answered in
Chapter 8.
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4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 2.3, it is important for a stream processing system to
be able to adapt to varying runtime processing situations, i.e., the dynamic
characteristics of data streams and the changing processing environment. There
are different types of adaptation in literature aiming at different problems. For
instance, a typical way to handle bursty streams is to apply load shedding [19],
i.e., to drop unprocessed tuples to reduce system load. For resource fluctuation
problems, elastic resource scaling [24] is commonly applied to dynamically
increase and decrease resources according to the processing needs. These different
ways of adapting the streaming system sparked our interest in finding out different
categories of adaptation approaches and learning about the state-of-the-art of the
adaptation in stream processing. More specifically, in this chapter, our general
goal is to report on a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) that investigates the
adaptation in stream processing considering latency implications from various
perspectives. It is worth mentioning that this SLR is a slightly updated one
based on our previously published SLR [103] to extend its study search from
November 2018 to a further up-to-date time (May 2020).

There are several different phases that can be involved in a full adaptation
cycle according to the MAPE-K reference model of adaptive systems explained
in Section 2.2.2. Typically, the adaptation cycle starts by collecting detailed
information about the system in a monitoring phase and then analyzes the
monitored data to diagnose adaptation-relevant symptoms. Once a symptom is
captured, a treatment plan for it will be established and finally performed in the
execution phase (runtime) of the adaptation. In this chapter, our main focus is,
however, to investigate the adaptation throughout the execution phase. Other
phases of this cycle, e.g., how the adaptation decision is made in the plan phase
or how the monitored data is derived in the monitoring phase, are out of our
scope. This is in line with the execution perspective of the adaptation of our
algorithm switching approach. The identified adaptations in this SLR serve as a
part of the related work to our algorithm switching framework.

More specifically, we focus on how the adaptation is executed / enacted after
an adaptation decision is already made. In this SLR, we use enactment to refer
to the execution phase of the MAPE-K. We mainly aim at identifying different
types of enactment and classifying them into enactment categories. In order to
learn about enactment from different perspectives, we introduced three levels of
enactment terms. Namely, there are the enactment approach referring to the
general concept or idea of the enactment, the enactment technique referring to
the realization of an enactment approach from the conceptual point of view
and the enactment implementation referring to the actual implementation of an
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enactment. Throughout the paper, we mainly focus on the enactment approach
and the enactment technique, and sometimes use the enactment implementation
only if necessary. Generally speaking, the enactment of adaptation results in
rearrangement of the processing or the overall system. For example, scaling up
or down the processing needs to reorganize the parallelism of a processing node
or even a group of processing nodes [53]. In this example, the scaling of the
processing is the enactment approach and the reorganization of the processing
parallelism is the enactment technique according to our enactment terms.

One of the typical requirements towards continuous data processing is to keep
up with data ingestion rates, while providing high quality analytical results
as quickly as possible, i.e., with as little latency as possible [1]. In particular,
low-latency is the aim of many streaming applications. For example, in financial
applications it is crucial to process huge amounts of market data that arrive
in real time with varying runtime characteristics with low latency to predict
financial risks [104]. Our algorithm switching approach is one specific adaptation
to handle bursty streams, particularly focusing on minimizing the switching
time, i.e., the response time of the adaptation. In this SLR, we are interested in
obtaining an overview of other adaptation approaches that focus on latency or
response time in the field of stream processing, i.e., how enactment of runtime
adaptation in stream processing copes with latency requirements.

In this chapter, we report on an (updated) Systematic Literature Review (SLR)
to investigate the enactment of adaptation in data stream processing from a
latency perspective. Our scope is to identify the software-based approaches for
the enactment of adaptation. We target the following main research questions:

RQ1. In studies analyzing adaptation in data stream processing from a latency
perspective, which enactment approaches exist?

RQ2. What techniques are used to realize which enactment?

In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:

• We provide a taxonomy of enactment approaches based on the ones identi-
fied in our SLR, which results in 17 different categories.

• We extract enactment techniques that represent the realization of each
identified enactment approach from the publications and classify them into
different categories.

• To gain a better understanding of the purpose of enactment approaches,
we extract the addressed problems and the goals from the publications.
Based on this, we present a classification of the general problems as well
as the general goals.

• We also identify the metrics used to evaluate the enactment approaches
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to obtain an overview of their performance focus. Moreover, we extract
parameters used to trigger the enactment of adaptation in the evaluation to
understand the typical ways of using enactment approaches in a dynamic
processing environment.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present the SLR protocol
as our research methodology. This includes the steps recommended by the
guidelines of Kitchenham et al. [105], i.e., the search strategy, the study selection,
the quality assessment and the data extraction. In Section 4.3 we provide our
results and answer our five major research questions. We discuss the threats to
validity in Section 4.4 and the related work in Section 4.5. Finally, we conclude
our SLR in Section 4.6.

4.2 Research Methodology

In this section, we describe the design and the execution of our systematic review.
We adopted the phases and steps recommended by the guidelines of Kitchenham
et al. [105]. Following this review process, we discuss our review protocol below.
First, we give a detailed description about our research questions. Then we
describe the search strategy and the search process for identifying relevant studies
in Section 4.2.1. In Section 4.2.2 we explain the inclusion and exclusion criteria as
well as the detailed study selection procedure. Afterwards we discuss the quality
assessment of the included studies in Section 4.2.3. Finally in Section 4.2.4
we provide a short introduction to our data extraction process as well as the
detailed description of data properties to be extracted.

Table 4.1 illustrates the research questions that we focus on for this systematic
review. RQ1 and RQ2 are the core questions of our systematic review, which
respectively investigate the enactment approaches of adaptation from a latency
perspective and their realization techniques (explained in Section 4.1). Besides
the details of enactment approaches, RQ1 also contributes a taxonomy of the
enactment approaches we identified from the publications. RQ3 explores the
general processing problems addressed in the publications to understand the
motivation of applying enactment approaches. We are also interested in the
(measurable) goals that respective enactment approaches aim at (RQ4). Finally,
RQ5 aims to gain an insight into the evaluation of the enactment approaches. It
is divided into two sub-questions. RQ5.1 pertains to the metrics used to evaluate
the enactment approaches. These metrics can be linked back to the identified
goals in RQ4 to determine whether the enactment of adaptation is sufficiently
evaluated regarding to its predefined goals. RQ5.2 investigates the evaluation
parameters that are used to present the dynamic evaluation environment for
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triggering the adaptation. From this question, we aim at obtaining an overview
of what parameter settings are applied to what enactment for its evaluation.

ID Question Aim

RQ1

In studies analyzing adap-
tation in data stream pro-
cessing from a latency per-
spective, which enactment
approaches exist?

To identify and classify the enactment
approaches in the studies that address
the adaptation in data stream process-
ing from a latency perspective.

RQ2
What techniques are used
to realize which enact-
ment?

To identify a set of categories of enact-
ment realization techniques and to ob-
tain an overview of which techniques
are usually used for which enactment.

RQ3
What problems are ad-
dressed by the publica-
tions?

To identify the general processing
problems addressed by the publica-
tions, which reflects the motivation
of applying their proposed enactment
approaches.

RQ4
What are the (measurable)
goals aimed at in the pub-
lications?

To identify the goals that the publica-
tions aim at through their proposed
approaches. We mainly focus on mea-
surable goals such as minimizing la-
tency or throughput.

RQ5
How are these approaches
evaluated in the publica-
tions?

To gain an overview of how the en-
actment approaches are evaluated.
This is detailed in the following sub-
questions of RQ5.1 and RQ5.2.

RQ5.1
Which metrics are used for
the evaluation of these en-
actment approaches?

To identify the metrics that are used
to evaluate the enactment approaches.

RQ5.2

Which parameters are var-
ied / studied in the evalu-
ation of the enactment ap-
proaches?

To identify the parameters that are
varied to trigger the enactment in the
evaluation. In other words, we iden-
tify the parameters that are used to
simulate the dynamic environment for
evaluating the enactment, e.g., vary-
ing input rates.

Table 4.1: Research questions for the systematic review.

In a SLR, a review protocol is defined to reduce the potential researcher bias and
to support the repeatability of the review [106]. We first created an initial review
protocol covering all possible technical elements of a review (guided by [105])
and then discussed it in our review team meeting until all members (three)
agreed on the protocol content. The review protocol was also evolved during the
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actual execution of the SLR and revised based on the results of the discussions
of review team meetings. A summary of the final protocol is given in Sections
4.2.1 to 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Search Strategy

In our review, we conducted an automatic search in two digital libraries, namely
ACM 1 and ScienceDirect 2, to identify relevant primary studies. For ACM,
we searched with "The ACM guide to Computing Literature" to include also
literature from other publishers (see Appendix A). We adopted the search
strategy suggested by Kitchenham’s guidelines [106]:

• Extract main search terms from the research questions and the related
topics to be researched. This initially derives the potential terms relevant
to our SLR search.

• Consider possible synonyms, related terms and alternative spellings for
the initially identified terms.

• Iteratively conduct pilot searches and use a test set containing relevant
papers to validate the completeness of the search.

Again recommended by Kitchenham et al. [106], we broke down the research
questions into individual facets of population, intervention and outcome (see
Table 4.2) and formed the search string by composing these three facets with
Boolean ANDs. It is worth mentioning that different search engines have different
query syntax and it is not possible to use the same search string for different
digital sources. For our search we ensured that the search strings used in different
search engines are logically and semantically equivalent. To conduct our search,
for both ACM and ScienceDirect we used the functionality of the advanced
search to perform a query search string which fits the syntax of the respective
search engines (detailed search strings are given in Appendix A).

Population Intervention Outcome
"stream processing" OR
"continuous query" OR
"stream-based system" OR
"data stream system" OR
"streaming system" OR
"complex event processing"

"adapt*" OR
"reconfigur*"

"latency" OR
"response time"

Table 4.2: Search terms for the identification of relevant work.

1http://dl.acm.org
2http://www.sciencedirect.com
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We iteratively conducted a pilot search to refine our search terms by checking
the search result against known primary studies that we obtained from the
references of our previous work [107]. This strategy leads to a rather precise set
of results as we verified with a test set of already known papers. The test set we
used contains 10 relevant papers (see Table 4.3), i.e., [25, 65, 102,108–114]. The
search string captured 9 out of 10 reference publications based on the test set.
One paper (T4 [111]) was not found by our search because the used intervention
terms are not appearing in the searched fields. From this paper we extracted
another intervention term "optimize" and conducted a trial search by including
it. However, this returns too many irrelevant results as it is a too general term
for the adaptation at the execution phase. So we decided not to introduce the
"optimize" in our search term but we are aware of the threat that there might
be some papers missing (see Section 4.4). For our final search result, the paper
T4 is included. With the overall result (90% found), we believe that we reached
a substantial level of search completeness.

As clarified in the introduction, the search of this SLR is extended based on our
previously published one. More specifically, the original search was conducted on
20-11-2018, resulting in 212 relevant papers from ACM and 32 from ScienceDirect.
The search for the updated one was conducted on 29-05-2020, leading to 20
more relevant papers from ACM and 4 more from ScienceDirect. In total, we
identified 232 relevant papers including T4 from ACM and 36 from ScienceDirect
(see Figure 4.1) 3.

4.2.2 Study Selection

We conducted the study selection with a multi-stage approach (see Section 4.2.2.2)
by which we incrementally read different parts of the primary studies and removed
irrelevant papers from the candidate papers based on the corresponding inclusion
and exclusion criteria (see Section 4.2.2.1). The study selection was mainly
conducted by the dissertation author and cross-checked by the other two review
members. The final inclusion and exclusion criteria as well as the selection itself
were discussed among all three review members. Afterwards, the selection was
adapted accordingly.

4.2.2.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The formulation of the selection criteria aims at identifying those studies that
can provide evidence to answer the research questions [105]. Our inclusion
and exclusion criteria were initially determined based on our research questions

3Our search results are accessible at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4497754

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4497754
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Paper ID Reference
T1 A. Chatzistergiou and S. D. Viglas. Fast heuristics for near-

optimal task allocation in data stream processing over clusters.
T2 T. Heinze and M. Zia et al. An adaptive replication scheme for

elastic data stream processing systems.
T3 Y. Ji and H. Zhou et al. Quality-driven continuous query

execution over out-of-order data streams.
T4 B. Lohrmann and D. Warneke et al. Massively-parallel stream

processing under QoS constraints with Nephele.
T5 K. G. S. Madsen and Y. Zhou. Dynamic resource management

in a massively parallel stream processing engine.
T6 C. Balkesen and N.Tatbul et al. Adaptive input admission and

management for parallel stream processing.
T7 T. Das and Y. Zhong et al. Adaptive stream processing using

dynamic batch sizing.
T8 Q. Lin and B. C. Ooi et al. Scalable distributed stream join

processing.
T9 Y. Liu, and R. Meier. AdaptStream: towards achieving fluidity

in adaptive stream-based systems.
T10 R. Tudoran and O. Nano et al. Jetstream: Enabling high

performance event streaming across cloud data-centers.

Table 4.3: The papers of the test set.

(see Table 4.1) and later evolved and refined during the detailed reading in the
multi-stage selection process. In particular, we defined more specific criteria (see
below IC5-6 and EC5-10) when we gained insight into the actual content of the
primary studies. Our final inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed below:

• Inclusion criteria (IC): IC1-3 must be met by all papers and IC4-6 are
alternatives where it is sufficient that a paper adheres to one of them.
IC1: Study is written in English.
IC2: Study was published between 2006 and 2018.
IC3: Study is in the field of data stream processing.
IC4: Study discusses the enactment of adaptation in stream processing,
i.e., the execution phase of adaptation based on the MAPE-K terminol-
ogy [115].
IC5: Study is about adaptation on the level of stream processing algo-
rithms, e.g., input adaptation of a specific algorithm.
IC6: Study discusses scheduling approaches that cause a change of the
processing in the execution phase.

• Exclusion criteria (EC): EC1-4 are our initial exclusion criteria and
EC5-10 are more detailed criteria that we extracted while conducting the
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selection process as a response to border cases.
EC1: Study is less than 5 pages.
EC2: Study is not a peer-reviewed paper (e.g., a technical report or a
thesis).
EC3: Study is a survey.
EC4: Study has no evaluation part.
EC5: Study deals with the adaptation for the monitoring approaches
in stream processing, but does not involve the execution (phase) of the
processing or the overall system.
EC6: Study is only about scheduling policies and does not target their
actual execution that could lead to a rearrangement of the processing.
EC7: Study is about frameworks for supporting the adaptation of the
processing but does not focus on the adaptation itself or the adaptation is
only mentioned in use cases, examples, scenarios, etc.
EC8: Study only discusses the impact of the adaptation of the processing
but no concrete approach is proposed.
EC9: Study focuses on hardware-related approaches (e.g., reconfigurable
FPGA [116]) and no software solution is provided.
EC10: Study only mentions adaptation but details are not sufficiently
described (not possible to identify the adaptation techniques in the data
extraction process).

4.2.2.2 Study Selection Procedure

For the study selection, we applied a multi-stage process (adapted from Kitchen-
ham et al. [105]) which is divided into four stages (see the description of the
stages below). We incrementally read different parts of the studies and de-
termined the selection decisions based on the respective criteria. We started
the early screening on the title and abstract, then read the introduction and
conclusion sections, afterwards skimmed the full text and finally read the full
text in detail.

We also incrementally applied our inclusion and exclusion criteria to each selection
stage (see the described criteria in the respective stage below) depending on the
part of the paper being read. For instance, for the very first stage in which only
title and abstract are being read, we relaxed our inclusion criteria to consider also
studies that discuss any kinds of adaptation (occurring in all phases of MAPE-K)
in stream processing (we refer this to relaxed IC4) instead of restricting the
adaptation in the execution phase to avoid excluding papers with insufficient
information.

The four selection stages are detailed as follows:
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• First stage by reading title and abstract. For this stage, we consider any
sort of adaptation in the field of data stream processing (IC3 and relaxed
IC4). The reason to adjust the inclusion criteria for this stage is to avoid
excluding studies too early without reading enough information.

• Intermediate stage by reading introduction and conclusion to critically
check the studies selected from the first stage. For this stage, we applied
IC3 and (not-relaxed) IC4 to consider adaptation at execution time, i.e.,
the enactment of adaptation.

• Second stage by skimming the full text (including figures, tables, algo-
rithms, etc.) of the study to double-check the included papers after the
intermediary stage (IC3-4 and EC2-4). In particular, we double-check the
papers which were marked as uncertain in the last stage.

• Third stage by reading the full text in detail to critically double-check the
full selection based on all defined inclusion (IC1-6) and exclusion (EC1-10)
criteria.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the results of the study selection process. From the 268
retrieved publications, we first removed 23 duplicates (the same title and authors
or one paper has major overlapping part with another paper but no additional
contribution in terms of adaptation approaches, e.g., a conference paper published
later as a journal paper) and 25 studies with less than 5 pages (EC1). In total
220 papers were considered in the multi-stage selection process. Afterwards,
we followed the stages for selection described above. For example, at the first
stage by reading the title, abstract and keywords as well as checking if the study
involves any kinds of adaptation, 181 studies remained for the second stage.
After conducting all four selection stages, i.e., the detailed full-text reading is
finished, 84 studies were included as the result of this selection process.

Following the recommendation by Kitchenham [105], our study selection was
performed by one (the dissertation author) review member and cross-checked
by the other two review members. For each selection stage we conducted a
cross-checking on all candidate papers. Also, for each stage we set up a review
meeting to discuss the cross-checking results and resolve all potential issues that
appeared in our selection process. The final results were discussed and agreed
among all three review members.

4.2.3 Quality Assessment

For SLRs it is essential to assess the quality of the primary studies and the
quality results can be used to guide the interpretation of the synthesis findings
[106]. There exist several versions of quality checklists in recent guidelines
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Figure 4.1: The result of the study selection process.

and experience publications on SLR [105,106,117,118]. The closest one to our
research topic is the quality checklist proposed by Dybå et al. [118]. It was
developed and used for a qualitative, technology-focused systematic review in
software engineering [105]. Based on this checklist as well as taking our research
questions into account, we developed a quality checklist that can reflect the
quality of the data to be used to answer our research questions. Table 4.4
(column 2–3) illustrates the quality assessment questions mapped to our research
questions.

As recommended by Kitchenham et al. [105], a consistent scoring of the selected
studies against the quality assessment criteria is necessary to conduct the study
quality assessment. For this we adopted a ternary scale [105] in which we
consider 3 levels of scores, i.e., Yes, Partly and No. The studies with "No" scored
were already excluded during the selection process with some of our exclusion
criteria, e.g., EC10 excluded the "No" scored papers for QA4. We also conducted
a cross-checking for the quality assessment so that the scores were discussed
and agreed among two review members. The result (column 4 in Table 4.4)
shows that for all quality questions all included studies were scored with either
Yes or Partly, which indicates all quality assessment questions can be positively
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answered for our remaining papers.

ID Quality assessment
question

Research
question(s) Result

Yes Partly

QA1

Did the paper clearly ex-
plain the problem to be
addressed within the re-
search?

RQ3 67
(79.8%)

17
(20.2%)

QA2 Is there a clear statement
of the goal of the research? RQ4 52

(61.9%)
32
(38.1%)

QA3

Is there an adequate de-
scription of the context in
which the research was car-
ried out?

Overview of the
studies

63
(75%)

21
(25%)

QA4

Did the paper provide
enough details about the
enactment approach to en-
able us conduct the re-
quired analysis?

RQ1, RQ2 74
(88.1%)

10
(11.9%)

QA5 Are the findings of the re-
search clearly stated?

RQ5 (RQ5.1 and
RQ5.2)

79
(94%) 5 (6%)

Table 4.4: Quality assessment criteria.

4.2.4 Data Extraction

Finally we selected 84 publications for the data extraction. The extraction work
was again assigned to one data extractor and another two review members acted
as data checker supporting the cross-checking on the extracted data. This is
aligned with the suggestion reported by [117, 119] while conducting the data
extraction with a large number of papers to be reviewed.

We performed the data extraction in an iterative manner. Already in the second
selection stage, while skimming the full text of the papers, we started to collect
data for some properties, including the objectives of the paper, the enactment
approach, and the techniques applied in the enactment of adaptation to get
an initial overview on the taxonomy of the enactment approaches. From our
experience, this is helpful for verifying the extracted enactment approach and
also refining the right enactment terms during data extraction later on. For the
actual data extraction process, we derived the properties to be extracted based
on the defined research questions. Table 4.5 shows the extracted properties and
also the mapping to their relevant research question(s).
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ID Property Research question(s)
P1 Research Context Overview of the studies
P2 Problem RQ3
P3 Goal RQ4
P4 Enactment Technique RQ2
P5 Enactment Approach RQ1
P6 Evaluation Metric RQ5.1
P7 Evaluation Parameter RQ5.2
P8 Latency Implication Category Overview of the studies

Table 4.5: Extracted properties.

In the following subsections we explain the content to be extracted for each
data property listed in Table 4.5 as well as the extraction process. In addition,
we discuss their relation to our research questions as well as the focus of their
contribution to the final review results.

4.2.4.1 Research Context (P1)

We identified the research context in which the enactment of adaptation is per-
formed. The aim of identifying this property is to categorize the research context
from different perspectives in order to obtain an overview of the distribution of
the papers to the identified context categories as well as understand the relation
between context and applied approaches. The research context we extracted
here is the research background or research environment that the study focuses
on. We classified the research context based on two perspectives:

a) High-level context: we mainly identified three high-level stream pro-
cessing classes based on the discussed classification of stream processing
systems in Section 2.1.1.

• Continuous query processing: if the study focuses on continuous
queries and the adaptation is studied on the level of query processing.

• Complex event processing: if the study deals with complex events and
the adaptation is researched in the context of event processing.

• Data stream processing: if the study is in neither of above two context
classifications and discusses the adaptation in the general context of
data stream processing.

Studies may target multiple criteria, in particular, CQ and CEP may occur
together. For this case, we classify them to both contexts.

b) Specific context: we also identified more specific contexts if they are
given in the reviewed study. For example, some studies discuss their
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approaches for specific applications, e.g., video streaming applications
and some focus on specific stream processing frameworks, e.g., Apache
Storm [75]. Based on the presented context we categorized the studies as
follows:

• Specific application: if the study focuses on a specific application
domain such as web or video streaming application. Multiple applica-
tions can be extracted from one study.

• Specific framework: if the study focuses on the techniques of a spe-
cific stream processing framework such as Apache Storm [75] or
Continuous-MapReduce [120]. Notice that if a processing framework
is only used for implementation or evaluation in the study, we do not
consider it as context.

• Specific query: if the study focuses on a specific query type, e.g., join
query.

• Specific data type: if the study deals with specific types of data, such
as linked data or out-of-order data.

• General: if no specific context can be clearly extracted.

Multiple specific contexts may appear in one study. For this case, we
categorize the study into each occurred specific context.

4.2.4.2 Problem (P2)

We extracted the processing problems that are addressed by the publications.
This directly answers our research question RQ3. It indicates the motivation of
the adaptation, i.e., why such an adaptation is needed. From this property, we
can obtain insights into the relation between the problems and the enactment of
adaptation, i.e., what problems are handled by what enactment.

4.2.4.3 Goal (P3)

We extracted the goal that the publications aim at. We mainly focus on the
measurable goals that indicate the performance metrics to be aimed at. It
answers our research question RQ4. Later on we mapped this data to the
extracted problem property as well as the evaluation metrics to assess the
quality of the proposed adaptation, e.g., whether the goal reflects the processing
problem to be addressed in the publication and whether the aimed metrics are
evaluated.
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4.2.4.4 Enactment Techniques (P4)

We identified the enactment techniques reported in the inspected studies. More
specifically, we collected the details of how the enactment is realized in our
review data sheets. While extracting the enactment techniques, we consider
the information stated in the study but not the assumptions or implications of
underlying adaptation. There might be several enactment approaches presented
in one paper. In this case, we considered the ones that provide sufficient details
to understand the realization of the enactment techniques (see EC10). It might
happen that one adaptation could cause another subsequent adaptation. For
this case, we check whether we can obtain enough evidence that the techniques
about the subsequent adaptation can be extracted. The extracted details of
the technique are used to derive the generalized enactment approaches (see
Section 4.2.4.5) later on.

With this property we aim at identifying how enactment is realized and what
specific techniques are applied. This provides an initial overview of enactment
approaches and later enables us to obtain a more comprehensive classification of
these approaches. As a result, we aim at obtaining an overview of the applied
techniques for each individual enactment approach which answers research
question RQ2.

4.2.4.5 Enactment Approach (P5)

We identified enactment approaches based on the extracted enactment techniques
as described in Section 4.2.4.4. During the extraction, we discovered that the
category terms of enactment approaches were not always consistently used in
literature. In some studies the enactment categories can be easily identified,
e.g., load balancing, while in some no clear terms are mentioned. The aim of
identifying this property is to provide a consistent classification of enactment
approaches. We applied an iterative method to derive enactment categories,
i.e., first defining the initial ones, then evaluating with the identified enactment
techniques and finally making the classification decisions (details in Section 4.3.2).
The identified categories of enactment approaches were finally discussed and
agreed among all review members.

The classification of enactment approaches answers research question RQ1. We
mainly aim at a taxonomy which captures potential enactment approaches
in literature as well as a quantitative overview of the existing enactment ap-
proaches.
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4.2.4.6 Evaluation Metrics (P6)

We identified the performance metrics that are evaluated for the enactment
approach in the evaluation part of the paper. We only collected the metrics
relevant to the enactment approaches if clearly stated in the paper. If they are
irrelevant to the enactment or not clear enough to be extracted, e.g., overlapping
with the evaluation of other properties of the approach or the respective system,
we do not include them. When several enactment approaches exist in one study,
evaluation metrics are mapped to the respective enactment approaches, i.e.,
what metrics are evaluated for what enactment. This aims at answering research
question RQ5.1.

4.2.4.7 Evaluation Parameter (P7)

For this property we focused on the parameters that are used to simulate the
dynamic environment for evaluating the enactment approaches. The parameters
we extracted here are the ones used to trigger the enactment of adaptation in the
evaluation, e.g., the varying workload for triggering a load balancing approach.
We are mainly interested in the parameter itself but not the details of the values
of the parameters, e.g., different values of input rates used in the evaluation.
This answers research question RQ5.2.

4.2.4.8 Latency Implication Category (P8)

As we aim at identifying enactment approaches from a latency perspective (see
RQ1), we are interested in how latency is being addressed in the included studies.
For that, we identified the latency context and classified them into the following
categories:

• Latency-oriented: if the study aims at optimizing the latency, e.g., achieving
low-latency.

• Latency-aware: if the study aims at a latency bound, e.g., providing latency
guarantees or minimizing latency violations.

• Evaluated: if the study is neither latency-oriented nor latency-aware but
considers the latency in the evaluation.

• Discussed: if the study does not explicitly focus on latency but provides a
brief discussion of the latency impact.
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4.3 Results and Analysis

A total number of 84 papers were included in our review. We first give a short
overview (Section 4.3.1) of the general characteristics of included studies in terms
of the publication year (Section 4.3.1.1), publication type (Section 4.3.1.2), and
research context (Section 4.3.1.3). Afterwards we discuss the result for each
research question that we aim to answer in this SLR in Sections 4.3.2 to 4.3.6.

4.3.1 Overview of the studies

This section provides an overview of the included publications in this SLR
study.

4.3.1.1 Publication year

Figure 4.2 illustrates the distribution of the primary studies over time. The
reviewed papers were published between 2006 and 2020 May. The chart shows
considerably increasing research interest on enactment approaches in stream
processing over the years. In particular, a huge spike appeared in 2016. Although
we observed a lower number of papers in 2017-2019 and 2020 (partial year, only
until May), there is still an overall upward trend in this topic in the recent
decade.

4.3.1.2 Publication type

Among 84 included studies, most were published in conferences (44, 52.4%) and
journals (32, 38.1%). Only a few (8, 9.5%) are workshop papers.

4.3.1.3 Research context

As indicated in Section 4.2.4.1, the purpose of identifying the research context
is to get an overview of the involved background or environment of the included
primary studies. We discuss the result for the study context below:

I. High-level context: We categorized the majority of the papers (62,
71.3%) into the general context of data stream processing, followed by
continuous query processing (18, 20.7%) and complex event processing (7,
8%). Among them, three papers [26,69,121] target two contexts, continuous
query processing and complex event processing. All other papers could be
clearly categorized into one of these three classes.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the selected primary studies over time.

II. Specific context: We identified specific contexts from more than half
(50, 59.5%) of the included studies. The "specific application" category
is predominant (29 studies), followed by the specific framework (17), the
specific query (5) and the specific data type (5) category. As described in
Section 4.2.4.1, multiple specific contexts can appear in one paper. Below
we discuss their respective results in detail:

• Specific application: We mainly identified five classes of application
domains. The main one is multimedia streaming (23) that focuses
on audio and video streaming [23,73,122,123]. Five papers [69,121,
124–126] deal with mobile applications, i.e., mobile data processing.
One paper [127] focuses on web applications, one [128] on wide-area
streaming systems and one [129] realizes a smart grid application
handling power events from electrical power systems.

• Specific framework: For this category, we identified the well-known
stream processing framework Apache Storm [130,131], Twitter’s Heron
[132], the stream processing engine Borealis [102] and thirteen frame-
works specifically created by the authors in the context of their study.
The proposed frameworks include Continuous-MapReduce [120], Ted-
dies [133], Enorm [53], ACQUA [69], SPARQL [134], Dhalion [132],
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Drizzle [135], Haren [136], STRETCH [137], Joker [138], Merlin [126],
a parallel stream processing engine [112] and a query modification
framework [139].

• Specific query: Four studies [22,25,140,141] discuss specific adaptation
techniques for join queries and one [142] focuses on spatial preference
queries.

• Specific data type: In stream processing, data types can vary from
different application domains or different data sources. 23 stud-
ies focus on multimedia data and five on mobile data (see "specific
application"). Additionally, we identified linked stream data [143], Re-
source Description Framework (RDF) data [134] and spatial-keyword
data [144].

• General: We categorized 34 studies (40.5%) into the "general" context,
i.e., the high-level context.

4.3.1.4 Latency Implication Category

Based on the categories discussed in Section 4.2.4.8, we identified in total 40
(47.6%) papers that regard latency as their main focus, i.e., 30 for the "latency-
oriented" category and 10 for the "latency-aware". 8 (9.5%) papers are identified
for the "evaluated" category that consider latency in their evaluation. 36 (42.9%)
provide only a discussion of latency. The detailed list of papers is given in
Table 4.6.

4.3.2 Enactment Approaches

The purpose of this research question is to identify runtime enactment approaches
and to derive a taxonomy based on the identified ones. This directly answers the
research question RQ1. As explained in Section 4.2.4.5, we derive the generalized
enactment approaches based on the extracted enactment techniques. The result
is illustrated in Figure 4.3. We categorized the adaptation into three high-level
categories. In this section, we first give an introduction to the taxonomy, and
then present a quantitative overview of the identified enactment approaches.

a) Resource: This category includes the enactment approaches dealing with
resources used in stream processing. In our taxonomy it represents a phys-
ical or virtual computing resource that is used to process data streams. It
includes 1) physical machines, e.g., physical nodes or servers in a cluster
providing computing resources for processing jobs [20]; 2) virtual (logi-
cal) machines, e.g., virtual processing nodes provided by cloud providers
like Amazon and Google [114]; 3) CPU, e.g., CPU consumption during
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Latency
Implication
Category

Papers Number
of Papers

Latency-
oriented

[23], [24], [145], [108], [112], [113], [120],
[121], [122], [73], [127], [128], [134], [135],
[136], [137], [140], [141], [144], [146], [20],
[147], [96], [148], [149], [150], [151], [152],
[153], [3]

30

Latency-aware [65], [53], [109], [111], [102], [26], [129],
[133], [154], [28] 10

Evaluated [25], [124], [131], [139], [22], [155], [156],
[157] 8

Discussed

[19], [158], [159], [69], [123], [125], [130],
[132], [142], [143], [160], [161], [162], [163],
[164], [97], [98], [165], [27], [166], [167],
[100], [168], [169], [170], [171], [21], [29],
[95], [172], [173], [174], [175], [126], [176],
[138]

36

Table 4.6: Overview of the latency implication categories.

data processing [109]; 4) co-processor, e.g., Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) as efficient resources for manipulating computer graphics and image
processing, e.g., used to accelerate the video analysis [27]; 5) memory,
e.g., memory required for stream join processing [25]; 6) cache space, e.g.,
specialized memory acting as buffers to prevent transmission overflow [65];
7) network bandwidth, e.g., allocated for video transmission [29]; 8)
storage, e.g., external or distributed storage system such as HDFS [177].

We identified the following resource-related enactment approaches:

• (Dynamic) Resource Allocation: The approach aims at dynami-
cally assigning/allocating available resources to the data processing,
e.g., meeting certain constraints representing the processing require-
ments to achieve the most efficient resource usage. The determination
of resource allocation typically takes into account the characteristics
of the processing, e.g., data items or processing nodes, as well as the
available processing resources. For example, Babazadeh et al. [127]
allocate the most suitable worker for an operator based on its energy
consumption, parallelism capability, etc.

• Resource Mirror: The approach uses additional resources in parallel
for running the same processing or for backing up the data items or the
processing states. Typically, this is applied to achieve fault tolerance,
e.g., additional queues are used to backup the unacknowledged data
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Figure 4.3: Taxonomy of identified enactment approaches of adaptation (upper part)
as well as their quantitative overview in terms of number of papers (lower part).

items to enable recovery in case of failures [95].

• Resource Switching: The approach changes the type of resources to
be used for processing in order to meet given processing requirements,
e.g., in high workload situations switching to a more expensive type of
resources such as co-processors to accelerate the data processing [27].

• Resource Scaling: The approach aims at (automatically) scaling
up and down resource usage to cope with the varying processing
workloads for achieving optimal resource utilization. This includes
studies focusing on elasticity or scalability of processing resources,
e.g., scalable join processing [25].

• Resource Scheduling: The approach focuses on planning the re-
source assignment to the processing in advance, typically according
to resource constraints and some assignment criteria. For example,
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Pham et al. [98] schedule the resource to different classes of processing
operators based on their priorities.

b) Data: This category reflects adaptations performing some form of modifi-
cation of the data streams.

• Input Data Modification: The approach modifies the structure of
the input data streams, e.g., splitting streams for different processing
nodes, changing the order of the data items [69] or changing the data
size, e.g., the resolution of the video input data [124].

• Data Source Switching: An input source is switched to another
providing different characteristics of data, e.g., switching from high
resolution data to low resolution data in video streaming [73].

• Load Balancing: The approach balances the workload among differ-
ent processing nodes, e.g., redirecting streams from busy processing
nodes to idle ones [165] or migrating workload from one processing
node to another [53].

• Load Shedding: The approach dynamically drops data items to
cope with overloaded resources [19].

c) Processing: This category covers adaptation affecting the (data) process-
ing. We use "processing" here as a generic term. It refers to all kinds of
processing-related concepts, such as query, operator, processing topology,
processing node, processing algorithm and processing task. We identified
the following processing-related enactment approaches:

• (Dynamic) Processing Allocation: The approach aims at dynam-
ically (re-)allocating processing-related activities such as processing
tasks, operators or queries to available resources. This includes stud-
ies focusing on 1) the assignment or allocation of the processing tasks
to worker nodes [108] and 2) dynamic query/operator placement
that determines on which physical machine a logical processing task
runs [147]. Typically, the allocation of the processing aims at a certain
goal, e.g., achieving an optimal processing allocation in a resource
constrained environment.

• Processing Migration: The approach focuses on moving processing-
related activities such as processing tasks, operators or queries from
one processing node to another. Approaches in this category might
be enabled by other enactment approaches that involve the migration
of the processing, e.g., redistributing queries involving the query
migration to achieve load balancing [150].

• Processing Scaling: The approach aims at dynamically scaling
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up and down the processing. This category includes replicating
processing operators [151] or reconfiguring the parallelism degree of
processing nodes to achieve the processing elasticity [102].

• Processing Mirror: The approach runs some processing in parallel,
which is typically applied in fault tolerance, e.g., running a processing
replica on another machine to enable recovery in case of host failures
[109]. Mirroring a logical processing typically implies mirroring or
allocating resources but not vice versa.

• Processing Switching: The approach switches part of the process-
ing to its alternative or equivalent processing, e.g., switching among
different implementation versions of a computation algorithm within
a processing node or replacing a processing component with another
one [65].

• Processing Scheduling: The approach aims at achieving an optimal
processing plan for the execution of the processing, e.g., scheduling
operators to be processed next based on system conditions [120] or
scheduling processing tasks based on their priorities [19].

• Parameter Adaptation: The approach aims at tuning the specific
parameters or settings of processing algorithms or the overall system,
e.g., adapting the buffer/window size [113], adjusting the transmission
rate in video stream processing [23] or changing algorithm-specific
settings to adapt the behavior of the processing [20].

• Processing Structure Modification: The approach modifies the
structure of the processing, i.e., the changing of processing-related
elements in a query graph or a processing topology. We refer to
processing structure modification on a logical level, i.e., the functional
rearrangement of processing nodes. This rearrangement can be part
of the processing or the entire processing graph. It mainly includes
1) rearranging the processing nodes in the graph, e.g., modifying
the query plan to rearrange operator sequences [97]; 2) removing
or adding new (not a copy) processing nodes, e.g., removing idle
nodes [158]. Note that this does not include the execution (physical)
structure of the processing, e.g., replicating the operator instances
[100] would change the physical processing execution but not the
logical (functional) processing.

The lower part of Figure 4.3 depicts the quantitative overview of the identified
enactment approaches of adaptation in terms of number of papers (one paper can
appear for multiple enactment approaches). Parameter adaptation (16, 14.5%),
processing scaling (15, 13.6%) and load balancing (13, 11.8%) are applied by the
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majority of the studies, followed by processing scheduling (9, 8.2%), processing
structure modification (7, 6.4%), etc. The detailed list of papers for each
enactment approach is shown in Table 4.7.

4.3.3 Enactment Techniques

In this section, we discuss the underlying techniques used to realize the enact-
ment approaches we categorized in Section 4.3.2. This answers the research
question RQ2. Based on the identified details of techniques as described in
Section 4.2.4.4, we analyze and classify the techniques into different categories.
For each technique category we provide representative examples.

First, we discuss the realization techniques for the resource-related enactment
approaches:

R1. (Dynamic) Resource Allocation

We identified five studies for this category. Works et al. [21] allocate
available resources to tuples based on their rank (the importance
of tuples) to ensure that critical tuples can be processed with high priority.
They use multiple queues to divide tuples into different priority levels.
During tuple execution, queues are dynamically allocated to operators for
processing based on rank order, i.e., starting from the highest priority queue.
Kalim et al. [28] assign resources to topologies missing their SLO
(Service Level Objective). This reconfiguration is executed periodically
by sorting topologies missing their SLOs in descending order of their
maximum utility and then greedily picking the head of this sorted queue
to allocate resources to. The other three approaches aim at provisioning
optimal server resources for media streaming systems. Liu et al. [169]
focus on a seamless transition of changing the number of channels that
are allocated to video streams. For allocating more channels, they evenly
assign the video segments of the first channel among the newly added
channels and for allocating less channels, they transmit the segments of
the channels to be released to the last channel of the remaining ones. To
meet the streaming quality, Yuan et al. [29] first collect the surplus of
the overall server resources, pre-allocate them to subsystems and then
incrementally adjust the resource allocation to ensure all subsystems reach
their server bandwidth demand. Zhao et al. [153] aim at providing the
streaming client the best virtual view with current available resources.
They first derive the corresponding bit rate level for different synthesized
virtual views according to the Quality of Experience (QoE) to be achieved
and then allocate the corresponding resource block for the determined bit
rate to the user.
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Table 4.7: Overview of the enactment approaches of adaptation.
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R2. Resource Mirror

The resource mirror approach aims at using additional resources to store or
process backups of data items or processing states in parallel. Depending on
whether the resources are mirrored for processing or storing, we categorized
the extracted techniques into two groups:

• Processing-oriented: Standby resources are used to execute the
replicated processing in parallel. Heinze et al. [109] execute two
processing replicas in parallel on different hosts to enable an immediate
hand over in case one of the replicas fails. Also, Hu et al. [20] use
neighboring servers to run backup copies of slow tasks in parallel to
accelerate the time-critical streaming jobs.

• Storage-oriented: Standby resources are used to store the backups
such as data items or processing states. The upstream backup pre-
sented by Heinze et al. [109] is a mechanism to support the backup
of data items, which was also applied in [95]. This technique uses
an input queue to cache the unacknowledged items in memory and
releases the memory again once the items are acknowledged. Another
example presented by [95] is the state backup that uses the local
memory to store a copy of the most recent states of operators.

R3. Resource Switching
The resource switching focuses on reconfiguring the type of the resource
to be used by selecting from different resource variants with different
tradeoffs, e.g., CPU and GPU. Typically they are used to cope with
overloaded situations that can be mitigated by a faster but more expensive
resource. Li et al. [168] introduced a runtime interface selection to switch
among different network resources with different bandwidths, e.g.,
LTE and Wifi, to maximize video quality. Upon the arrival of video packets,
the selection manager determines the appropriate interface connecting to
a specific type of resource based on monitored metrics such as throughput.
Zhang et al. [27] switch from CPU to GPU (faster resource) in order
to accelerate the video analysis when CPU resources are overloaded and
cannot guarantee the required video quality. This is determined based on
multiple metrics such as CPU load, memory load and throughput.

R4. Resource Scaling
We extracted six studies that support up- and down-scaling of resources.
Lin et al. [25] proposed a bipartite graph structure for join processing to
enable efficient resource scaling. The processing units in this graph are
organized independent of each other and can be easily added or removed
upon resource demands. For up-scaling, new units are allocated and
necessary data is moved from other overloaded units to these newly added
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ones. For down-scaling, data on the units to be removed is first distributed
to other running units before these units are released. Floratou et al. [132]
provide a policy through a self-regulating system to dynamically provision
the topology resources to maximize the overall throughput. They equiped
their approach with different resolvers that are used to handle different
scaling requests. For example, a scale down resolver would scale down
resources of a particular node by decreasing the number of instances that
correspond to the node. Once a diagnose for scaling is produced, the
corresponding resolver is applied according to the type of the scaling
request. Relying on a tier-based server infrastructure, Yin et al. [148]
preferentially provision the edge service nodes (SN) that directly serve end
users to newly joined clients during scaling. When an edge SN reaches its
capacity limit, other edge SNs or other tier peers will be provided for new
clients. A similar approach was proposed to support resource scaling in
edge computing by Tiwari et al. [126]. They scale up or down the resources
based on the changing network of edge nodes. Their main idea is to
decouple the tuple delivery from processing in order to minimize disruption
time during scaling. They rely on a router module to dynamically (re-
)route tuples to the edge nodes upon resource reconfigurations. With the
dynamic provision of resources enabled by cloud infrastructure, Wang et
al. [24] support adaptively leasing cloud server resources according to the
dynamic demands from the user side. When an amount of resources needs
to be added for processing, it leases new servers or renews existing ones for
a certain duration to meet the capacity needs. Ravindra et al. [26] support
elastic scaling in a private/public cloud environment. They adaptively
move part of the data or the entire input data stream to the public cloud
when the resources of the private cloud are insufficient to maintain the QoS
specifications. For example, for up-scaling, the public cloud is initialized
with the required number of virtual machines equipped with the stream
processing engine and a certain portion of data is sent to the prepared
machines.

R5. Resource Scheduling
We identified four studies planning the resource assignment for the process-
ing. Pham et al. [98] proposed a priority-based scheduling approach.
They consider different classes of QoS as priority levels for continuous
queries (CQ) and schedule a higher amount of CPU time to the CQs with
higher priority. Moreover, they separate the scheduling into two levels, i.e.,
first mapping the class priorities to an appropriate amount of CPU time
and then scheduling the assigned time to operators. A similar approach
was also presented by Bhattacharya et al. [160] for P2P media streaming
applications. They use the peer capacity as priority level to schedule the
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suitable peers for data downloading and uploading. Palyvos-Giannas et
al. [136] proposed a general resource scheduling framework that dynamically
assigns threads to operators based on their priorities. They distinguish the
execution and the scheduling tasks. Each execution task is equipped with
a scheduling task that computes priorities for the operators and assigns
threads to operators for execution based on the recently updated prior-
ities. In a cloud environment, Wang et al. [24] proposed a cloud lease
scheduling approach for live media streaming to handle the diversity of
server capacities and lease prices as well as the latency problem of the
resource provisioning. They predict the demand of the online population
of users, their distributions, etc., and also consider the service availability
and streaming quality constraints to determine the starting time and the
running duration of the cloud servers to be scheduled.

Now, we discuss the realization techniques of the enactment approaches related
to the modification / rearrangement of data streams:

D1. Input Data Modification

Modification of input data can be achieved by changing the data format,
the data item order or even the data content. We identified five studies
for this category. We classified them as follows:

• Input data compression: compresses or packages the original
input data into a smaller data size. This is typically applied in video
or voice streaming systems. For example, Li et al. [123] apply the
compression of a voice stream to change the input data size based on
the network capacity. Chen et al. [162] deal with sparse inputs, i.e.,
containing many zero coefficients, of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
algorithm for stream processing. They analyze the input sparsity
and the similarity between input samples to adaptively package the
input with non-zero coefficients into a small number of bins in order
to improve the efficiency of the FFT algorithm.

• Input data duplication: duplicates data packets with a certain
probability to reduce data loss for lossy wireless links. Li et al. [123]
send redundant data packets depending on the duplication ratios.

• Data sequence modification: changes data item sequence to im-
prove the processing. The adaptive data acquisition proposed by
Lim et al. [69] focuses on changing the order of data streams to be
requested from individual sensors to achieve an optimal sequence con-
sidering energy overheads on the battery-constrained mobile devices.
It also selectively pulls only appropriate subsets of the sensor data
streams.
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D2. Data Source Switching
We identified five studies aiming at switching among different data source
streams. Li et al. [168] switch among different video sources located in
different (geographical) places. During switching, they process data from
both old and new sources in parallel to reduce the startup delay of the new
source. They also consider time constraints to interleave the data delivery
of both old and new sources based on their priorities, i.e., executing high-
priority data segments as early as possible. A similar approach also in
media streaming was presented by Guo et al. [73]. They request the media
server to switch to a source with lower rate streams when the bandwidth
drops below a certain threshold, i.e., through a switch message specifying
the current stream and the stream to switch to. Lee et al. [124] propose a
link-state feedback approach to change the source streams with the desired
characteristics, i.e., the size of the video frame data, to meet the present
physical transmission rate according to the link state situation. During
data transmission, the receiver tracks the link state information and sends
it to the transmitter. The transmitter determines the expected data size
under the current link quality, e.g., changing to higher resolution data to
enhance video quality if the network bandwidth can accommodate.

D3. Load Balancing
Load balancing focuses on the load of the processing systems and (re-
) balances the load as needed. We identified thirteen studies with the
following techniques:

• Load redirection: redirects/re-routes the load away from the busy
node to achieve a balanced load distribution. This directly happens
before the load is allocated to the processing nodes. Balkesen et
al. [102] rely on a controlling interface to suspend/resume the data
flow and to redirect the stream to different processing nodes based
on the monitored statistics of their workloads. Similarly, Schneider
et al. [165] reroute tuples to high-capacity connections before a low-
capacity connection becomes overloaded. Kuang et al. [154] adjust
the load by influencing the load distribution decision, i.e., reducing
the chance to forward load to the heavily-loaded processing units or
redirecting load to other available processing units.

• Load migration: this occurs when the load is already distributed
and balancing is demanded to migrate the workload from one process-
ing node to another. Madsen et al. [53] periodically sort processing
nodes based on their workloads and migrate the biggest suitable data
partition from the node with the highest workload to the one with
the lowest workload according to this sorted list. Similarly, Du et
al. [146] sort the tasks from fastest to slowest based on their latency
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criteria and then divide the tasks into two groups of equal size, i.e.,
faster tasks and slower tasks. They pair up slow and fast tasks and
shift a suitable amount of workloads from the slower ones to the faster
ones. Vasconcelos et al. [125] organize the system workload into slices
representing a group of data items. In overloaded situations, they mi-
grate slices from the overloaded processing nodes to the underloaded
ones. During migration, they first pause the processing of the data
from the slice to be migrated in the slice-giving node, then duplicate
this slice to the slice-taking node and finally synchronize the data
items in both nodes to avoid duplicates. Another challenging load
migration group of approaches is the migration involving states,
e.g., migrating load from the stateful operators needs to take care of
the accumulated state from the processing related to that load. For
example, Wang et al. [140] present a state relocation for multi-way
join operators while balancing the load through adding/removing of
nodes. During load balancing, this technique evenly (re-)partitions
the states into disjoint slices among all nodes and afterwards relocates
them to corresponding processing nodes.

D4. Load Shedding
Load shedding is typically applied to drop tuples in overload situations. It
saves timeliness-related performance, but sacrifices result accuracy. One
way of shedding data is to skip delayed data based on a time interval
threshold and to jump to the next interval to continue the stream com-
putation [20]. A more advanced approach is to adaptively determine the
number of tuples or even specific types of tuples to be dropped. Kulkarni
et al. [19] propose a feedback control approach by first estimating the
execution time of queries and then determining which tuples to drop to
ensure a certain amount of execution time being reduced. Pham et al. [98]
determine load shedding based on the statistics of the system load and
the monitored response time of queries. They consider the priority of
continuous queries to drop tuples on lower-priority queries. This ensures
less data loss on a higher priority query that may contribute for a higher
Quality of Data. Similarly, Works et al. [21] and Brondolin et al. [157] drop
the low-priority tuples in case of limited available computation resources
or system overload.

At last, we discuss the realization techniques for the processing-related enactment
approaches:

P1. (Dynamic) Processing Allocation
As introduced in Section 4.3.2, this category encompasses the dynamic
allocation of processing-related activities such as tasks, operators and
queries. We identified four studies. Chatzistergiou et al. [108] determine a
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dynamic task allocation to minimize the overall communication cost
of the processing. They pair tasks to gain less inter-node communication
cost. Moreover, they prioritize the task pairs on a combined metric of
their communication cost and processing cost and then co-locate task
pairs to nodes based on their node capacity. Dynamic operator/query
placement is another type of processing allocation. The main idea is
to map the operator/query execution into a set of available computing
resources according to the overall system requirements. For example, Lak-
shmanan et al. [147] place dataflow graphs onto a distributed network
of machines. They conduct the placement through three stages, i.e., first
establishing paths to the destination of a query, then computing the cost
of each hypothetical placement, and finally selecting the best placement
to execute. They also support incremental updates from the old placement
to the new one when a more optimal one is found. Zhou et al. [150] aim at
an adaptive query redistribution in reaction to the processing dynamics.
They focus on mapping queries to the (physical) network processing graph.
To enable this mapping, they employ a hierarchical scheme to construct
both query and network graphs. The query distribution starts at its root
coordinator and repeatedly performs the mapping to the network graph
for each child until all queries are assigned to the processors.

P2. Processing Migration
Processing migration focuses on migrating processing-related activities
such as processing tasks, operators and queries from one processing node
to another. We identified six studies for this category. Madsen et al. [112]
migrate the processing tasks of stateful operators among processing
nodes. They partition the keys of data items into a set of key groups
representing the processing tasks to be migrated. During processing, they
also maintain an independent state for each key group. To reduce the
migration cost, they apply a check-pointing mechanism that periodically
stores the accumulated states in operators. During migration, therefore,
it only needs to convert the checkpointing to the most recent state and
to replay the queued data items at the new node. Moreover, to achieve
low-latency migration, they keep the old operator instance running while
initializing the new instance with its checkpointing. When the checkpoint
converting is complete, they synchronize the processing so that the new
instance continues the computation exactly where the old one stops. This
strategy was also applied in [53] for performing migration of window-based
operators. Luthra et al. [156] migrate the operators to support the
transition between operator placement mechanisms adapting to dynamic
environments. They proposed two strategies. The first one migrates the
operators in a sequential and breadth first manner to their target operator
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host, i.e., first migrates the leaf operators and then continues level up in
the operator graph for their predecessors or dependent operators. During
migration, they aim to capture a minimum state, i.e., an intermediate
state, for the target operator host by letting it subscribe to event streams
for some time. In contrast, the second one allows the concurrent execution
of operator migrations, i.e., the migrations that do not interfere with each
other. Matteis et al. [151] directly transmit the keys of data items to the
operator to be migrated to based on the reconfiguration message containing
a new routing table. For web-related streaming systems, Babazadeh et
al. [127] migrate the operators with heavy computation from a mobile
device to a desktop or web server machine. This approach does not
consider the state of operators. During migration, they create copies of
these operators on the new machines and establish connections to other
operators based on the given topology structure.

P3. Processing Scaling
We identified fifteen studies that support up- and down-scaling of the
processing. These studies focus on replicating operators or adaptively
configuring the parallelism degree of the processing nodes or adjust-
ing the number of parallel tasks. For example, Hidalgo et al. [145]
parallelize an operator execution by creating multiple instances of the
operator and then distribute input among these instances. Similarly, Ni
et al. [175] and Najdataei et al. [137] dynamically adapt the number of
threads for executing operators. Matteis et al. [151] enable elastic scaling
by dynamically increasing or decreasing the number of processing operator
replicas. A similar approach was also proposed in [3]. They present two
scaling policies to scale-in/out the number of operator replicas. The first
one is threshold-based, which supports adding or removing replicas with
the threshold of the target utilization level. The second one learns the
optimal scaling strategy through experience and direct interaction with
the system, which directly optimizes the response time. Jacques-Silva et
al. [141] support scaling for streaming joins by adapting the number of
parallel tasks of the operator. The processing scaling not only happens on
the level of individual processing nodes/operators but also on a group of
several nodes/operators. To minimize the communication cost across
operators, Madsen et al. [53] propose an operator fusion algorithm to
group the operators working with the same keys together, which enable
the parallelization of a group of operators. They collocate the parallelized
instances to reduce bandwidth consumption during data serialization and
deserialization.

P4. Processing Mirror
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, this approach aims at executing the mirror
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of the processing in parallel. Two studies were identified for this category.
Heinze et al. [109] execute two processing replicas in parallel on different
hosts to support fault tolerance. Each replica processes all data and sends
the results to all successor operators. To avoid duplicated results, they
assign an unique squence id for each data item to enable tracing the data
contributed to the result so that they can filter duplicates at the successor
operators. Hu et al. [20] run replicas of slow tasks in neighboring agents
to maintain low end-to-end delays for time-critical streaming jobs. Each
agent maintains a routing table including a neighborhood set and the job
master asynchronously replicates the slow tasks to the agent’s neighbors.

P5. Processing Switching
Processing switching focuses on switching part of the processing, e.g., the
underlying computation in a processing node or a group of processing
nodes, to its alternative or equivalent one. We identified three studies
for this category. Liu et al. [65] switch among different video encoding
segments that contain a sequence of processing components. Upon the
switching event, they transform the running configuration from the old
segment to the new segment and connect the video source/sink to the
input/output port of the new segment respectively. Similarly, Hosseini
et al. [173] dynamically switch between different interchangeable quality
versions of a point cloud frame. Qian et al. [96] substitute the subgraph of
a query with an equivalent one that is guaranteed to produce the same
output with the same given input. They take stateful operators into
account and record the state in terms of a sequence of the input data, i.e.,
the dependencies to the output. When it switches to the new subgraph, it
first replays the state data to maintain the proper state and then redirects
the input streams to the newly placed subgraph.

P6. Processing Scheduling
Scheduling can be performed on different levels of the underlying processing,
e.g., scheduling queries, query execution plans, operators, tasks or even
tuples. We identified nine studies for this category. For example, Kulkarni
et al. [19] aim at scheduling queries in a priority scheme, in which
queries with shorter execution time are given higher priorities. During
scheduling, it first sorts queries based on their execution time and then
iteratively schedules queries with their priorities. Chun et al. [134] forecast
an update of the data and based on that schedule a new execution
plan in terms of best actions to be considered. They group all the best
actions and pass them to the plan optimizer to evaluate whether they
are overdue or duplicated. Afterwards, the accepted best actions are
applied to the current execution plan. Backman et al. [120] present a
framework to schedule operators on the processing nodes. To determine
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the next operator to be executed on a processing node, it pushes the
data of the scheduled operator to the buffer of the respective processing
node. Eskandari et al. [130] schedule tasks across the processing nodes
in a Storm cluster, aiming to minimize the inter-node and inter-process
communication. They propose a two-level scheduling approach, i.e., first
they partition all tasks into subsets resulting in minimized communication
cost, then further partition each subset into the number of parts that is
the same to the number of JVMs and finally schedule the subsets to the
execution slots. Mencagli et al. [142] dynamically schedule tuples to
different workers to deal with burstiness of the workload. They set an
adaptive threshold for the number of tuples to be emitted to a worker
based on the monitored throughput. During scheduling, they prioritize
assigning tuples to the currently least loaded worker that has the smallest
number of enqueued tuples and use that threshold to determine the worker
receiving tuples, e.g., if the threshold is exceeded, they schedule tuples to a
newly added worker (created by scaling). Caneill et al. [161] create routing
tables at processing operators to co-locate the tuples with correlated keys
on the same servers in order to minimize the communication traffic across
servers. They first detect the correlations among keys in tuples, then
generate new routing tables and finally propagate them to all processing
operator instances for reconfiguration.

P7. Parameter Adaptation
For this category, we identified the most studies (16, 14.5%). As indicated in
Section 4.3.2, parameter adaptation aims at modifying specific parameters
of a processing task to adjust its behavior. We categorize the effect of
these parameters into:

• Rate adaptation: adjusts the data rate ingested into streaming
systems. Eight studies were identified. This is mostly applied in video
or voice streaming to guarantee the best possible video/voice quality
in response to the varying network conditions. In P2P streaming
systems, Birke et al. [166] adapt the delivery rate of data chunks
provided by peers by controlling the number of parallel active signaling
threads. Pozueco et al. [171] increase or decrease the video bit rates
by adding or removing the encoding layers using SVC (Scalable
Video Coding) technology to adjust the video quality level. Atzori
et al. [167] propose a window-based approach to adjust the source
rate for each window of a given size, considering its expected video
quality estimated based on the characteristics such as the playback
buffer status and the current source rate. Zhang et al. [128] match
the data rate to the available bandwidth in order to minimize latency.
They degrade the data quality to provide a lower data rate to ensure
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bandwidth savings if needed.

• Batch size adaptation: adapts the number of tuples to be batched
for processing in micro-batch stream processing. Considering the
effect of batch size on latency and throughput performance, Das et
al. [113] propose a control algorithm to adapt the batch size according
to the streaming workloads. It first starts with an initial guess of the
batch size and then applies a fixed point iteration method to iteratively
search for the batch size that is close to the desired one according
to the current workload. Tudoran et al. [152] adaptively select the
number of events to batch for cloud-based event streaming systems
to maximize the end-to-end delay. They determine the optimal batch
size based on CPU usage and latency considering the user-defined
maximum acceptable delay as the upper limit. Venkataraman et
al. [135] schedule tasks in terms of multiple micro-batches as a group.
They adaptively select the group size of the micro-batches in order
to bound coordination overheads. When the overhead goes above the
upper bound, they increase the group size; otherwise, they decrease
the group size.

• Algorithm-specific: this categorizes the adaptation by changing
algorithm-specific parameters, e.g., setting a new threshold, to adjust
the behavior of the processing. For instance, Hu et al. [20] create feed-
back loops on processing jobs to enable the application-specific control
by propagating feedback messages to the system, e.g., a message con-
taining a new job specification. Huang et al. [95] adjust the error
threshold parameters to address the tradeoff between performance
and accuracy in fault tolerance.

P8. Processing Structure Modification
Processing structure modification focuses on functional rearrangement of
the query graphs or the processing topologies. Based on these two groups
of structures, we classified the identified seven studies into the following
cases:

• Query graph modification: this modifies the structure of the
query graph, e.g., changing the query plan or rewriting the whole
query. Nehme et al. [97] adapt the query plan to be customized for
different subsets of data. It first determines the best plan for the
current subset of data, then stops the old plan and routes the tuples
to the operators in the new plan. Higashino et al. [145] rewrite the
query graph by applying rewriting rules to map the old graph to the
new one. Esmaili et al. [139] present a query modification framework
that supports different query change methods with different levels of
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correctness and performance guarantees. It equips each query version
with a special operator in front of the plan to control the dataflow.
When it changes to another query version, it redirects the stream to
the new query, stops the old one and at the end merges the output of
both query versions into a single stream.

• Topology modification: this changes the structure of the pro-
cessing topology. For example, Madsen et al. [53] split or combine
the stateful operator components to minimize inter-component com-
munication. For splitting they partition the state of an individual
component. For combining they first pause all relevant instances, then
migrate their states to the destination nodes and finally launch the ex-
ecution of the new combined component. To reduce the reconstruction
time for combining, they also support running the old components
in parallel during the state migration. Budhkar et al. [155] provided
a topology adaptation strategy to reposition peers to replace their
ancestors that have less upload capacity. First, the peer sends a
request message to its ancestors to collect the list of the replaceable
ancestors. The request message consists of the peer’s upload capacity
to be used to compare with other peers and the time-to-live (TTL)
to limit the lifespan of the message. The collected ancestors are
eventually ranked based on the evaluation parameters such as upload
capacity and propagation delay. The peer replaces the ancestor with
the top rank.

4.3.4 Addressed Problems

To answer the research question RQ3, we analyzed data extracted based on
P2 (Problem) property in our data extraction form (see Section 4.2.4.2). Ta-
ble 4.8 illustrates the problem categories (column) in relation to the enactment
approaches (row) presented in the publications in terms of the number of paper
occurrences. For example, to handle the problem of varying processing workloads
(column 4) different enactment approaches were applied in our primary studies.
The most common adaptation to address this problem is the processing scaling
approach (6 occurrences in column 4, row 12).

The resource bottleneck/fluctuation problem (column 1) was addressed in most of
the enactment approaches of our primary studies, e.g., switching data source to a
lower resolution data source in video stream processing to handle the bandwidth
fluctuations [73]. To meet the timeliness requirement (column 2) such as low
response time or low latency, different adaptations were proposed for different
processing conditions, e.g., applying the load shedding to skip delayed data
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1 (dynamic) Resource Allo-
cation 2 1 1 1 2 2

2 Resource Mirror 1 2
3 Resource Switching 1 1 1 1 1
4 Resource Scaling 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
5 Resource Scheduling 2 2
6 Input Data Modification 3 1 1
7 Data Source Switching 4 1
8 Load Balancing 2 5 4 3 1 2 1
9 Load Shedding 1 2 1 2

10 (dynamic) Processing Al-
location 1 1 1 1 2

11 Processing Migration 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
12 Processing Scaling 4 3 3 6 1 3 1
13 Processing Mirror 1 1
14 Processing Switching 2 1 1
15 Processing Scheduling 2 4 2
16 Parameter Adaptation 5 4 3 3 4 2 3

17 Processing Structure
Modification 2 3 1 1

Sum 32 29 24 22 16 10 9 4 2

Table 4.8: The overview of the problems in relation to the enactment approaches in
terms of paper occurrences.

to deal with time-critical processing jobs [20] or performing load balancing to
adaptively distribute workload among processing nodes to minimize the response
time for join processing [140]. It is worth mentioning that we searched "latency"
in full-text while identifying the relevant primary studies (see Appendix A). This
means that "latency" appears anywhere in the study, i.e., it would be collected
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into the result of Problem, Goal and Evaluation Metrics if occurs but not limited
to any one of them.

While analyzing the identified problems, we observed that runtime adaptation
in stream processing is mostly driven by two aspects:

• Dynamics of the processing: the dynamic nature of stream or pro-
cessing (environment) characteristics, e.g., varying input characteristics
(column 3) [161], varying processing workloads (column 4) [169] or resource
fluctuations (column 1) [65].

• Performance requirements: in some cases, the performance issues
trigger the adaptation, e.g., the throughput (column 9) and timeliness
(column 2) requirement of the data processing [165] and the guarantee of
the result quality (column 7) [27].

4.3.5 Measurable Goals

For this question, we analyzed the goals extracted based on the data property P3
(Goal) (see Section 4.2.4.3). This answers the research question RQ4. Table 4.9
illustrates our result in terms of the number of papers in which a specific goal
(column) is aimed for a specific enactment approach (row). For example, four
papers aimed at achieving low processing overheads by applying a load balancing
approach (column 3, row 8).

Overall, we identified six categories based on the extracted goals. Achieving
low latency is the goal covered by all identified enactment approaches due to
our focus of latency in this SLR. Representative examples are the latency-based
load balancing approach [146] applied to reduce the tail latency of stream
processing systems and the feedback-controlled load shedding [19] to guarantee
the response time. The second largest group is the goal of optimizing resource
utilization, followed by the processing overloads and the result quality. Only a
few approaches focused on accuracy or throughput as the goal.

As discussed in Section 4.2.4.3, we also evaluate for each study whether the
extracted goals reflect the defined problems (Section 4.3.4). As we mainly
focus on the measurable goals, we compare with the problems only if they
indicate performance requirements (measurable), i.e., the ones considered in
the categories of resource bottlenecks, throughput, timeliness and result quality
(see Section 4.3.4). Overall, 47 (56%) studies meet this comparison condition.
Among them, 34.5% (29) defined their goals associated with the problems to be
addressed, 11.9% (10) partially reflected their goals to the defined problems and
9.5% (8) has no reflection at all.
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1 (dynamic) Resource Allocation 1 3 2
2 Resource Mirror 2 1 1
3 Resource Switching 1 2
4 Resource Scaling 1 1 1 1
5 Resource Scheduling 2 2 1 1
6 Input Data Modification 1 2 1
7 Data Source Switching 3 1 1
8 Load Balancing 9 3 4 2 1
9 Load Shedding 3 1 1 3
10 (dynamic) Processing Allocation 3 2
11 Processing Migration 4 2 3
12 Processing Scaling 5 2 2 1 4
13 Processing Mirror 2 1
14 Processing Switching 1 1 1
15 Processing Scheduling 5 2 1
16 Parameter Adaptation 7 6 3 3 2
17 Processing Structure Modification 2 3 1

Sum 52 31 15 13 9 8

Table 4.9: The overview of the goals in relation to the enactment approaches in terms
of paper occurrences.

4.3.6 Evaluation of Enactment

We answer this question in terms of two sub-questions RQ5.1 and RQ5.2 (see
Table 4.1). In Section 4.3.6.1 we discuss the result of the identified evaluation
metrics to answer RQ5.1 and in Section 4.3.6.2 the evaluation parameters to
answer RQ5.2.

4.3.6.1 Evaluation Metric

As discussed in Section 4.2.4.6, we extracted data based on the data property
P6 (Evaluation Metrics) to answer the research question RQ5.1. Table 4.10
shows the extracted evaluation metrics to the enactment approaches with the
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respective paper occurrences. We identified 9 categories of the evaluated metrics
(see columns in Table 4.10). Except for the general metrics such as latency and
throughput, we also identified the adaptation-specific ones:

• Adaptation impact: categorizes metrics expressing the impact caused by
executing the adaptation, e.g., the number of client redirections and client
buffering caused by the stream redirection due to load balancing [102].

• Adaptation efficiency: includes metrics measuring how fast the adapta-
tion can be performed, e.g., the complete time for migrating state in the
processing migration approach [53] or the settling time for executing the
reconfigurations during processing scaling [151].

From our extracted data, latency is evaluated for most enactment approaches,
followed by throughput and resource consumption. Not surprisingly, the latency
and throughput metrics are focused by most of enactment approaches as they
are important requirements in real-time stream processing [60]. Resource con-
sumption is also evaluated by many adaptations as it is one of the most common
problems to be addressed in adaptive stream processing (see Section 4.3.4).
Another interesting aspect is that throughput is far more commonly considered
as evaluation metric than as problems or goals (see Table 4.8 and Table 4.9).

As mentioned in Section 4.2.4.3, we also evaluate whether the actual evaluated
metrics reflect the promised goals in Section 4.3.5 for each paper. Overall, 70
(83.3%) studies meet the comparison condition that both measurable goals and
evaluation metrics are determined in the extracted data. 45 (53.6%) studies
evaluated all their defined goals, 16 (19%) partially evaluated their promised
goals and 9 (10.7%) studies did not reflect any goals.

4.3.6.2 Evaluation Parameter

We analyzed the extracted data based on the data property P7 (Evaluation
Parameter) (see Section 4.2.4.7) to answer the research question RQ5.2. The
analyzed result is illustrated in Table 4.11. Overall, we identified twelve different
types of parameters that present different dynamic environments for evaluating
the enactment approaches. Among them, changing workload (column 1) is
used by most enactment approaches for triggering adaptation, followed by
varying input rate (column 2). For example, Claypool et al. [133] add extra
instructions for making routing decisions to increase the workload for evaluating
their processing scheduling approach. Zhou et al. [150] increase or decrease
the stream rates to simulate load imbalances to evaluate their load balancing
approach.

There are many enactment approaches evaluated with varying resource capacity
(column 3) by changing the capacity settings of available resources, e.g., varying
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2 Resource Mirror 1 1 1 1 1
3 Resource Switching 1 1 1
4 Resource Scaling 1 3 2 1
5 Resource Scheduling 3 1 3 1 1 1 1

6 Input Data Modifica-
tion 2 3 1 1

7 Data Source Switching 1 1 3 1 1
8 Load Balancing 5 7 3 4 1 3 1 5
9 Load Shedding 3 2 2 2 2

10 (dynamic) Processing
Allocation 1 2 1 2

11 Processing Migration 4 2 1 1 3 1
12 Processing Scaling 7 7 5 3 1 2 1 1
13 Processing Mirror 1 1 1
14 Processing Switching 1 2 1
15 Processing Scheduling 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 1
16 Parameter Adaptation 9 5 3 1 4 1 1 2

17 Processing Structure
Modification 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1

Sum 41 35 31 23 18 14 13 12 8

Table 4.10: The overview of the evaluation metrics in relation to the enactment
approaches in terms of paper occurrences.

CPU utilization [146] and varying transmission bandwidth [65]. Providing
different scales of processing clusters (column 4), e.g., in terms of the number
of worker nodes in a cluster, is also commonly applied to evaluate adaptations,
e.g., varying numbers of peers simultaneously attempting to join/depart the
system to evaluate the load balancing approach [163]. The varying window/batch
size (column 5) is often used to evaluate window-based operations [113, 120].
There are some approach-specific parameters (column 6) such as the varying join
selectivity in multi-way join processing [133] and varying locality (percentage of
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(dynamic) Resource
Allocation 3 1 1

Resource Mirror 1 1 1 1 1
Resource Switching 1
Resource Scaling 2 2 2
Resource Scheduling 1 1 1 1
Input Data Modifica-
tion 1 1 1 1

Data Source Switching 1 3 1
Load Balancing 5 3 1 3 3 1 1
Load Shedding 2 1 1 1
(dynamic) Processing
Allocation 2 2 1 2

Processing Migration 1 1 1 1 3 1
Processing Scaling 6 3 2 1 1 1 2 1
Processing Mirror 1 1 1
Processing Switching 1 1
Processing Scheduling 3 3 2 1 1
Parameter Adaptation 1 7 6 3 1 1 1
Processing Structure
Modification 1 1 1 1 2 1

Sum 29 26 18 12 11 10 6 6 3 3 2 2

Table 4.11: The overview of the evaluation parameters in relation to the enactment
approaches in terms of paper occurrences.

co-located tuples with the same key) [161] used for evaluating the processing
scheduling approach. Other interesting parameters are the data sample (column
7) providing different data distributions [97] or changes in stream properties [178]
as well as the query characteristics (column 12) providing different types of
queries with different predicates [69]. It is worth mentioning that the approaches
involving state migration, e.g., the processing migration, commonly adopt the
state size (column 8) as the parameter for its evaluation [53].
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4.4 Threats to Validity

Below we discuss the potential threats to the validity of our SLR.

Identification of primary studies. Our search strategy aimed at identifying
as many primary studies as possible related to runtime adaptation in stream
processing (see Section 4.2.1). However, finding all relevant studies is always
the major problem in systematic literature reviews. To minimize this issue, we
applied the automated search on ACM with the "guide to computing literature"
database to consider not only all articles from ACM but also all possible citations
and links to all other publishers in the field of computing. Additionally, we
also searched on ScienceDirect to retrieve articles over more possible publishers
especially journals.

Also, the search result depends much on how precise the search engines can
handle search strings. We have to face the fact that most search engines
such as ACM and ScienceDirect often have limited functionalities on retrieving
papers based on a given search string. In particular, they have some limitations
regarding length and complexity [179], e.g, the ACM search engine does not
support complex logical combination of search terms [180]. In our search, we
followed the guidelines of both libraries for constructing a valid search string
(see Appendix A).

Regarding the search terms, we do not include the term "optimization" as it would
result in a far broader range of irrelevant papers, i.e., the general meaning of
optimization but no adaptation at all. This may miss some relevant papers that
use the term "optimization" as a synonym for "adaptation" or "reconfiguration".
However, we applied the pilot search to refine the search string for identifying
more precise results and also used a test sample of known relevant papers to
critically validate the completeness of our search. The result gives us confidence
that we reached our completeness target (see Section 4.2.1).

Selection and data extraction consistency. For the study selection, we
applied a multi-stage process in which the inclusion and exclusion criteria
were applied incrementally (see Section 4.2.2). However, assuming a common
understanding among review members about the criteria and the selection
process can cause risks. We realized this in the very beginning and mitigated
this threat by having discussion meetings for each selection stage to ensure all
review members have a consistent understanding of the protocol.

During data extraction, we excluded some papers that insufficiently described
the actual enactment approach based on the exclusion criterion EC10. To avoid
bias on understanding of the "insufficient information", we discussed all exclusion
decisions and rejected only papers for which all review members came to the
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same conclusion.

The whole data extraction was done by one review member (the dissertation
author) and crossed-checked by one of the other review members in order to
minimize the extraction bias. For cross-checking each paper, the review members
added comments on the extracted data in terms of five categories: clarification
if something to be explained from the extracted data; addition if something to
be added; disagreement if something to be disagreed; classification if comments
are about the adaptation classification; guidelines if comments are related to
the guidelines. The cross-checking result shows 51 clarification, 65 addition,
20 disagreement, 13 classification and 3 guideline issues. After the discussion
meeting, 83 of these issues were finally taken into account while 69 were resolved
without any changes. Although we carefully cross-checked the data, there might
be still bias. For example, for some data properties such as problems we may
not be able to determine whether the extracted data is for the adaptation or for
the overall approach in the paper, or even for a general research field.

4.5 Related Work

To identify related work to our SLR, we searched for surveys and SLRs that
are close to our topic. Below we discuss related work based on surveys or
SLRs of the identified topics, i.e., stream processing systems, stream processing
optimizations, adaptive query processing and self-adaptive systems.

Surveys of stream processing. Stephens [30] conducted a literature survey
to obtain an overview of the development of stream processing in the late 90s.
The study focuses on dataflow literature, programming techniques, languages
and the theoretical perspectives of stream processing. Cugola et al. [48] surveyed
34 Information Flow Processing (IFP) systems. They studied different aspects
of an IFP system and provided a classification for these systems based on their
characteristics. Motivated by the increasing emergence of distributed data
processing systems, Kossmann [181] published a work presenting the state of
the art of query processing for distributed database and information systems.
These studies only focus on the classification and general techniques of stream
processing systems, but not on adaptation.

Surveys of stream processing optimizations. Hirzel et al. [182] conducted
a survey that covered eleven stream processing optimizations such as operator
reordering and operator placement. They discussed each optimization in detail
from several aspects, e.g., the conditions to apply the optimization and the
constraints for the optimization to preserve correctness. There also exist several
surveys explicitly for query optimization. Kremer et al. [183] reviewed various
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cost models, search strategies of finding optimal query execution plans, resource
allocation techniques and load balancing approaches in parallel database sys-
tems. Similarly, Aljanaby et al. [184] discussed different search spaces, search
strategies and cost models relevant for the distributed query optimizer. Jarke et
al. [185] discussed query optimization in the framework of relational calculus
queries in centralized database systems. They focused on query representation,
query evaluation and different types of database systems in which the query
optimization is applied. Some of the presented optimizations in these studies
overlap with the enactment approaches in our review. However, our study differs
in the following aspects. First, we focus on enactment approaches of adaptation
in stream processing from a latency perspective, which is a more specific topic
than general optimization. Second, our study is a systematic literature review
which differs a lot from a survey in terms of completeness, consistency, etc.

Surveys of adaptive query processing. Gounaris et al. [186] presented
a survey on adaptive query processing techniques. The authors provided an
overview of these techniques along with their characteristics, e.g., the focus
or the aim of the techniques. Deshpande et al. [187] conducted a survey to
identify common issues, themes and approaches in adaptive query processing, in
particular, focusing on adaptive join processing. Some surveyed techniques in
above studies are covered by our identified enactment categories. However, they
only focus on query techniques of some known papers and also no systematic
categorization of enactment of adaptation is provided.

SLRs and surveys of self-adaptive systems. Mahdavi-Hezavehi et al. [188]
performed a systematic literature review on architecture-based methods for
handling multiple quality attributes (QAs) in self-adaptive systems. Yang et
al. [189] conducted a SLR of requirements modeling and analysis for self-adaptive
systems. Other surveys focused on the engineering perspective of self-adaptive
systems. Becker et al. [190] presented a taxonomy of self-adaptation and surveyed
on engineering self-adaptive systems while Krupitzer et al. [191] studied model-
driven approaches for performance analysis and determined a classification for
the identified approaches. There are also surveys [192,193] discussing approaches,
research challenges, and applications of self-adaptive systems. These studies focus
on general approaches of self-adaptive systems but not on stream processing.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic literature review that
focuses on the enactment of runtime adaptation with respect to latency in the
field of stream processing.
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4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a systematic literature review that investigates
runtime enactment of adaptation in data stream processing from a latency
perspective. The aim is to identify and characterize enactment approaches of
adaptation applied in stream processing that take into account latency. Our
results cover:

• Research context: we discussed the research context of the included
papers from two different levels of perspectives (Section 4.3.1.3). For the
high-level context, overall, the majority of the papers (62, 71.3%) are in
the general context of data stream processing. For the specific context,
we identified four categories and for each of them we provided a detailed
discussion about their concrete context.

• Enactment approach: we identified 17 enactment approaches (RQ1)
and provided a taxonomy classifying them from the perspective of resource,
data, and processing (see Section 4.3.2). The most commonly applied
enactment approaches are Parameter Adaptation (16, 14.5%), Processing
Scaling (15, 13.6%) and Load Balancing (13, 11.8%).

• Enactment technique: for each enactment approach, we identified the
enactment realization techniques (RQ2) to gain insight into the diverse
realizations of adaptation in different contexts (see Section 4.3.3).

• Purpose of adaptation: we extracted the problems (RQ3) to be ad-
dressed by adaptations in the included studies to analyze the purpose of
each identified enactment approach (see Section 4.3.4). Resource Bottle-
neck/Fluctuation problem (32, 21.5%), the Timeliness (Latency) problem
(29, 19.5%), and Varying Input Characteristics (24, 16.1%) are the most
commonly addressed problems.

• Goal of adaptation: we investigated the goals (RQ4) of the identified
enactment approaches (see Section 4.3.5). In addition to Latency (52,
40.6%), Resource Utilization (31, 24.2%) is also a major goal that most of
adaptations focus on.

• Evaluation of adaptation: we dived into the evaluation (RQ5) of en-
actment approaches to capture their evaluation metrics (RQ5.1) and their
parameters (RQ5.2) that are used to trigger the adaptation (see Sec-
tion 4.3.6). In addition to Latency (41, 21%), Throughput (35, 17.9%)
and Resource Consumption (31, 15.9%) are the most common metrics
evaluated for enactment approaches. Workload (29, 22.7%) and Input
Rate (26, 20.3%) are the most commonly used parameters to evaluate the
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enactment of adaptation.

• Latency Implication Category: we provided an overview of latency im-
plication categories (Section 4.3.1.4). Overall, 40 (47.6%) papers regarded
latency as their main focus. For the rest of them, 36 (42.9%) discussed
latency and 8 (9.5%) evaluated latency.

As discussed above, parameter adaptation approach has the most paper occur-
rences compared to others (see Figure 4.3). This is followed by processing scaling
and load balancing. We can conclude that these approaches are commonly
applied in the field of stream processing for the enactment of adaptation from
2006 to May 2020. However, this accumulated quantitative overview does not
represent a trend in the research. In order to derive a research trend, we provide
an overview of the number of papers per enactment approach over the years
in Figure 4.4. Unfortunately it is not possible to identify a clear trend per
approach. For example, for the parameter adaptation approach (P7) there are
zero, three, two and zero papers from 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018, respectively.
The numbers are just too small per approach to show meaningful trends. On
a summary level, we can see clearly that the trend is overall positive, with a
strong peak in 2016 4. We can also observe that even the earliest approaches
do still appear very recently. On the other hand, over time, new approaches
were presented in literature, typically reappearing up to now. Thus, we expect a
similar trend for the future further approaches that we have not identified so
far that-once-existing-trend to reappear over time. Overall, we also expect an
increased importance of such approaches due to the shift towards more flexibly
adaptive systems.

4Note, that the column for 2020 only represents the numbers until May 2020.
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Switching
This chapter introduces a model of algorithm switching, which characterizes
different switch approaches with different quality guarantees. As a result, we
provide a taxonomy of 18 different algorithm switching approaches.
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In Chapter 3, we discussed potential problems such as data loss or disordered
output while performing a runtime algorithm switching in distributed stream
processing systems. As a potential solution, we can control data flows to transfer
or synchronize data between the old and target algorithms to solve data loss
problems [107]. This inspires us to investigate the activities of the algorithm
switching and to analyze their potential impact on their overall processing, and
therefore, to find potential counter treatments for respective problems.

In this chapter, we focus on identifying different control elements based on the
activities of the algorithm switching and composing them into different switch
variants. Our goal is to provide a general, abstract model that supports the
characterization of different switch variants with different quality guarantees. We
use this model as a foundation to analyze different variants of switching behavior
in order to better understand the trade-offs involved and provide engineers with
a systematic basis for choosing variants consistent with the corresponding design
situation. We will answer the overall research question RQ′1 in this chapter.

The primary contributions of this chapter are:

• We establish a set of basic switch control elements representing the activities
of the algorithm switching and provide a systematic way of composing
control elements into different switch variants.

• We derive 18 different switch variants through the composition of switch
control elements and provide a taxonomy of all possible switch approaches.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce the foundation
we rely on to develop the algorithm switching. In Section 5.2, we provide
our general system model in which the algorithm switching is executed. In
Section 5.3, we discuss the quality criteria of the algorithm switching from three
perspectives, i.e., the liveness of the involved algorithms, the safety of applying
switch approaches and the timeliness-related performance. In Section 5.4, we
first present a set of established switch control elements based on the activities
of algorithm switching, and afterwards, use these control elements to compose
possible switch variants for the taxonomy. We discuss the quality tradeoffs in
terms of the safety criteria for the switch variants in Section 5.5. The related
work to this taxonomy work is presented in Section 5.6. Finally, we summarize
this chapter in Section 5.7.

5.1 Foundation

In this section, we introduce some definitions as the foundation for developing
our algorithm switching framework.
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Definition 1 (Schema of tuples adopted from Patroumpas et al. [194]): The
tuple schema E of streaming items is represented as a set of attributes <

a1, a2, . . . , aN > of finite arity N . Each attribute ai is termed with name
Xi and its values from a possibly infinite atomic data type domain Di. Every
tuple, also known as data item, is an instance of the schema and it is described
through values of the respective attributes.

In data stream processing, the tuples 1 in a data stream are listed in their order
of transmission. This order is naturally established along with the creation of
the tuple at its source (e.g., the monitoring data from sensors) or its admission
to a processing system. There are untimed and timed streams according to the
stream specification presented in [195]. In timed streams, a time tick is adopted
to indicate the sequence of data items. For the applied case, often a unique
timestamp is assigned to the streaming tuple indicating its sequence position
in the data stream. In untimed streams (e.g., untimed discrete event streams),
unique sequential numbers can be used to present data items in an ordered
manner. To keep a generic notion for both cases, we provide the following
common definition:

Definition 2 (Ordering indicators): Let T be an ordered, infinite set of discrete
indicators τ ∈ T. An interval [τ1, τ2] ∈ T is composed of all distinct ordering
indicators Dτ2

τ1
= {τ ∈ T : τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2}.

In the above definition, T can be referred to the time domain T and the discrete
ordering indicators are corresponding to the time instants. It can be also referred
to the domain of natural numbers N and the natural numbers are representing
discrete ordering indicators.

The general notion of a stream is a possibly infinite list of elements of a specific
domain [196], e.g., continuous quote values in financial markets. In our context,
we formalize the data stream with a possibly infinite list of tuples created by
the tuple schema E in Definition 1:

Definition 3 (Data stream adapted from Patroumpas et al. [194]): A data
stream S consists of a possibly infinite list of tuples S : {e1, e2, . . . , en}, ei ∈
E,n ∈ N+, whose first tuple is e1, whose second tuple is e2, and so on. Ad-
ditionally, a supplementary attribute Xτ (not included in E) is termed as the
ordering indicator of tuples, taking ever-increasing values from T.

Definition 4 (Sub-sequence of data stream): Given an interval [τ1, τ2] ∈ T,
Sτ1,τ2 = {s ∈ S : τ1 ≤ s.Xτ ≤ τ2} presents a sub-sequence of data stream. A

1In this dissertation, tuples and data items are interchangeable terms.
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special case of this definition is that no lower-bound position of the stream is
specified, i.e., the sub-sequence of stream is the stream including all the items until
the upbound position. We denote this special case as Sτ = {s ∈ S : s.Xτ ≤ τ}.

A stream processing algorithm can have multiple input streams and its results
can also be delivered in the form of multiple output streams. On an abstract
level, these multiple input or output streams can be seen as a single input or
output stream of the algorithm but with higher data volume per time unit. In
the algorithm switching, we view algorithms as the concept of the black box
model [197]. Towards algorithms, we mainly look into the characteristics of
input streams in relation to the algorithm states (see Section 6.1), but not the
details of how each single tuple would semantically contribute to the output. In
order to achieve the generality of our formalization, in this sense we focus on
one input stream and one output stream for the algorithms.

Definition 5 (Input and Output stream of stream processing algorithms): For
a stream processing algorithm, according to the definition of the data stream
(Definition 3), we denote the input stream −→I ∈ S and the output stream −→O ∈ S.
Further, we denote an algorithm A as A : −→I → −→O .

Definition 6 (Alternative algorithm): The algorithms A1...n, n ∈ N+ are called
alternatives when they are replaceable among each other. Replaceable here means
that the algorithms have the same input and output interfaces, and can be
exchanged among each other, e.g., algorithms with the same functionality but
different quality tradeoffs.

Alternative algorithms can be simple implementations executed by one distinct
processing node or they may be themselves distributed, i.e., an algorithm as a
subgraph consisting of several processing nodes. As also mentioned above, we
view algorithms in our model as a black box. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example
of alternative algorithms. Each algorithm is equipped with the same input and
output interfaces to be replaceable. The structure of alternative algorithms can
vary and we treated them as black boxes. Switching to an alternative algorithm
would replace the entire original running algorithm, i.e., a subgraph.

Switching among multiple alternatives can be reduced to the combination of
switching between two alternatives. Thus, we focus on switching between two
algorithms. We call the algorithm to be switched as the original algorithm,
denoted by Aold and the algorithm to switch to as the target algorithm, denoted
by Anew. Both Aold and Anew are part of A1...n, i.e., Aold, Anew∈ A1...n and all
Ai, i ∈ {1. . .n} are alternative.
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Figure 5.1: Example of alternative algorithms.

Definition 7 (Tuple processing time): The tuple processing time is the amount
of time that a tuple ei spends in an algorithm Aj including the pending time
in a buffer, i.e., the time span from the arrival time D(ei) at the algorithm to
the time V (ei) when it is being fully processed by the algorithm. The actual
processing time on each tuple can vary depending on the actual tuple value, the
processing capacity, etc. In our specification, we use the minimal and maximal
processing time, denoted by Tmin

p (Aj) and Tmax
p (Aj) respectively, to specify

the possible time range for an algorithm Aj to process a tuple. We denote
the processing time of a tuple ei through an algorithm Aj by Tp(ei, Aj) with
Tmin

p (Aj) ≤ Tp(ei, Aj) ≤ Tmax
p (Aj), i, j ∈ N+.

Definition 8 (Transfer time): The transfer time is the amount of time needed to
transfer a tuple from one algorithm to another during switching. More specifically,
it is the time used to transfer data between the processing nodes in which the
input queues of the algorithms are located. In general, this time depends on the
network bandwidth, the time needed for data serialization, etc. For simplicity we
use a constant transfer time, denoted by Tt.

5.2 System Model

In this section, we first discuss the prerequisites of the algorithm switching and
then provide an overview of the general algorithm switching model.

5.2.1 Prerequisites

There are several prerequisites that algorithm switching can be executed suc-
cessfully. We list them below:
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P1. For the algorithm switching, alternative algorithms A1...n shall be provided.
These alternative algorithms are considered as candidates to be switched
to.

P2. We assume that the stream processing algorithms are executed in a robust
execution environment. Namely, the environment shall guarantee successful
data delivery, i.e., no I/O-related failures occur and data shall be processed
without system failures.

P3. We assume that no processing failures occur on the algorithm side. Namely,

• The implementation of the algorithm shall be correct, meaning that
the algorithm performs according to its intended semantics, i.e., it
behaves as specified. We rely on the characteristics of the algorithms
(see Section 6.1) to determine the behavior of the algorithm switching.
An incorrect implementation can lead to unexpected characteristics
that may result in a failure of algorithm switching.

• The processing of tuples shall be guaranteed to terminate after a
finite time, avoiding running forever on the basis of individual tuples.

5.2.2 General Algorithm Switching Model

In this section, we provide a high-level view on the static architecture of a general
algorithm switching model. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the core elements of a
stream processing architecture are processors, algorithms, and data flows.

Preceding 
Processor

(PRE)

Original Algorithm

Target Algorithm

Intermediary1

EndNode2

EndNode1

Succeeding 
Processor

(SUC)

v1

v2

v3

v4 v6

v5

v7

v8
Intermediary2

Legend

stream processor algorithm control 
processors

queue

Switch Request

switch control 
area

Figure 5.2: Overview of the algorithm switching model.

As clarified in Section 5.1, we concentrate on switching among two alternative
algorithms and collapse multiple input/output data flows into single flows.
Moreover, as switching only affects a specific part of a streaming application,
we concentrate on the relevant components for switching. Thus, Figure 5.2
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only depicts the data processor(s) running the alternative algorithms (in the
"switch control area") as well as one data processor before and after the switch
control area. The preceding processor (PRE) represents the input (can also be
a data source) and the succeeding processor (SUC ) the downstream processors
(can also be a data sink). The alternative algorithms may run on a single
node or, as depicted, be complex algorithms consisting of multiple processing
nodes and data flows. Moreover, each processing node can be equipped with
temporary queue(s) holding input data, pending unprocessed tuples or storing
output results. Further, complex algorithms may have internal queues that
temporarily store data for processing.

Initially, the original algorithm Aold is running. Upon a switch request, the
respective switch approach shall turn the processing over to the target algorithm
Anew with given quality criteria, e.g., the switching gap or data loss. To meet
certain quality requirements, we need to take control over the data flows (i.e.,
v1-8 ) as well as capture the processing status of the algorithms during the switch.
This involves more advanced steps than a simple data redirection, a well-known
basic mechanism for adaptive stream processing [103]. We represent these steps
as control processors, which are depicted in Figure 5.2 as part of the switch
control, but not usually needed in traditional stream processing. We introduce
two types of control processors:

• The intermediary processor acts as an (additional) entrance queue
of the algorithm. This enables us to control the data ingestion of the
algorithms and to observe their processing status. When an item is fully
processed by the algorithm, an acknowledged message will be sent back to
this intermediary processor. Afterwards, the fully processed item will be
removed from the entrance queue. Generally speaking, the queue stores
tuples that are not fully processed by the algorithm to enable strategies to
counter data loss. For example, after executing a switch we can transfer
the data in the entrance queue of Aold (Intermediary1, also as INT1) to
the one of Anew (Intermediary2, also as INT2) to avoid data loss. Further,
we can synchronize both entrance queues to avoid disorder.

• The end node processor controls the transmission of output results to
the succeeding processor(s). This allows us to toggle between the results
from Aold to Anew. In more details, we can explicitly deactivate the
output stream of Aold to the succeeding processor through its end node
(EndNode1, also as END1) or activate the output stream of Anew through
end node (EndNode2, also as END2).
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5.3 Quality Criteria

In this section, we discuss the quality dimensions of the algorithm switching we
consider in this work.

In order to deal with the problems of the naive switch as described in Chap-
ter 3, we investigated a primary solution [107] considering the refined quality
requirements from Stonebraker et al. [60], e.g., no missing or duplicated data.
Together with these requirements, we looked into the quality criteria applied
in the closest approach to ours, i.e., the query modification model presented by
Esmaili et al. [139]. We found similar qualities in their safety criteria that also
focus on data loss, disorder, and duplication problems. In addition, Esmaili et
al. considered the liveness criteria that take into account the termination and
progress of the corresponding queries. We view this as relevant quality criteria
to guarantee the termination of Aold and the progress of Anew.

Overall, we adopted the two mentioned categories of quality criteria, i.e., safety
and liveness criteria, from Esmaili’s work [139] and adjusted the corresponding
quality definitions according to our approach. Moreover, we added a category
of the timeliness-relevant criteria, such as how long it takes for an algorithm
switching to complete (the switching time) and how an algorithm switching
impacts on the overall throughput (the throughput disturbance duration), that
are important performance criteria to the switch approaches [107]. In order
to gain an overview of how the corresponding qualities are defined in the field
of stream processing, we also checked the papers identified in our SLR (see
Chapter 4). As a result, we mainly found some definitions about latency and
throughput specifications [151,198].

Among all the identified definitions, we selected the relevant ones to our algorithm
switching and the summarized data is shown in Table 5.1. Below, we discuss the
quality criteria in detail.

5.3.1 Liveness Criteria

We adopted the liveness criteria from Esmaili et al. [139] to describe the liveness
of algorithms. As a successful algorithm switching shall guarantee that Anew

completely takes over the processing from Aold, this liveness criteria is a basic
requirement to be fulfilled by both algorithms. There are two relevant aspects:

• Termination of the old algorithm: guarantee that Aold will eventually
terminate, i.e., no request, no more output will be produced by Aold.

• Progress of the new algorithm: guarantee that Anew will eventually progress,
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Esmaili et al. [139] 3 3 3 3 3 − − − −
Baldoni et al. [199] − − − − − − − 3 −
Sharaf et al. [198] − − − − − − − 3 −
Chakravarthy et al. [7] − − − − − − − 3 3

Chaudhry et al. [200] − 3 − − − − − − −
Matteis et al. [151] − − − − − − − 3 3

Table 5.1: The overview of the quality specifications in literature.

i.e., upon input data, Anew will start to process and produce output.

5.3.2 Safety Criteria

The safety criteria describe how reliable it is to apply an algorithm switching
to the processing, i.e., the disturbances on both input data and output results
of the processing. We consider three potential safety problems, i.e., data loss,
disorder and duplicates.

Aold

Anew

t5t6...

EndNode2

Intermediary1

t2t3

Intermediary2

t4

EndNode1

X
t1

t4

X
X

X

t4

Figure 5.3: An example of the data loss.

• Data Loss: data loss is commonly discussed in load shedding as relevant
quality [201,202] but none of these papers provide a formal definition of
data loss. Inspired by Esmaili et al. [139], we define data loss as the set
difference between the tuples of the output stream (−→O preceding) from the
preceding processing nodes and the actual input stream (−→I actual) taken
by both processing algorithms, namely

Loss = −→O preceding ∩
−→
I actual

Figure 5.3 illustrates an example of the data loss case in our algorithm
switching model. Upon a switch request, if we disable all the related
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processing nodes of Aold without any specific care, the queued data waiting
for Aold to process will be lost. For example, in Figure 5.3 t2 and t3
are waiting for Aold’s processing and disabling all the stream flows of the
original algorithm would lead to data loss of the queued data, i.e., t2 and
t3.
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Figure 5.4: An example of a) the switch input disorder and b) the switch output
disorder.

• Disorder : in literature, many publications discussed the processing of
out-of-order or disordered streams [203–206] but they did not provide a
formal definition of disorder as quality. Chaudhry et al. [200] discussed the
ways of expressing the degree of disorder in a data stream. The relevant
one to us is to use the position of a data item in the stream, indicating
a specific (e.g., increasing) order. Esmaili et al. [139] expressed order
violation on two levels, i.e., 1) stream-level: the order of output items
shall be determined by the query semantics and the structure of the input
streams; 2) query-level: after changing the query, no output items from
the old query shall appear after an output item of the new query. We focus
on the possible impact of the algorithm switching on the tuple sequence.,
i.e., any disorder that could be caused by the switch. The disorder related
to algorithm semantics (algorithm-level disorder) is out of our scope. The
tuple sequence may be affected by:
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a) the switch input disorder: During switching we might need to transfer
queued input items from Aold to Anew. If we do not take specific
measures, these tuples might be mixed with the newly incoming
tuples and affect the original sequence of the input data. We consider
this situation as the input disorder for switching. In our work, we
assume that data arrives in non-decreasing order of timestamps. As
depicted in Figure 5.4 a), transferring queued tuples (t2 and t3 ) of
Intermediary1 to Intermediary2 can lead to a switch input disorder if
no synchronization is involved.

b) the switch output disorder: This impact is caused by interleaving the
outputs of both algorithms during the switch. More specifically, after
switching there are still output tuples from Aold after the first output
tuple of Anew. As shown in Figure 5.4 b), allowing the output (t2
and t3 ) of Aold after the switch can lead to a switch output disorder.

• Duplicates: The same input elements contribute twice to the output. For
example, Aold and Anew are both accidentally active and their outputs
contribute to the input stream of downstream data processors.

5.3.3 Timeliness Criteria

Timeliness criteria describe the timeliness-relevant quality. There are three
relevant aspects:

• Switching Time: The overall time span from the time when the switch is
requested to the time when the switch is completely finished (Figure 5.5
a)).

• Switching Gap: The time gap on the output of the overall processing
caused by the algorithm switching, e.g., by additional operations such as
tuple transfer causing that neither algorithm is producing output. More
specifically, it is the gap from the last output of the original algorithm to
the first output of the target algorithm after the switch (Figure 5.5 b)).

• Throughput Disturbance Duration (TDD): The duration of the time interval
taken for the overall throughput reaching an equilibrium after a switch.
More specifically, it is the duration starting from the time when the actual
switch is enacted until the time when the target algorithm reaches its
expected throughput after a switch. There are several factors that can
cause a disturbance of the overall throughput:

T1. after an algorithm switching, an extra amount of data might be added
to the incoming data of the target algorithm leading to an increased
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Figure 5.5: An example of the switching time and the switching gap.

throughput.2 This extra data can be the additional data queued in
the preceding processor or the transferred data from Aold to Anew or
a combination of them. We denote the amount of this data as Ne.
The disturbance duration caused by this factor depends on how long
it takes to process those extra data until their effect reaches the suc-
ceeding processor. According to our model shown in Figure 5.2, this
data would be first sent to the intermediary processor of the target
algorithm through the network connection and then processed by the
target algorithm delivering results to the succeeding processor. In
this case, Tdisturbance then can be calculated as the total needed time
of transferring and processing these items. Note that the transferring
and the processing of this data can overlap from each other. As the
best case, the speed of data transferring matches the speed of process-
ing, i.e., Tdisturbance can be calculated as Ne ·min(Tt, Tp(ei, Anew)).
As the worst case, the processing performs only when the data is
transferred, i.e., Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tp(ei, Anew). Thus, we can determine
the range of Tdisturbance as follows:

Ne ·min(Tt, T
min
p (ei, Anew)) ≤ Tdisturbance ≤
Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tmax

p (ei, Anew);
(5.1)

T2. any delay for Anew to be started could increase the time until Anew

reaches its expected throughput, e.g., the delay of Anew waiting for
Aold being drained;

T3. after a switch, if Aold continues its processing to drain its input queue,
it will lead to the overlapped processing with Anew, which can also
impact the overall throughput. The throughput impact then depends
on how long it takes for Aold to be drained;

2We will assume here that this will not lead to a saturation of the processing node. In case
of a saturation, throughput disturbance may be longer than our estimates below.
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T4. Throughput can be different between alternative algorithms. After
a switch, there can be a naturally transitional throughput until the
target algorithm reaches its expected one. The throughput is impacted
only at the moment when the switch happens.

The factors T1-3 could occur depending on the switch variant and T4 would
appear for any switch involving algorithms with different throughput.

5.4 Taxonomy

In this section, we provide a detailed discussion of the derivation of algorithm
switch variants. All variants are based on the system model we discussed in
Section 5.2. We aim at a taxonomy of all possible switch variants derived
in a systematic way. At first, we establish a set of switch control elements
(Section 5.4.1) to capture the activities of the algorithm switching process.
Then, we use switch control elements to compose possible switch variants
(Section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Switch Control Element

Esmaili et al. [139] defined a general model for modifying continuous queries at
run-time. They proposed an approach using basic control elements to create
more complex control elements to support the modification of queries. Inspired
by them, we establish a set of switch control elements, which define the basic
activities of the algorithm switching process. We compose these control elements
into different variants of algorithm switching approaches.

IStopOld DStopOld RParallelOld

IStartNew DStartNew RParallelNew

DTransfer DSyn

SW
IT

C
H

Termination of Aold

Start of Anew

Data Transfer 

Figure 5.6: Overview of switch control elements.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the overview of our switch control elements. We derive the
control elements from three perspectives: 1) the termination of Aold, describing
how the original algorithm would stop; 2) the start of Anew, describing how the
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target algorithm would start; 3) the optional optimization of the data transfer,
describing how the data is being transferred between Aold and Anew during
the switch. This covers the complete activities of an algorithm switching, i.e.,
stopping the original algorithm, starting the target algorithm and handing over
data from the original to the target one. We now refine the activity of each of
the perspectives above to derive the switch control elements:

Termination of Aold (StopOld): Upon a switch request, we either immediately
terminate the original algorithm or delay the termination, e.g., to wait for a
feasible point that the switch is safe to execute. To compensate for the delay,
we can use the time to wait until the original algorithm drains, i.e., completes
the processing of all remaining input tuples, or to prepare the initial state of
Anew in parallel. In summary, there are three kinds of termination for Aold.

• Immediate Stop (IStopOld): Aold immediately stops its processing, i.e., no
results from Aold will be produced anymore. If we do not care for the
queued tuples in Aold, this would cause data loss.

• Drain Stop (DStopOld): Aold stops processing only when all of its queued
data is processed. Draining prevents data loss of the queued tuples in Aold

as well as switch input disorder. If Anew already starts contributing its
results while Aold is draining, this would lead to switch output disorder.

• Run Parallel (RParallelOld): Aold runs with Anew in parallel for some
time to warm up Anew (called parallel track strategy in [207]). During
this time, both algorithms receive the same input data, but the output
of Anew may be discarded until its state is sufficiently stable. After the
warm-up period, we can either stop Aold immediately or wait until it is
drained. By default, unless further detailed, we assume that the results
of Anew will be discarded. We use ◦ to denote the composition of control
elements, which combines the behavior of the composed control elements.
We distinguish the following two combinations:

– RParallelOld ◦ IStopOld (denoted by RP_IStopOld): In this case,
Aold immediately stops its processing after the warm-up period of
running both algorithms in parallel. Similar to IStopOld, this would
lead to data loss.

– RParallelOld ◦ DStopOld (denoted by RP_DStopOld): Aold waits for
draining to stop after the warm-up period. Similar to DStopOld, this
would prevent data loss but can lead to switch output disorder.

Start of Anew (StartNew): Similar to the termination of Aold, we can either
start the target algorithm immediately or delay its start. For the immediate
case, we distinguish whether Anew immediately delivers output or whether Anew

is started for warm-up (without delivering results). Therefore, there are three
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ways of starting Anew:

• Immediate Start (IStartNew): Anew immediately starts and is ready to
process incoming data.

• Delayed Start (DStartNew): Anew delays its starting for some time, e.g.,
waits until Aold is drained or simply delays the start for a given time
Tdelay. If this control element is combined with the draining of Aold, i.e.,
DStopOld, Anew always delays its start until Aold is drained. Delaying
Anew until the draining of Aold is completed would prevent switch output
disorder. With a fixed Tdelay, Anew may also start at a different point
in time. The delay time can be used in some cases to control the switch
process to support quality guarantees. For example, we let Anew wait for
a given time until data transfer from Aold to Anew is done to avoid the
switch input disorder.

• Run Parallel (RParallelNew): Anew runs with Aold for some time in
parallel to warm-up. This allows Anew to build up a state, e.g., suitable
for partitioned stateful algorithms. Similarly, after the warm-up period
Anew can either immediately start producing output or wait for some time
until Aold is drained or optional data transfer is finished. We distinguish
the following two combinations:

– RParallelNew ◦ IStartNew (denoted by RP_IStartNew): Anew starts
immediately producing output after the warm-up. Without any
synchronization of the output, this could lead to duplicates, e.g., the
input data already processed by Aold go through Anew again.

– RParallelNew ◦ DStartNew (denoted by RP_DStartNew): Anew (ad-
ditionally) delays its output after the warm-up period. Here, Tdelay

can be the time required for Aold to drain or it might be a point in
time when the processing of Aold and Anew do not overlap. With
an appropriate delay time, we can avoid switch output disorder and
duplicates.

Optional Data Transfer (DataTransfer): While stopping Aold and starting
Anew are mandatory, data transfer between Aold and Anew, e.g., to optimize a
switch variant with respect to data loss, is an optional activity. We distinguish
between synchronized and unsynchronized data transfer:

• Data transfer without synchronization (DTransfer): Transfers unprocessed
data from Aold to Anew without caring for the original sequence of tuples.
This would prevent data loss but can introduce switch input disorder.

• Data transfer with synchronization (DSyn): Transfers unprocessed tuples
from Aold to Anew in a synchronized manner so that the original input
sequence is preserved. With synchronization, we can avoid data loss, switch
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input disorder as well as duplicates.

5.4.2 Switch Variants

In this section, we use the identified control elements from Section 5.4.1 to com-
pose possible switch variants. However, not all variants are equally meaningful.
In order to identify meaningful variants, we started with the basic concept of
algorithm switching, i.e., the termination of Aold and the start of Anew are
mandatory. Then, we enumerate the control elements of each group to check
whether the combination of their activities presents meaningful behaviors. As
the result, we identified some composition rules to avoid invalid combinations.
They are summarized as follows:

RL1. At least one control element for the termination of Aold and one for the
start of Anew must be used. The control element for data transfer is
optional.

RL2. If warm-up is applied, the control element for Anew must be one from
Run Parallel, i.e., RP_IStartNew and RP_DStartNew. As there should
be time for Anew to perform the warm-up before Aold stops, the control
element of Aold cannot be Immediate Stop (IStopOld).

RL3. No control elements for data transfer shall be applied if the control element
of Aold is Drain Stop (DStopOld), because no data transfer is needed after
draining all queued tuples.

All possible combinations as well as the formalized composition rules are sum-
marized in the feature model [208] in Figure 5.7. A switch involves at least
the termination of the original algorithm (StopOld) and the start of the target
algorithm (StartNew), i.e., both features are mandatory (RL1). The data trans-
fer between Aold and Anew is optional (RL1), i.e., we can select from one of
the data transfer techniques (DataTransfer), either transfer data without car-
ing for the data sequence (DTransfer) or transfer with synchronization (DSyn).
As discussed in Section 5.4.1, we identified three different stopping / starting
control elements, which are listed as different options for stopping Aold or start-
ing Anew, respectively. Further, for both parallel running cases (RParallelOld
or RParallelNew), we derived two alternative options, e.g., RP_IStopOld and
RP_DStopOld.

The valid combinations from the feature model guide us now to the possible
switch variants. For illustration, we perform the derivation of meaningful
combinations in two steps.

• First, we select the mandatory features, i.e., StopOld and StartNew to
compose the control elements of Aold and Anew. From this step, we obtain
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Switch

StopOld StartNew DataTransfer

IStopOld DStopOld RParallelOld IStartNew DStartNew RParallelNew DTransfer DSyn

RP_IStopOld RP_DStopOld RP_IStartNew RP_DStartNew

IStopOld =⇒ ¬RParallelNew (RL2)
RParallelOld =⇒ (¬IStartNew ∨ ¬DStartNew)(RL2)

(DStopOld ∨ RP_DStopOld) =⇒ ¬DataTransfer(RL3)

Mandatory Optional Alternative Abstract Concrete

Figure 5.7: Feature model for the switch control elements.

the first set of switch variants that are determined by the characteristics
of how Aold stops and how Anew starts during switching.

• In the second step, we additionally compose the valid switch variants with
the data transfer options. This results in the (ultimate) set of meaningful
switch variants.

Aold

Anew IStartNew DStartNew RParallelNew
IStartNew DStartNew

IStopOld 3 3 7 7

DStopOld 3 3 3 3

RParallelOld IStopOld 7 7 3 3
DStopOld 7 7 3 3

Table 5.2: Combinations of start/stop control elements for Aold and Anew. Valid
combinations are check-marked.

Table 5.2 depicts the result of the first step including 10 valid (check-marked) and
6 not meaningful combinations. For example, a valid combination is IStopOld on
Aold and IStartNew on Anew to immediately switch between the two algorithms.
However, when Aold immediately stops (IStopOld), it does not make any sense
to apply the parallel processing (RParallelNew) on Anew since Aold is already
stopped (RL2), e.g., the invalid combination of IStopOld and RP_IStartNew.
When Aold applies parallel processing (RParallelOld), the control element for
Anew must be one from the Run Parallel instead of IStartNew or DStartNew
(RL2).

According to the second step, we now combine valid combinations from Table 5.2
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DTransfer 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 3 7 7

DSyn 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table 5.3: The combinations considering the data transfer options. The check-marked
ones are the valid combinations.

with the data transfer options. Table 5.3 illustrates the result of this second
step indicating that there are eight further valid combinations. For example,
for the immediate switch (IStopOld ◦ IStartNew) we can transfer unprocessed
data (DTransfer) from Aold to Anew to avoid data loss or synchronize data
(DSyn) to avoid impacts on the original input sequence. Those combinations
involving DStopOld are invalid, e.g., the combination of DStopOld ◦ IStartNew
with DTransfer or DSyn, as data transfer after draining is useless (RL3).

By composing our control elements based on the composition rules, we derive
in total 18 valid switch variants. Below, we list all valid variants along with
a brief discussion of the variant and its qualities about the safety criteria (see
Section 5.3.2). The timeliness criteria (see Section 5.3.3) of the switch variants
will be discussed in Chapter 6 while presenting the quality specification for
algorithm switching approaches. According to the involved control elements,
we compose the variant names from the following (underlined) abbreviations:
immediate, delayed or drained start / stop, running parallel for warm-up as
well as optional data transfer or data synchronization.

I-Switch (IStopOld ◦ IStartNew): Upon a switch request, we immediately
stop Aold, i.e., disable its input ingestion as well as its output delivery, and
immediately start Anew, i.e., reroute the input stream to Anew and enable its
output to the downstream nodes. As there might be unprocessed data in Aold,
the immediate stop of Aold can cause data loss of these unprocessed data.

IT-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ IStartNew): This switch variant is based
on I-Switch. Except for immediately stopping Aold and starting Anew, we also
transfer the unprocessed tuples from Aold to Anew to avoid data loss. However,
with unsynchronized data transfer (DTransfer), no care will be taken of the
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data sequence. More specifically, this causes switch input disorder due to the
interleaving of the transferred data with the upcoming data.

IS-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ IStartNew): In order to solve the disorder
problem in IT-Switch, we apply the synchronized data transfer (DSyn) in this
variant. Namely, we immediately stop Aold and start Anew, and then transfer
the unprocessed tuples from Aold to Anew to avoid data loss. In contrast to
IT-Switch, we ensure the data sequence as they arrived, i.e., letting Anew process
the transferred data before the newly incoming data (data synchronization).
During the synchronization, Anew can process the already-transferred data in
parallel and start contributing its results [107]. In this case, data is synchronized,
i.e., no disorder and no duplicates will occur.

Y-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DStartNew): Upon a switch request, this switch variant
immediately stops Aold but delays the starting of Anew for some time Tdelay.
Similar to I-Switch, the immediate stop of Aold will cause data loss of the
unprocessed tuples in Aold. From the timeliness perspective, it will take longer
for Anew to start contributing its results.

YT-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ DStartNew): This switch variant extends
Y-Switch with the unsynchronized data transfer (DTransfer) to solve the data
loss problem. Upon a switch request, it immediately stops Aold, and then
transfers the unprocessed tuples from Aold to the intermediary node of Anew to
avoid data loss. Further, it delays the start of Anew for Tdelay. We distinguish
two cases: 1) if we control Tdelay to let Anew wait until the data transfer is
completed, then switch input disorder can be avoided; 2) otherwise, if Tdelay is
just a random value, no input sequence is guaranteed. The transferred data is
mixed with the newly coming data, which causes switch input disorder.

YS-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ DStartNew): In order to solve the disorder
problem in YT-Switch, this switch variant applies the synchronized data trans-
fer (DSyn) to ensure the original arrival sequence of the input through data
synchronization. Namely, it immediately stops Aold, and then transfers the
unprocessed tuples of Aold to Anew and finally synchronizes the transferred data
with the newly incoming data. As it applys DStartNew, we distinguish two
synchronization cases: 1) Anew starts processing only after the data transfer is
finished. During data synchronization, Anew processes the transferred data first
to guarantee the overall input sequence as the unprocessed tuples of Aold arrived
earlier than the newly incoming ones. 2) Anew starts processing earlier, i.e.,
similar to IS-Switch, when transferred data arrives in Anew, it starts processing
in parallel with the data transfer. In both synchronization cases, no data loss,
no disorder and no duplicates will occur.

D-Switch (DStopOld ◦ IStartNew): Upon a switch request, we immediately
start Anew but keep Aold running until it is drained. In this variant, no data loss
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and no switch input disorder will be caused as we let Aold drain its data. However,
the outputs of both algorithms may interleave with each other, therefore, causing
switch output disorder.

DW-Switch (DStopOld ◦ RP_IStartNew): We let Aold drain and in parallel
use new incoming data to warm-up Anew. In order to avoid losing input data
that is used for the warm-up, we allow the results of Anew’s warm-up phase to
contribute to its succeeding processors. Then, no data loss and no switch input
disorder will be caused due to the draining process. As the same as D-Switch,
switch output disorder can occur if the draining process of Aold takes longer
than the time for Anew to be warmed-up and to produce its first result.

DY-Switch (DStopOld ◦ DStartNew): In this switch variant, we keep Aold

running until it is drained and delay the starting of Anew until Aold is drained.
Since Aold will process all its queued data through the draining process, no data
loss will be caused. Also no disorder (both switch input and output disorder)
and no duplicates will be caused as Anew starts only when Aold is drained.

DYW-Switch (DStopOld ◦ RP_DStartNew): We let Aold drain and use new
incoming data to warm-up Anew while Aold is draining. Anew starts contributing
results only when Aold is drained. To avoid losing input data that is used for
warm-up, we could first store the results of Anew’s warm-up phase in its end
node and forward them to its succeeding processor when Aold is drained. This
does not cause data loss, disorder issues as well as duplicates.

W-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ RP_IStartNew): In this switch variant, we run
Aold and Anew in parallel to warm-up Anew. After the warm-up period, Aold

immediately stops and Anew immediately starts contributing its results. This
can cause data loss of the unprocessed data from Aold if Anew is faster than Aold.
If Anew is slower than Aold, after the switch, there might be some tuples that
are already processed by Aold but still pending in Anew for processing. This
causes duplicates.

WT-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ RP_IStartNew): This switch variant
is based on W-Switch. Similarly, we run Aold and Anew in parallel to warm-up
Anew. After the warm-up, Aold immediately stops and Anew immediately starts
contributing its results. To avoid data loss from Aold, we transfer the queued
data of Aold to Anew but no data sequence is taken care of during the switching.
This will cause switch input disorder. If the transferred data is still present in
Anew after the switch, this will lead to duplicated input data, i.e., duplicates of
results.

WS-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ RP_IStartNew): In order to solve the
data loss as well as the duplicates problem in WT-Switch, we apply the synchro-
nized data transfer (DSyn) in this variant. We run Aold and Anew in parallel
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to warm-up Anew. After the warm-up period, we immediately stop Aold, then
transfer the unprocessed data of Aold to Anew and also synchronize it with the
newly incoming data in Anew to avoid duplicated input data and to guarantee
the input sequence. During the synchronization, Anew can process the already-
transferred data in parallel and start contributing its results. No data loss will
be caused in this variant. Duplicates as well as disorder issues are taken care by
applying DSyn.

WY-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ RP_DStartNew): We run both Aold and Anew

in parallel to warm-up Anew. After the warm-up period, Aold immediately stops
and Anew delays itself for Tdelay. Data loss of the unprocessed data from Aold

can occur if Anew is faster than Aold. If Anew is slower than Aold, duplicates
can be caused. However, we can use Tdelay to avoid duplicates by ensuring that
the first result contributed by Anew is produced from the tuple directly after
the last tuple processed by Aold.

WYT-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ RP_DStartNew): This combi-
nation is an advanced variant of WY-Switch to solve the data loss problem.
If Anew is faster than Aold, we transfer the unprocessed tuples of Aold to the
intermediary node of Anew. This guarantees that no data loss occurs, but switch
input disorder will be caused by interleaving the transferred data with the
newly incoming data. If Anew is slower than Aold, no unprocessed tuples of Aold

must be transferred. Similar to WY-Switch, duplicates can occur but we can
adjust Tdelay to ensure that there are no overlapping results from both Anew

and Aold.

WYS-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ RP_DStartNew): This variant applies
data synchronization (DSyn) to solve the disorder problem of WYT-Switch.
We do not only transfer the unprocessed tuples of Aold but also synchronize
the transferred data with the processing status of Anew. More specifically, we
compare the transferred data with the data in the intermediary node of Anew to
ensure the original input arrival sequence. During synchronization, duplicated
input data will be also avoided.

WD-Switch (RP_DStopOld ◦ RP_IStartNew): We run Aold and Anew in par-
allel to warm-up Anew. After the warm-up, we drain Aold and Anew immediately
starts contributing its results. No data loss and no switch input disorder will
occur in this variant due to the draining of Aold. There might be duplicates if
the tuples in Aold waiting for draining that also appear in Anew after the switch.
As both algorithms contribute to the succeeding processors after the switch, this
will cause a switch output disorder.

WDY-Switch (RP_DStopOld ◦ RP_DStartNew): We run Aold and Anew in
parallel to warm-up Anew. After the warm-up, the preceding processor stops
emitting data to both algorithms. We let Aold drain and also let Anew wait for
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the draining, i.e., Anew starts contributing its results only when Aold is drained.
No data loss and disorder issues will be caused by this variant. If there is queued
data in Anewafter the draining of Aold is completed, no duplicates will be caused.
Otherwise, there will be duplicates produced by Anew.

5.5 Quality Tradeoffs on Safety Criteria

In this section, we discuss the quality tradeoffs of the switch variants from the
perspective of the safety criteria we discussed in Section 5.3.2 and develop initial
guidelines to support the selection and development of switch approaches based
on their safety qualities.

Each switch variant provides different quality tradeoffs. Based on the involved
control elements, we now focus on the qualitative analysis and discuss how the
control element affects the safety qualities. Note that the timeliness-related
qualities will be discussed in another chapter for the quantitative specification
(Chapter 6).

Table 5.4 summarizes the safety qualities for the switch variants in Section 5.4.2.
IS-Switch, YS-Switch, DY-Switch, DYW-Switch, WS-Switch and WYS-Switch
do not cause data loss, disorder or duplicates. This makes them the switching
approaches of choice for systems with high quality requirements. From this
overview, we can identify the following characteristics:

• To cope with data loss, either data transfer or draining of Aold is needed.
For example, IT-Switch uses data transfer to avoid data loss of Aold.
D-Switch causes no data loss as Aold applies draining.

• Disorder and duplicates can be addressed by data synchronization or by
controlling the starting point of Anew, i.e., by avoiding overlaps in input
/ output of the algorithms. For example, DSyn prevents disorder and
duplication in IS-Switch. Other similar variants are YS-Switch, WS-Switch
and WYS-Switch. DY-Switch and DYW-Switch use the composition of
DStopOld and DStartNew to control the starting point of Anew in order
to avoid disorder and duplicates.

We can also observe that the presence or absence of certain control elements
contribute to or affect different qualities. Table 5.5 summarizes the qualities that
are affected by individual control elements showing three categories of effects:

• Positive effect (↘): The control element prevents from the respective
safety problem, i.e., decreasing / avoiding the potential safety issue. For
example, DTransfer and DSyn can prevent data loss.
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I-Switch 7 3 3 3

IT-Switch 3 7 7 7

IS-Switch 3 3 3 3

Y-Switch 7 3 3 3

YT-Switch 3 7 3 3

YS-Switch 3 3 3 3

D-Switch 3 3 7 3

DW-Switch 3 3 7 3

DY-Switch 3 3 3 3

DYW-Switch 3 3 3 3

W-Switch 7 3 3 7

WT-Switch 3 7 3 7

WS-Switch 3 3 3 3

WY-Switch 7 3 3 3

WYT-Switch 3 7 3 3

WYS-Switch 3 3 3 3

WD-Switch 3 3 7 7

WDY-Switch 3 3 3 7

Table 5.4: Overview of safety properties for the switch variants.

• Negative effect (↗): The control element causes a safety problem. For
example, IStopOld and RP_IStopOld without other control elements cause
data loss.

• No clear effect (−): The control element does not have a clear effect on
a certain safety quality. For example, there is no clear relation between
IStopOld and duplicates.

Based on our observations and experiences in practical work with the control
elements, we gained insight of quality interactions for the entries illustrated in
Table 5.5. We summarize this knowledge in the following rules:

• When an affected quality (↗ or ↘) is composed with a non-affected one
(−), the effect will always be determined by the affected ones. For instance,
when we compose IStopOld with IStartNew, data loss will be caused (see
I-Switch).

• When a positively affected quality (↘) is composed with a negatively
affected one (↗), the positive quality will dominate. For example, in
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Affected Qualities
Control Elements
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Data Loss ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ − − − − ↘ ↘
Switch Input Disorder − ↘ − ↘ − ↘ − − ↗ ↘
Switch Output Disorder − ↗ − ↗ − ↘ − ↘ − −
Duplicates − − − − − − ↗ ↘ − ↘

Table 5.5: The affected qualities of the control elements.

IT-Switch, we compose IStopOld, DTransfer with IStartNew and data loss
is resolved due to the positive effect of DTransfer.

• Through the composition of control elements, the non-affected qualities
can create a joint effect depending on the composed variants. For example,
when we compose DStopOld with DStartNew, both control elements do
not have a direct impact on duplicates but their composition prevents
duplicates (see DY-Switch).

5.6 Related Work

In this section, we discuss the related work to the taxonomy of algorithm
switching in this chapter.

Taxonomies and surveys in adaptive systems: Becker et al. [209] provided
a general classification of performance engineering approaches in self-adaptive
systems in terms of adaptation, architecture, performance analysis and appli-
cability. Chen et al. [210] conducted a survey for self-aware and self-adaptive
cloud auto-scaling systems and developed a taxonomy classifying principles,
fundamental approaches and techniques of these systems. In literature, there are
also surveys and taxonomies of specific topics in adaptive systems. For example,
Perez-Palacin et al. [211] and Ramirez et al. [212] investigated uncertainties of
adaptive systems covering the aspects of the model-based evaluation, the require-
ment, design and execution phases. Puviani et al. [213] presented a classification
of existing architecture patterns for self-adaptive systems and Weyns et al. [214]
conducted a survey to capture the formal methods used in self-adaptive systems
as well as their purposes. The taxonomies and surveys of the above research
work focus on their specific topics of general adaptive systems. Similarly, we
aim for a taxonomy of algorithm switching approaches, which is contributing
to the knowledge of executing adaptations, in particular in stream processing
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systems. This is different to the above related work.

Runtime adaptation approaches of stream processing systems: many
runtime adaptation approaches in stream processing were presented in our
systematic literature review in Chapter 4. The most common one is tuning
individual parameters of the system. For example, Das et al. [113] adjust the
number of tuples to be processed once in a micro-batch stream processing
system in order to dynamically react on streaming workloads. Other popular
approaches are load balancing and scaling of the processing. For example, in the
example of the load balancing approaches, Schneider et al. [165] reroute tuples
from low-capacity connections to high-capacity connections. Madsen et al. [53]
migrate data partitions from high loaded processing nodes to other nodes with
available resources. Matteis et al. [151] support elastic scaling by increasing
or decreasing the number of processing operator replicas. Similarly, Hidalgo et
al. [145] create multiple operator instances and distribute input among them
to parallelize the operator execution. The above approaches focus on runtime
adaptation in stream processing coping with dynamic characteristics of data
streams. However, they focus on adjusting the running processing (algorithm)
without changing the algorithm itself. Algorithm switching as we focus on in
this chapter, replaces the whole running algorithm by an alternative one.

In the literature, there are approaches that share concepts similar to our switch-
ing to other processing components, i.e., the category of processing switching
presented in Chapter 4. For instance, in video streaming systems, Liu et al. [65]
switch among different video encoding components by reconnecting them to the
video source or sink. Qian et al. [96] replace the subgraph of a query with an
equivalent subgraph. Both focus on a single approach in specific application
areas, which is different to our taxonomy aiming at characterizing a set of switch
approaches through a general, abstract algorithm switching model.

Model for modification on query processing: Esmaili et al. [139] defined
a general model for modifying continuous queries at run-time. They created a
set of basic control elements and used them to derive complex change elements
for presenting different query modifications. Each modification provides different
levels of correctness and performance. From their work we got the inspiration
for our general approach of algorithm switching towards a taxonomy. However,
Esmaili’s model only focuses on queries consisting of a fixed set of database-like
stream operators, not the general stream processing topologies with customized
implementations of algorithms. Furthermore, Esmaili et al. only support
changing simple queries, e.g., changing the window size of a query. Comparing
to changes on simple queries, we aim at switching among distributed stream
processing algorithms at runtime, which can be far more complex, e.g., switching
among distributed stateful algorithms consisting of several processing nodes and
each algorithm has its own characteristics of processing states. Moreover, we
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aim at a taxonomy of all possible algorithm switching approaches, which is not
the case in Esmaili’s work.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work that provides a taxonomy
aiming at characterizing all possible algorithm switching approaches in adaptive
stream processing systems.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a taxonomy of algorithm switching approaches to
support reconfiguring algorithms in adaptive stream processing systems. This
answers our overall research question RQ′1. As our result, we derived 18 valid
switch variants for the taxonomy.

More specifically, we provided a systematic way of deriving switch variants. We
first extract the activities of the algorithm switching into basic switch control
elements (Section 5.4.1) and then use these control elements to compose all
possible switch variants (Section 5.4.2). We established switch control elements
from three main activity categories, i.e., the termination of the original algorithm,
the start of the target algorithm and the optional optimization of the data transfer.
Each category results in different ways of handling its specific control activity,
which are represented as basic control elements. In order to provide a guide
for deriving valid switch variants, we developed composition rules based on
the identified control elements. Furthermore, we illustrated the composition of
switch variants and for each variant provided a brief introduction of how the
switch behaves in terms of activities.

In order to support analyzing the impact of applying an algorithm switching
on the overall processing, we also provided a set of quality criteria consisting
of three different categories (Section 5.3). Namely, they are liveness, safety
and timeliness criteria. According to the prerequisites of a successful algorithm
switching in Section 5.2.1, we guarantee the liveness criteria for all switch
variants. In Section 5.5 we explicitly provided a detailed summary about the
quality tradeoffs from the perspective of safety criteria. These tradeoffs can
be used as an initial guidelines for the selection and development of switch
approaches. As clarified, the timeliness-related qualities will be discussed in the
next chapter while formalizing the quality specification of algorithm switching
approaches.



6
Quality Specification of

Algorithm Switching
This chapter provides a formal specification for the timeliness-related qualities of
algorithm switching variants. It enables the algorithm switching approaches to
provide quality guarantees.
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In Chapter 5 we presented a taxonomy of algorithm switching consisting of 18
different switch variants. For each variant, we discussed their safety qualities in
terms of data loss, disorder and duplicates. In order to complete the discussion
about other qualities presented in Section 5.3, in this chapter we focus on
formalizing the timeliness-related qualities for the switch variants. This will
answer our overall research question RQ′2.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

• We divide the process of algorithm switching into four phases in order to
support calculating the switching time from the point in time when the
switch is requested to the time the switch is completed. We formalize the
time needed for each phase and sum the time of all phases as the switching
time.

• We also formalize the switching gap, i.e., the time gap between the last
result from the original algorithm and the first result from the target
algorithm caused by the switch. Moreover, we provide an estimation of
how long the disturbance on the overall throughput after the switch would
take.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we provide the algorithm
classification to categorize the characteristics of stream processing algorithms.
We present the phases of algorithm switching and also formalize the switching
time based on these phases in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we provide the formal
specification of the timeliness-related qualities for each algorithm switching
variant. The related work to our quality specification is discussed in Section 6.4.
Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 6.5.

6.1 Algorithm Classification

A stream processing algorithm can either process data items independently of
each other or maintain an internal state while processing. From the viewpoint of
the algorithm state, stream processing algorithms can be classified into stateless
and stateful algorithms [1]. Such characteristics of processing algorithms have
significant impact on determining a suitable algorithm switching for certain
quality guarantees. For example, switching among stateless algorithms can be
performed immediately without much care as no states are accumulated and the
processing is determined on item basis. In contrast, switching among stateful
algorithms needs to understand the algorithm states to be aware of potential
disturbances on the current processing. From this perspective, it is important
to take the characteristics of stream processing algorithms into account for the
algorithm switching approaches. Below is the classification of algorithms that
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we consider for our algorithm switching framework.

Stateless algorithm: Algorithms of this type do not maintain an internal
state for data processing. The algorithm performs calculations on an item-by-
item basis without storing or accessing data structures that are created by the
processing of earlier data [1]. This is the simplest case for algorithm switching.
Stateless algorithms allow switching algorithms without the need of considering
the algorithm state, i.e., the algorithm switching can be triggered at any point
without special consideration of any state. We denote this type of algorithm as
As : −→I → −→O , where −→I ∈ S and −→O ∈ S.

Stateful algorithm: In contrast to stateless algorithms, a stateful algorithm
creates and maintains an internal state during processing. On the one hand,
the current state of the algorithm contributes to the processing results of the
algorithm together with the incoming data. On the other hand, the algorithm
state can be altered by each processing of an individual data item. As the input
stream is conceptually endless, the state maintained by an algorithm can be
seen as a synopsis of the items received so far, a subset of recent items kept in a
window buffer, or a combination of all these [1]. For example, an aggregation
algorithm accumulates a state about the data items that have been seen so far.
In general, an algorithm switching can be requested at any point of the input
stream. Upon a switch request, we can either perform the switch immediately
or postpone it to a point in time when the algorithm is ready to switch, e.g.,
when the switch is requested a stateful algorithm may still be trying to maintain
a new state and shall not be interrupted. Switching among stateful algorithms
without understanding how their states are maintained / accumulated would
lead to significant disturbances in their processing, therefore, influencing their
processing results.

Generally speaking, the state is maintained based on a set of data items. For
our algorithm switching framework, we distinguish two different cases: 1) the
state is only valid within a limited amount of data, e.g., within a window-based
partition of data; 2) the state is accumulated based on all historical data, e.g.,
states in the aggregation algorithms. Based on this, we classify the algorithms
into the following categories:

• Partitioned stateful algorithm: The state of this type of algorithms is
only accumulated for an independent partition of input data, e.g., a window
of input data. The output only relies on the state that is accumulated
within that partition of input data. This provides the possibility to switch
the algorithm at a point where the previously accumulated state is not
valid any more for the current incoming data. For example, the query "get
the cheapest price in the last 10s" creates intermediate states only for a
window within 10s. We consider this point as “switch point” (detailed
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discussion in Section 6.2.1) to perform the switch for this type of algorithm.
In literature, partitions on data streams can be determined differently
depending on the processing context, e.g., key-based partitioning [215] and
window-based partitioning [216]. In our case, we focus on the window-
based partitioning, i.e., partitioning the stream into consecutive substreams
based on windows [217,218]. In this sense, a typical switch point can be
at the end of the window. The common window types used in stream
processing are sliding window (overlapping) and tumbling window (non-
overlapping) [194]. For this category of algorithms we mainly discuss
the switch behavior based on these two types of windows. Note that
we focus on time-based windows. We denote this type of algorithm as
Ap : −→I τ1,τ2 →

−→
Oτ′

1,τ′
2 , where τ1, τ2, τ

′
1, τ

′
2 ∈ T and the ranges [τ1, τ2] and

[τ′
1, τ

′
2], where τ1 ≤ τ2 and τ′

1 ≤ τ′
2, respectively, represent the partitions

for the input and output stream.

• Aggregated stateful algorithm: This type of algorithm continuously
aggregates the state through the processing and the algorithm output
relies on the previously aggregated states based on all historical data. In
contrast to partitioned stateful algorithms, the state of this algorithm type
is accumulated for the entire life of the processing. The switch point in
this case is algorithm-specific, depending on the state management of the
processing.

– In some instances, this type of algorithm uses window aggregation
to incrementally process the infinite streams [219]. The switch point
for this sort of algorithm then can be determined similarly as the
partitioned stateful algorithms as discussed above. Although being
able to determine a feasible point to switch, we still need to make
the previously accumulated state available to the target algorithm in
order not to lose state during the algorithm switching. For example,
Apache Flink supports this by storing processing states in snapshots
and making them accessible for other processing algorithms [215].

– There are cases in which it is not possible to transfer the previously
accumulated state to another algorithm, e.g., due to different data
structure of the managed state. In this case, it might still be possible
for the target algorithm to obtain the state through a subset of tuples
that includes the needed data to accumulate the previous state.

– If none of these options is available, we can make a compromise
to switch at a point where the disturbance caused on the output
result is acceptable. An example is to rely on an algorithm-specific
threshold that represents the tradeoff to be optimized. Let −→I m be the
current processing input stream, where the m indicates the position
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in the input stream. Let −→Om be the output calculated for the input
data −→I m until position m in the stream. Also, consider ε being the
threshold indicating an acceptable difference between the currently
running and the target algorithm to switch to. In this case, switching
can be enacted at the point if |−→O∞ −

−→
Om| < ε, where −→O∞ is the

output calculated for the (theoretically) endless input data −→I ∞.

We denote this type of algorithm as Aa : −→I × σa →
−→
O × σ′

a, where σa

and σ′
a are the states corresponding to the input and output streams

respectively.

6.2 Phases of Algorithm Switching

In order to calculate the switching time, i.e., the time span between the switch
is requested and the switch is completely finished, we divide the algorithm
switching into four phases (see the overview in Figure 6.1):

• Upon a switch request, we start with a determination phase to deter-
mine a (feasible) switch point to trigger the switch. This switch point
is the point in which the switch causes minimal impact on the overall
processing and it depends on the types of algorithms involved (see details
in Section 6.2.1). We denote the time caused in the determination phase
by Tdetermination.

• Once the switch is triggered, we start terminating Aold and preparing
Anew for being ready to process data, which we call preparation phase
(Section 6.2.2) and we denote its time cost by Tpreparation.

• The switch variants such as IS-Switch and YS-Switch can apply data
synchronization during switching. For these types of switch variants, a
synchronization phase will be needed (Section 6.2.3). We denote the
time needed for synchronization by Tsynchronization. During the synchro-
nization, Anew is deactivated to keep its state stable.

• When Anew is ready (after the preparation or the synchronization phase),
it needs to be (re-)activated to completely take over the processing, which
we consider it reactivation phase (Section 6.2.4). We denote the time
needed for reactivating Anew by Treactivation.

The switching time then can be calculated by the sum of the time cost of
determination, preparation, synchronization and reactivation phases, i.e.,

Tswitch = Tdetermination + Tpreparation + Tsynchronization + Treactivation. (6.1)
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In the discussion below, we will focus on the detailed introduction about the
switch phases as well as the calculation of the time cost for each phase.

Determination phase Preparation phase Synchronization phase Reactivation phase

Tdetermination Tpreparation Tsynchronization Treactivation

Switch Request
(ts)

Switching time

Anew completely 
takes over

Trigger Switch
(td)

Anew ready
 for processing

Figure 6.1: Overview of the algorithm switching phases.

6.2.1 Determination phase

In this section, we provide a detailed introduction about the determination phase
of the algorithm switching. First, we start with the definition of the determina-
tion time caused by this phase in Section 6.2.1.1. Then, in Section 6.2.1.2 we
introduce the concept of the (feasible) switch point according to different algo-
rithm categories and further define the switch point for the partitioned stateful
algorithm in detail. Afterwards, we respectively discuss the determination of
a (feasible) switch point for the stateless, partitioned and aggregated stateful
algorithms in sections 6.2.1.3 to 6.2.1.5. Finally, we summarize the calculation of
the time needed for the determination phase for all the cases in Section 6.2.1.6.

6.2.1.1 Determination Time

Upon a switch request, we determine when to perform the switch. This period
of time is influenced by the characteristics of the involved algorithms (see
Section 6.1). For example, we can enact the switch immediately for stateless
algorithms or wait for a feasible point for stateful algorithms considering the
characteristics of their states.

Let ts be the timestamp when the switch is requested and td (td ≥ ts) when the
switch is determined to perform. The time needed in the determination phase
can be calculated as

Tdetermination = td − ts. (6.2)

In principle, td can be any time after the switch is requested. However, at
which time to enact the switch can have significant impact on the quality of the
overall switching. For instance, as also discussed in Section 6.1, the switching
involving stateful algorithms without considering their characteristics can lead
to interruptions for their current processing.
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6.2.1.2 Switch Point

In order to minimize the interruptions mentioned above, we introduce the
concept of the switch point at which the impact on the current processing
of the original algorithm can be minimized when the switch is being triggered.
During the processing, the switch point can periodically appear, e.g., at each
window’s end point. We denote the n-th switch point as tswitchP oint(n), n ∈ N
and tswitchP oint(0) is the first appeared switch point after the switch is requested,
i.e., tswitchP oint(0) ≥ ts.

The switch point depends on the types of algorithms (see Section 6.1) involved
in the switch. The goal is to minimize interruptions on the processing of the
currently running Aold. We determine the switch point based on the algorithm
type of Aold. As we discussed above, switch points occur periodically during
the processing. Let tAold

p (n), n ∈ N be the n-th switch point of Aold for the
partitioned stateful algorithms and tAold

a (n), n ∈ N be the n-th switch point for
the aggregated stateful algorithms, the switch point for different categories of
algorithms can be expressed as:

tswitchP oint(n) =


ts, if Aold ∈ As

tAold
p (n), if Aold ∈ Ap

tAold
a (n), if Aold ∈ Aa

,where n ∈ N. (6.3)

Namely, the switch point for the stateless algorithm is always at ts. The one
for the partitioned stateful algorithm depends on the window type, which will
be discussed in details below. The one for the aggregated stateful algorithm
depends on the algorithm-specific feasible point, which will be discussed in
Section 6.2.1.5.

As already mentioned in Section 6.1, we consider both tumbling window and
sliding window for the partitioned stateful algorithms. Tumbling window is
a specific sliding window, whose sliding interval is equal to the window size.
Let w be the window size of the sliding window and wa the sliding interval
(w ≥ wa), then the window is a tumbling window if w = wa, otherwise it is a
sliding window. The switch point for this type of algorithm differs according to
the employed window type.

If the algorithm is based on tumbling windows, the switch point is always at
the end of each window. We denote the n-th window end point after the switch
request for Aold as tAold

we (n), n ∈ N. tAold
we (0) is the current window where the

switch request arrived and also the first switch point for the case of tumbling
window.

If the algorithm is based on sliding windows, the first switch point depends
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on the point of the switch request within the window. More specifically, the first
switch point is at the end of the window in which all data until ts is expired.
A sliding window can be divided into two parts, i.e., the overlapping part and
the non-overlapping part. The data in the non-overlapping part expires within
the current window while the data in the overlapping part would expire with
the next windows depending on its location in the window as well as the sliding
interval. We distinguish two cases:

• if the switch request arrives at the overlapping part, i.e., tAold
we (0)− ts ≤

w − wa, the first switch point is at the time when all items arrived at ts
or before ts are expired. This means we need to determine the window in
which the items arrived at ts become expired. The first switch point is
then at the end of that window. Assuming that the items arrived at ts
expire within the k-th window, we can deduct:

k =
⌊
ts − (tAold

we (0)− w)
wa

⌋
. (6.4)

Then, for this case, the first switch point starts at the end of k-th window,
and the next switch points periodically occur at the end of the following
windows.

• otherwise, the switch point is located at every end point of the sliding
window starting from tAold

we (0).

In summary, the switch points for the partitioned stateful algorithm are located
at the end of each window starting from the m-th one:

tAold
p (n) = tAold

we (m), where m ∈ N and
1) m ≥ 0, if w = wa ∨ (tAold

we (0)− ts ≤ w − wa);
2) m ≥ k, if w > wa ∧ (tAold

we (0)− ts > w − wa).
(6.5)

Below, we discuss the switch point for each algorithm category and calculate
the delay that can be caused in their determination phase.

6.2.1.3 Determination of Stateless Algorithms

If Aold is a stateless algorithm, the algorithm switching can be enacted at any
point without influencing the current processing, i.e., no delay will be caused. For
this case, we can stop Aold immediately when the switch is requested, meaning
the switch point for this case is at ts. The delay in the determination phase can
be calculated as Tdetermination= 0.
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6.2.1.4 Determination of Partitioned Stateful Algorithms

If Aold is a partitioned stateful algorithm, a feasible point to avoid interrupting
the processing of Aold is to switch at the end of the window where all the items
until ts got expired (see discussions above about tumbling and sliding window).
For this type of algorithm we can either wait until the end of the window to
perform the switch (called the standard case) or be proactive to start warming-up
the target algorithm (if needed) in parallel during the waiting period for the
switch point (called the early warm-up case).

• For the standard case, we trigger the switch at the first switch point after
the switch request. The delay in the determination phase can be calculated
as Tdetermination= tswitchP oint(0)− ts.

• For the early warm-up case, we warm up the target algorithm while waiting
for the switch point. This case is only relevant for stateful algorithms that
need a warm-up period to maintain their states. In other words, this is for
the warm-up related switch variants, i.e., the ones (such as W-Switch and
WT-Switch) that apply the “Run Parallel” option for the target algorithm.
Figure 6.2 depicts the timing diagram of the early warm-up case. While
waiting for the switch point for Aold, we warm up Anew, i.e., Anew starts
warming up immediately after the switch is requested. Let Tw be the
warm-up time needed for Anew. The switch point for this case to perform
the switch would be the m-th one:

∃m ∈ N+, tswitchP oint(m− 1) < ts + Tw ≤ tswitchP oint(m). (6.6)

The delay in the determination phase for this case can be calculated
as Tdetermination= tswitchP oint(m) − ts. For example, in Figure 6.2 the
circle point is the (feasible) switch point to determine the switch, i.e., at
tswitchP oint(1).

ts

Anew

Aold

tswitchPoint(0) tswitchPoint(1) tswitchPoint(2) tswitchPoint(n)...

Tw

feasible point 
to switch

Legend
The end of the warm-up period
The first feasible switch point

Figure 6.2: The timing diagram of the early warm-up case.
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6.2.1.5 Determination of Aggregated Stateful Algorithms

If Aold is an aggregated stateful algorithm, the time needed to determine the
execution of the switch depends on the state management of the algorithm.
For example, a (feasible) switch point can be a compromised point where
the disturbance on the output result leads to approximate results within an
acceptable level. As discussed in Section 6.1, if we rely on an algorithm-specific
threshold for determining the feasible switch point, we need to wait until the
algorithm meets its threshold for its accumulated state to determine the switch.
Similar to the case for the partitioned stateful algorithm above, we can also
either wait until a feasible point or start to warm-up Anew already during the
waiting period for the switch point.

6.2.1.6 Summary

Based on the discussions of the determination cases for different algorithm
categories above, we can summarize that the delay caused in the determination
phase can be calculated as:

Tdetermination = tswitchP oint(k)− ts, k ∈ N, (6.7)

where

1) k=0, if no early (proactive) warm-up is applied;

2) otherwise, ∃k ∈ N+, tswitchP oint(k − 1) < ts + Tw ≤ tswitchP oint(k).

6.2.2 Preparation phase

In this section, we first provide a brief introduction to the preparation delay,
i.e., the time caused by the preparation phase. Then, we discuss the potential
preparation delay for different cases according to the switch control elements of
starting Anew (see Section 5.4.1).

Depending on the switch variant, the target algorithm Anew starts to contribute
its processing results at a different point of time during the switching. In this
phase, we focus on the time difference between the switch is triggered and Anew

is ready for processing and contributing its results (see Figure 6.1). We call this
the preparation delay (Tpreparation), i.e., the time caused to prepare Anew to
start processing. This time depends on which switch variant is applied. More
specifically, it depends on the switch control element used for Anew in the switch
variant.

Below, we discuss the potential time incurred by each possible switch control
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element for starting Anew.

• IStartNew: Anew starts immediately and processes the incoming data to
contribute to the output after the switch is triggered. In this case, no
preparation is needed, i.e., Tpreparation= 0.

• DStartNew: Anew will be delayed for some time to start. A preparation
delay is caused by the waiting time for starting Anew. In general, the
waiting time can be also set to any amount of time (denoted by Tdelay)
and we can calculate the preparation delay as

Tpreparation = Tdelay. (6.8)

In case of draining Aold (DStopOld is applied), we let Anew wait until Aold

is drained, i.e., to wait for Aold to process all its queued data. According
to our algorithm switching model (Figure 5.2), after each item is fully
processed, an acknowledgment message will be sent to inform the interme-
diary processor. Let the number of queued data items be Nq and the time
needed for each acknowledgment message be Tack, in this case Tdelay can
be calculated as

Tdelay =
Nq∑
i=1

Tp(ei, Aold) +Nq ·Tack, i.e.,

Nq ·Tmin
p (Aold) +Nq ·Tack ≤ Tdelay ≤
Nq ·Tmax

p (Aold) +Nq ·Tack

(6.9)

• RP_IStartNew: a preparation delay is caused by the warm-up period.
As discussed in Section 6.2.1.4, the target algorithm might be already
started to warm-up in the determination phase (the early warm-up case).
For this case, no warm-up time needs to be considered. Otherwise, the
preparation delay depends on the warm-up time Tw and the switch points
provided by Aold to switch. Similarly, we need to find a switch point where
the target algorithm is already through its warm-up period. Figure 6.3
illustrates an example in which Anew finishes its warm-up at the time
between the second (tswitchP oint(1)) and the third (tswitchP oint(2)) switch
point. tswitchP oint(2) (the circle point) would then be the point to switch
from Aold to Anew. Let the switch point be the m-th one, m ∈ N+ and m
must meet the following condition:

tswitchP oint(m− 1) < tswitchP oint(0) + Tw ≤ tswitchP oint(m) (6.10)
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The preparation delay can be calculated as:

Tpreparation = 4tw, where

4tw =


0, if CE(Aold) = CE′(Aold)

& early warm-up case
tswitchP oint(m)− tswitchP oint(0), if CE(Aold) = CE′(Aold)

& standard case

,

(6.11)

where CE(Aold) indicates the switch control element of Aold, CE′(Aold) ∈
{RP_IStopOld, RP_DStopOld, DStopOld}.

ts

Anew

Aold

tswitchPoint(0) tswitchPoint(1) tswitchPoint(2) tswitchPoint(n)...

Tw

feasible point 
to switch

Legend
The end of the warm-up period
The first Feasible switch point

Figure 6.3: The timing diagram of the normal warm-up case.

• RP_DStartNew: a preparation delay is caused by both the warm-up time
and the delay time of starting Anew (e.g., the time waiting for Aold to be
drained). Similar to the control element RP_IStartNew, Anew might be
already started to warm-up in the determination phase. We can calculate
the preparation delay as

Tpreparation = Tdelay +4tw, where
4tw is calculated by Equation (6.11).

(6.12)

Similar to DStartNew, in case of draining Aold, Tdelay is the time waiting
for Aold to be drained, i.e., Equation (6.9).

In summary, given the switch control element of Anew CE(Anew) and the
switch control element of Aold CE(Aold), the delay caused in the preparation
phase can be calculated as:
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Tpreparation =


0, if CE(Anew) = IStartNew
Tdelay, if CE(Anew) = DStartNew
4tw, if CE(Anew) = RP_IStartNew
Tdelay +4tw, if CE(Anew) = RP_DStartNew

, with

(6.13)

4tw =


0, if CE(Aold) = CE′(Aold)

& early warm-up case
tswitchP oint(m)− tswitchP oint(0), if CE(Aold) = CE′(Aold)

& standard case

, where

CE′(Aold) ∈ {RP_IStopOld, RP_DStopOld, DStopOld}
and m meets the condition in Equation (6.10).

6.2.3 Synchronization Phase

In the switch variants that apply data synchronization (DSyn), we need to
synchronize the processing status between Aold and Anew to ensure the safety
of the switch. We focus on guaranteeing 1) no data loss, i.e., all data items are
either processed by Aold or Anew; 2) no disorder, i.e., guarantee the original
sequence of the input data; 3) no duplicates, i.e., no duplication of input data as
well as no duplicated output from the same input data. We apply communication
signals to synchronize the processing status between Aold and Anew. In some
cases, we also need to transfer unprocessed data from Aold to Anew.

For this phase, we consider both the time cost for data transfer and for all
communication signals needed for synchronization. Typically, the time cost for
data transfer depends on the number of data items to be transferred, the time
for setting-up the network connection, the network bandwidth, the time needed
for data serialization, etc. To simplify this calculation, we calculate the time
cost of data transfer by the time used for setting-up the network connection
(denoted by Tsetup) and the time to transfer the unprocessed data items. Assume
that there are Nt items to be transferred, the time to transfer unprocessed data
is then Tsetup + Nt ·Tt. Let the time cost of all communication signals for
synchronization be Ty, the delay caused by the synchronization phase can be
calculated as: Tsynchronization= Tsetup + Nt ·Tt+ Ty. During data transfer
Anew can already take over processing. This means that the time cost in the
synchronization phase can be smaller than the above value, if Anew does not
need to wait until all data is being transferred. The best case is that Anew only
needs one tuple to produce its first result. Therefore, the range of this cost will
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be: Tsetup + Tt + Ty ≤ Tsynchronization≤ Tsetup +Nt ·Tt+ Ty. For the switch
variants that do not apply data synchronization, no time cost is caused by this
phase.

In summary, given CE(DataTransfer) the switch control element of the data
transfer, the time cost in the synchronization phase can be calculated as:

Tsynchronization =

0, if CE(DataTransfer) 6= DSyn
4ty, if CE(DataTransfer) = DSyn

,where (6.14)

Tsetup + Tt + Ty ≤ 4ty ≤ Tsetup +Nt ·Tt + Ty

6.2.4 Reactivation Phase

This is the last phase of the algorithm switching process in which we (re-)activate
Anew to completely take over the processing. Treactivation needs to be considered
when the synchronization phase exits (Anew starts only when it is synchronized)
or the control element RP_DStartNew is applied in the switch variant (Anew is
reactivated after the warm-up when it meets the delay condition). Given 4tr
the time needed to reactivate Anew, the time cost in the reactivation phase can
be calculated as:

Treactivation =


4tr, if CE(DataTransfer) = DSyn

|| CE(Anew) = RP_DStartNew
0, otherwise

(6.15)

6.3 Quality Formalization of Switch Variants

In Chapter 5, we provided a taxonomy of algorithm switching approaches and a
set of switch variants are presented in Section 5.4.2. Below, we formalize the
switching gap as well as the throughput disturbance duration for each switch
variant.

I-Switch (IStopOld ◦ IStartNew): As discussed in Section 5.4.2, this variant
immediately stops Aold and starts Anew. In order to stop Aold, we need to
disable its input and output. Due to the distributed nodes, this will cause some
time to inform specific control nodes of the algorithm for its stopping, i.e., the
intermediary and the end node processors according to our algorithm switching
model (Figure 5.2). We denote the time needed for Aold to be fully stopped
as Tstop. The switching gap is then the time difference between Tstop and the
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Anew

Switch 
Requested

Aold
Stopped

Aold

Tstop

Anew
Started

Tstart

Tgap

Figure 6.4: The actual time effect of an immediate stop and an immediate start in
algorithm switching.

time needed for Anew to produce its first result after the switch, denoted by
Tstart (see Figure 6.4). Tstart mainly consists of four units of time: 1) the setup
time until Intermediary2 is ready to delivery the first data to Anew, denoted
by Tsetup. This includes the time for establishing the network connection and
the data delivery (both serialization and transfer) of the first data from the
preceding processor to Intermediary2; 2) the ingestion time for Anew to ingest
the needed items for its first result, i.e., the time of delivering needed data from
Intermediary2 to Anew; 3) the time that Anew takes to process these needed
items; 4) the delivering time to forward its first result to its succeeding processor,
denoted by Tdeliver. Theoretically, if each tuple would result in an output, the
processing time of one tuple is the time for 3). However, this is not always the
case as the algorithm might require a certain amount of tuples to produce its
first result. To generalize this case, we assume that the target algorithm needs to
process n ∈ N+ tuples in order to produce its first result. This assumption also
applies for all other switch variants. The processing time for 3) is then the sum
of the time to process n tuples, i.e.,

∑n
i=1 Tp(ei, Anew). As Anew ingests data

through the network connection from the preceding processor to the intermediary
processor, the ingestion time for 2) would be n·Tt. Tstart is then the sum of
these four units of time, i.e., Tsetup + n·Tt +

∑n
i=1 Tp(ei, Anew) + Tdeliver and

the switching gap can be calculated as Tstart - Tstop. As introduced in Definition
7, the processing time for each tuple is an interval specified by the minimal and
maximal processing time. Then the switching gap is also an interval, i.e.,

Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop ≤ Tgap ≤

Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmax
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop.

(6.16)

The throughput disturbance duration depends on how long the switching gap is,
i.e., Tdisturbance = Tgap.

IT-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ IStartNew): Comparing to I-Switch, in
this variant additional care is taken for the unprocessed items of Aold to Anew

through an unsynchronized data transfer. As both Aold and Anew immediately
react to the switch request, the switching gap depends on how fast Aold can be
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stopped and Anew can produce the first result, which is the same as in I-Switch,
i.e., Equation (6.16). The throughput disturbance duration would be caused
by the transferred data and the switching gap. As the data transfer happens
in parallel with the starting of Anew, Tdisturbance would be the larger one from
the time to transfer data and the switching gap. According to the definition of
Tdisturbance in Section 5.3.3, the disturbance caused by the data transfer would
be in line with the factor T1, i.e., Equation (5.1). Assume that the amount of
transferred data adding to the incoming data is Ne, the throughput disturbance
duration is in the range of

max(Ne ·min(Tt, T
min
p (ei, Anew)), Tmin

gap ) ≤ Tdisturbance ≤
max(Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tmax

p (ei, Anew), Tmax
gap ).

(6.17)

IS-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ IStartNew): In contrast to IT-Switch, this
variant applies a synchronized data transferring of the unprocessed items of
Aold to Anew. We assume that the target algorithm needs n tuples to produce
its first result and there are in total Nt unprocessed items in Aold. If n > Nt,
except for all the unprocessed data, the target algorithm also needs some
more incoming data in order to produce its first result. If n ≤ Nt, the first
result will be produced only from the first n unprocessed items transferred
from Aold. For this variant, Tstart is the sum of the setup time, the time to
transfer max(n,Nt) number of items of the unprocessed data from Aold, the
time for Anew to process n tuples and the delivering time of its first result, i.e.,
Tsetup + max(n,Nt) ·Tt +

∑n
i=1 Tp(ei, Anew) + Tdeliver. In this calculation,

Anew strictly waits for max(n,Nt) unprocessed items being transferred first
and afterwards starts its processing. As discussed in Section 5.4.2, during data
transfer Anew can already start processing the already transferred data from
Aold in parallel. The best case is that Anew only needs to wait for its needed data
being transferred to produce its first result (in case of n < Nt). The best case
of Tstart can be calculated as: Tsetup + n·Tt +

∑n
i=1 Tp(ei, Anew) + Tdeliver.

Thus, more precisely, the switching gap is in the range of

Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop ≤ Tgap ≤

Tsetup +max(n,Nt) ·Tt + n·Tmax
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop.

(6.18)

The throughput disturbance duration is the same as IT-Switch, i.e., Equation
(6.17).

Y-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DStartNew): Comparing to I-Switch, this variant delays
the starting of Anew for some time Tdelay. Note that with the case of delaying
Anew, we assume that Tdelay is always larger than Tstop, i.e., a significant delay
that can lead to an effect on the switching. The switching gap can be then
calculated as the delay of starting Anew plus the time for Anew to produce its
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first result minus the time needed for stopping Aold, namely Tdelay + Tsetup +
n·Tt +

∑n
i=1 Tp(ei, Anew) + Tdeliver - Tstop, i.e.,

Tdelay + Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop ≤ Tgap ≤

Tdelay + Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmax
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop.

(6.19)

Delayed start of Anew could cause the extra amount of queued data in the pre-
ceding processor (Equation (5.1)). For this variant, the throughput disturbance
can be caused by the queued data as well as the switching gap considering the
delay until Anew starts, i.e., Tdisturbance is in the range of

Ne ·min(Tt, T
min
p (Anew)) + Tmin

gap ≤ Tdisturbance ≤
Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tmax

p (Anew) + Tmax
gap .

(6.20)

YT-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ DStartNew): Based on Y-Switch, this
variant additionally applies the unsynchronized data transfer for the unprocessed
items of Aold. The switching gap is the same calculation as Y-Switch, i.e.,
Equation (6.19). The throughput disturbance in this case is caused by the extra
amount of data (Ne) adding into the newly incoming data of Anew (the factor
T1 of Tdisturbance in Section 5.3.3). This includes the transferred data from Aold

and the queued data in the preceding processor due to the delay. The calculation
of Tdisturbance would be then the larger one from the switching gap and the
time needed to transfer and process this extra amount of data, i.e., the same as
Equation (6.17).

YS-Switch (IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ DStartNew): Comparing to YT-Switch, this
variant applies the synchronized data transferring of the unprocessed items of
Aold (denoted by Nt) to Anew. We distinguish two synchronization cases: 1)
Anew starts processing only after all unprocessed data transfer is finished, i.e.,
Tdelay ≥ Tstop + Nt ·Tt. 2) Anew starts processing before the transfer of all the
unprocessed data is finished as long as the required amount of data for Anew’s
first result is transferred, i.e., Tdelay < Tstop + Nt ·Tt. This means that Anew

processes in parallel with the transfer of the rest of the data. In both cases,
Tdelay can differ but the calculation formula is the same as Equation (6.19). The
throughput disturbance is mainly caused by the following parts: 1) the delay
time or the time for transferring all the unprocessed data from Aold to Anew,
depending on which one is larger, i.e., max(Tdelay, Nt ·Tt); 2) the time for
Anew to ingest both the transferred data and the queued data in the preceding
processor during the time of 1), i.e, the extra amount of data adding into the
incoming data (the factor T1 of Tdisturbance in Section 5.3.3); 3) the processing
time of this extra data. Thus, Tdisturbance is in the range of
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max(Tdelay, Nt ·Tt) +Ne ·min(Tt, T
min
p (Anew)) ≤ Tdisturbance ≤

max(Tdelay, Nt ·Tt) +Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tmax
p (Anew).

(6.21)

D-Switch (DStopOld ◦ IStartNew): This variant lets Aold drain its data while
immediately starting Anew. As Aold will continue its processing on its un-
processed data after the switch, a switching gap will occur depending on the
time difference between the time for Aold to drain and the time for Anew to
produce its first result. According to our algorithm switching model (Fig-
ure 5.2), the processed state of each item is traced in the intermediary pro-
cessor through an acknowledgment message. We assume that each acknowl-
edgment message takes Tack to inform the intermediary processor. Given
there are Nt unprocessed items in Aold, the time for Aold to drain consists
of the time that Aold takes to process its unprocessed data and the acknowl-
edgment time of these items, i.e., Tstop =

∑Nt

i=1 Tp(ei, Aold) + Nt ·Tack. If
this time is smaller than the time for Anew to produce its first result, i.e.,
Tstop < Tstart, a switching gap will be caused and can be calculated as the
time difference of these two values, i.e., Tsetup + n·Tt +

∑n
i=1 Tp(ei, Anew)

+ Tdeliver -
∑Nt

i=1 Tp(ei, Aold) - Nt ·Tack. Again we can use the minimum and
maximum of the processing time of both algorithms to express the interval for
the switching gap. With n·Tmin

p (Anew) ≤
∑n

i=1 Tp(Anew) ≤ n·Tmax
p (Anew)

and Nt ·Tmin
p (Aold) ≤

∑Nt

i=1 Tp(Aold) ≤ Nt ·Tmax
p (Aold), the switching gap is

in the range of

Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin
p (Anew) + Tdeliver −Nt ·Tmax

p (Aold)
− Nt ·Tack ≤ Tgap ≤ Tsetup + n·Tt

+ n·Tmax
p (Anew) + Tdeliver −Nt ·Tmin

p (Aold)−Nt ·Tack.

(6.22)

Otherwise, no switching gap will be caused.

For the throughput disturbance, if Tstop < Tstart, Tdisturbance = Tgap; otherwise,
Tdisturbance depends on how long it takes for Aold to drain, i.e., Tdisturbance =
Tstop. In summary, Tdisturbance =

∑Nt

i=1 Tp(ei, Aold) + Nt ·Tack, i.e.,

Nt ·Tmin
p (Aold) +Nt ·Tack ≤ Tdisturbance ≤ Nt ·Tmax

p (Aold) +Nt ·Tack.

(6.23)

DW-Switch (DStopOld ◦ RP_IStartNew): This variant warms-up Anew while
Aold is draining. We assume that Anew needs Tw time to be warmed-up and
Aold has Nt unprocessed items. For the switching gap we distinguish two cases:
1) if the warming-up of Anew takes longer than the draining process of Aold, i.e.,
Tw > Tstop, the switching gap will be caused by the time difference between Tw
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and Tstop, and the time for Anew to deliver its first result (this result is already
processed and saved during the warmup time), i.e., Tw - Tstop + Tdeliver. Thus,
the switching gap in this case is in the range of

Tw −Nt ·Tmax
p (Aold)−Nt ·Tack + Tdeliver ≤ Tgap ≤

Tw −Nt ·Tmin
p (Aold)−Nt ·Tack + Tdeliver

(6.24)

The throughput disturbance in this case is caused by the switching gap, i.e.,
Tdisturbance = Tgap.

2) Otherwise, no switching gap will occur as Aold is still processing after Anew

finishes its warming-up (after warm-up Anew can already contribute its results).
The throughput disturbance duration in this case is the same as calculated in
Equation (6.23).

DY-Switch (DStopOld ◦ DStartNew): This variant delays the starting of Anew

until Aold is drained. The switching gap depends on how fast Anew can produce
its first result, i.e., Tgap = Tstart. The value range of the switching gap is

Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin
p (Anew) + Tdeliver ≤ Tgap ≤

Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmax
p (Anew) + Tdeliver.

(6.25)

Note that Tsetup in this case also includes the time for the preceding processor
getting informed about the drained state of Aold in order to start re-routing
data streams to Anew. The throughput disturbance duration is caused by the
queued data in the preceding processor during the draining process of Aold and
the switching gap, i.e., the same as Equation (6.20).

DYW-Switch (DStopOld ◦ RP_DStartNew): Comparing to DW-Switch, this
variant also warms-up Anew while Aold is draining but Anew starts contributing
its results only when Aold is drained. We also distinguish two cases: 1) if Tw >
Tstop, the switching gap is the same as the first case of DW-Switch, i.e., Equation
(6.24); 2) if Tw ≤ Tstop, Anew needs to wait until Aold is drained to contribute
its results. In this case, the switching gap is the delivering time of Anew’s first
result (this result is already processed during the warmup time), i.e., Tgap =
Tdeliver. In both cases, the throughput disturbance is caused by the switching
gap, i.e., Tdisturbance = Tgap.

W-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ RP_IStartNew): This variant runs both Aold and
Anew in parallel to warm-up Anew and both algorithms immediately react to
stop or start respectively when the warm-up period is over. The switching gap
depends on how fast Aold gets stopped and Anew contributes its first result. The
calculation is similar to the one in I-Switch, i.e., the time difference between
Tstop and Tstart. However, in this case, Tstart is much smaller and mainly caused
by the delivering time of the first result as the switch happens at the time
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when Anew is ready to deliver results, i.e., Tstart = Tdeliver. We calculate the
switching gap as Tgap = |Tdeliver - Tstop|. The throughput disturbance is caused
by the switching gap, i.e., Tdisturbance = Tgap. This is the case of the transitional
throughput (the factor T4 of Tdisturbance in Section 5.3.3) and the throughput
is only impacted at the moment when the switch occurs.

WT-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ RP_IStartNew): Based on W-
Switch, this variant applies the unsynchronized data transferring of the queued
data from Aold to Anew. As Anew immediately contributes its results after its
warm-up phase, the switching gap is the same as the one in W-Switch, i.e., Tgap

= |Tdeliver - Tstop|. The throughput disturbance is caused by the transferred
data, which can be calculated by Equation (6.17).

WS-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ RP_IStartNew): In contrast to WT-
Switch, this variant applies the synchronized data transfer. A switching gap can
be caused by the synchronization time and the needed transferring time until
Anew can start contributing its results. The needed transfer time is the same
as the previously introduced variant IS-Switch. Let Ty be the time cost of all
communication signals for synchronization (see Section 6.2.3), the switching gap
will be in the range of

Ty + Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop ≤ Tgap ≤

Ty + Tsetup +max(n,Nt) ·Tt + n·Tmax
p (Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop.

(6.26)

The throughput disturbance duration is the same calculation as in Equation
(6.17).

WY-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ RP_DStartNew): Comparing to W-Switch, this
variant delays Anew for a given time Tdelay to contribute its processing results.
The switching gap will be caused by the time difference between Tstop, and the
delay time plus the delivering time of Anew’s first result, i.e.,

Tgap = Tdelay + Tdeliver − Tstop. (6.27)

The same as Y-Switch, the delayed time on Anew would cause queued data in
the preceding processor, which would have a significant influence in the overall
throughput. The throughput disturbance in this case would be the same as the
one in Y-Switch, i.e., Equation (6.20).

WYT-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DTransfer ◦ RP_DStartNew): This variant is
an advanced approach based on WY-Switch to apply the unsynchronized data
transfer for the unprocessed items of Aold. The switching gap is the same as
the one in WY-Switch, i.e., Equation (6.27). In this case, the data transfer as
well as the delay on Anew would cause an extra amount of data being added to
the incoming data. As the data transfer happens while Anew is delaying, the
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throughput disturbance duration is then the larger one of the effect from this
extra amount of data and the switching gap (including the delay effect) , i.e.,
the same calculation as Equation (6.17).

WYS-Switch (RP_IStopOld ◦ DSyn ◦ RP_DStartNew): In contrast to WYT-
Switch, this variant applies data synchronization (DSyn) to transfer the unpro-
cessed items of Aold. The switching gap depends on the time until Anew can
produce its first result including the synchronization time as well as Tdelay of
Anew to contribute its processing results, i.e., the maximum of these two time
values. Let 4ty be the needed time until Anew can produce its first result includ-
ing the synchronization (see the calculation of the switching gap of WS-Switch),
the switching gap of this variant can be calculated as

Tgap = max(4ty, Tdelay + Tdeliver)− Tstop,where
Ty + Tsetup + n·Tt + n·Tmin

p (Anew) + Tdeliver ≤ 4ty ≤
Ty + Tsetup +max(n,Nt) ·Tt + n·Tmax

p (Anew) + Tdeliver.

(6.28)

The throughput disturbance duration is the same as Equation (6.17).

WD-Switch (RP_DStopOld ◦ RP_IStartNew): Comparing to W-Switch, this
variant drains Aold after the warm-up period. There is no switching gap as Anew

immediately contributes its results after the switch and Aold is still draining.
The throughput disturbance duration depends on how long it takes for Aold to
drain, i.e., the same as Equation (6.23).

WDY-Switch (RP_DStopOld ◦ RP_DStartNew): Based on WD-Switch, this
variant lets Anew wait for the draining of Aold, i.e., Anew starts contributing
its results only when Aold is drained. The switching gap depends on how long
Anew takes to contribute its first result, namely the same as Equation (6.25).
The throughput disturbance duration is the same as Equation (6.20). The gap
in this variant should be rather small as Anew is already warmed-up and ready
to produce results.

6.4 Related Work

In this section, we discuss the topics related to the formalization of algorithm
switching in this chapter.

Formal specifications of stream processing: Broy et al. [220] present an
algebraic structure of data flow networks and with that formed a semantic pre-
sentation of stream processing functions. Their focus is on the algebraic theory
of both, deterministic and nondeterministic streaming networks. Together with
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Broy’s other work [195,197,221], we gained insight into the formal specification
of stream processing functions as well as the input-output state machine from
an abstract level. Ringert et al. [196] provide an overview of the specification
techniques for stream processing systems covering the formal models created
by Broy et al. More specifically, they focus on state-based specification for
interactive systems. Hallé et al. [222] present a formal and declarative language
for event trace analysis in complex event stream processing. They focus on the
formal description of event operations. Although event processing is a special
case of stream processing, it represents similar concepts and provides useful
formalization perspectives to stream processing. Maier et al. [223] investigated
the denotation and representation of data stream semantics and proposed recon-
stitution functions to support expressing and reasoning about stream semantics.
The above listed research work discussed the formal specification of stream
processing on a general level. However, they do not cover our specific approach
of runtime algorithm switching in adaptive stream processing systems. However,
we view the existing work as the foundation to our formalization work.

Formal model for modification on query processing: As discussed in
Section 5.6, Esmaili et al. [139] proposed a query modification model which
inspired us for our taxonomy presented in Chapter 5. In their work, they also
provided the formalization of different change variants for modifying queries. We
consider this as the closest formal model to our specification work in this chapter.
However, as also discussed in Section 5.6, the model proposed by Esmaili et
al. only focuses on queries not the general stream processing algorithms with
customized implementations. Comparing to our focus on switching among
distributed stream processing algorithms at runtime, they only support changing
simple queries. In contrast to their model, we also take the characteristics of
stream processing algorithms into account and model the quality guarantees
more precisely for different types of algorithms.

As discussed above, among the formal specifications of stream processing, no
research work focused on a specific adaptation like algorithm switching. While
the formal models for making modifications to processing do exist, this needs to
be extended to support more complex arbitrary processing algorithms rather
than only simple continuous queries. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no existing work that formalizes algorithm switching among distributed stream
processing algorithms considering different characteristics.
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6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we provided a formal specification of the timeliness-related
qualities for the algorithm switching variants we derived in Chapter 5. More
specifically, we focus on formalizing the switching time, the switching gap as well
as the throughput disturbance duration as defined in Section 5.3.3. As a result,
this enables us to present the switch variants with different quality guarantees,
which can be used as a guideline for the selection and development of algorithm
switching approaches. It answers our overall research question RQ′2.

In order to take the characteristics of the involved algorithms into account,
we categorized stream processing algorithms into different classifications for
capturing their properties of states (Section 6.1). Moreover, we conceptually
divided the entire switch process into four phases including the determination,
preparation, synchronization and reactivation phases in order to support calcu-
lating the switching time (Section 6.2). For each switch phase, we discussed the
potential time cost in detail considering the types of algorithms as well as the
switch variant and provided formal equations to calculate the needed time. We
summed the time cost of all switch phases as the switching time. Furthermore,
we analyzed the switching gap as well as the throughput disturbance duration
along the switch variants. Together with the discussed foundation (Section 5.1)
and the timeliness criteria (Section 5.3.3), we provided formal specifications for
each switch variant to calculate these two types of quality impact (Section 6.3).
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This chapter presents the software design of our general algorithm switching
framework covering all the switch variants from our taxonomy. We develop a
component-based design by assembling complex switching functionalities from
basic components.
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In Chapter 5, we provided an abstract, general model that characterizes 18
different switch variants for the taxonomy of algorithm switching. The switch
variants are composed of the switch control elements presented in Section 5.4.1.
Each control element represents specific functionalities of controlling specific
parts of an algorithm switching. We use the composition of control elements
to fulfill the necessary activities of a switch variant. Based on this concept of
composing the control elements, in this chapter, we provide a component-based
design for developing a general algorithm switching framework. The goal of this
design is to identify components from each control element, and to assemble
switch functionalities from such components, and therefore, to develop a general
approach of an algorithm switching framework covering all the switch variants
in a composable and reusable manner. We will answer the overall research
question RQ′3 in this chapter.

The idea is to identify basic behavioral actions from the complex functionality
of the control element and to equip the corresponding processing nodes with
such actions in order to complete the activities of a control element. We call
these switch actions and design them as components. Based on the composition
of the control elements, we can use these basic switch actions to compose the
activities of all control elements involved in a switch variant. Moreover, we also
identify the timings / conditions for the execution of switch actions to support
the coordination among actions in different processing nodes, i.e., which switch
action is executed at which point and in which processing node. We consider
these timings / conditions as switch states.

The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

• We provide a detailed refinement of the high-level activities based on the
algorithm switching model to derive concrete behavior of the activities for
each control element.

• Based on the concrete activities, we design components in terms of the
behavioral actions as switch actions and the timings / conditions as switch
states for executing such actions in order to characterize the behaviors of
the control elements.

• We derive several categories of switch points to support the implementation-
level determination of a feasible point for different switch variants consid-
ering their algorithm types.

• We provide a detailed mapping of the switch actions onto the processing
nodes, which describes the prerequisites as well as the optional runtime
value(s) for an action to be executed on a specific processing node. This
supports a component-based design to assemble needed actions for respec-
tive processing nodes in order to fulfill the tasks of the control elements in
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an algorithm switching.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we present the overview of
the overall component-based design of the algorithm switching framework. In
Section 7.2, we derive concrete activities of the control elements based on our
algorithm switching model to capture detailed behaviors of such control elements.
After analyzing the concrete activities, we identify modular components, i.e.,
switch actions and switch states, for characterizing the behaviors of the control
elements. We present several categories of switch actions and discuss each
category with its detailed design in Section 7.3. In particular, in Section 7.3.1.1,
we discuss different categories of switch points in order to provide various
determination options for the switch variants with different ways of terminating
Aold and different algorithm types. In Section 7.4, we discuss the switch states
that describe the timings for switch actions to be executed. Based on the
identified switch actions and switch states, we provide a detailed mapping of
switch actions onto processing nodes in Section 7.5. This enables a component-
based assembling of the complex functionalities of the algorithm switching.
Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section 7.6.

7.1 Design Overview

In this section, we present an overview of the overall design of the algorithm
switching framework. Our core idea is to investigate the high-level activities of the
derived control elements from Section 5.4.1 and identify the behavioral actions as
well as the execution states of such actions to develop a component-based design.
In this section, we first provide a brief discussion about the investigation of the
activities of control elements supporting our design. Afterwards, we present the
overall component-based design of the algorithm switching framework.

Activities of Control Elements. In Section 5.4.1 we derived control elements
from three different perspectives, i.e., the termination of Aold, the start of Anew

and the optional data transfer. For each perspective, we provided different options
of control elements and also discussed their high-level activities respectively. To
identify design components, we capture the concrete activities of the control
elements to map their behavior into the processing nodes based on our algorithm
switching model (see Figure 5.2). This requires a detailed refinement of those
high-level activities on the algorithm switching model. Figure 7.1 shows an
overview of the refinement process. In the bottom left part, as discussed above,
we first derive control elements based on the three perspectives of switch activities,
and then identify the high-level activities for each control element. Afterwards,
we use the high-level activities to refine the concrete activities. More specifically,
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we use the elements of the switch model, i.e., the processing nodes and the
stream flows shown in Figure 5.2, to describe the concrete behavior of each
control element. We discuss the details of the concrete activities in Section 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: The process overview of the refinement of high-level activities to concrete
activities.

Overall Design. Based on the concrete activities, we further identify compo-
nents to design our algorithm switching framework. Figure 7.2 depicts the overall
component design of the algorithm switching framework. The key components
are the switch action component representing all the behavioral actions covering
the activities of the control elements, and the switch state component indicating
the timings / conditions used to coordinate the execution of the switch actions
in different processing nodes. Through the interface IAction different types of
switch actions can be specified in a Processing Node. This enables each process-
ing node of the algorithm switching model to equip themselves with the needed
actions to fulfill the activities of the switch. Overall, with the composition of
the switch actions as well as their linked switch states, we enable the design of
the algorithm switching framework to provide all the switch variants we derived
in Chapter 5.

In this design, there are mainly five categories of functionalities that the switch
action component is equipped with:

• The Switch Point Determination is responsible for determining a feasible
switch point based on the algorithm type of Aold to trigger the switch.
The interface ISwitchPoint provides different types of switch points (see
Section 6.2.1.2).

• The Stream Flow Control is responsible for controlling the stream flows
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Figure 7.2: The overall design of the algorithm switching framework.

of the algorithm switching model. It supports disabling or enabling a
specific stream flow, e.g., disabling the stream flow to Aold to stop the
data emitting to the original algorithm.

• The Data Transfer supports the action to transfer unprocessed data of Aold

to Anew, i.e., for the switch variants with the control element DTransfer.
Through the interface ITransferDataStrategy it supports different trans-
fer strategies, e.g., with different data serialization techniques or queue
structures.

• The Data Synchronization is responsible for synchronized data transfer
between the intermediary nodes of Aold and Anew, i.e., for the switch
variants with the control element DSyn. It also supports different syn-
chronization strategies through the interface ISynchronizationStrategy. In
particular, this is used to realize the different synchronization activities in
the intermediary processors (Intermediary1 and Intermediary2).

• The Switch Process Finalization supports the action to finalize the last steps
of the switch process, e.g., to complete the activities of the reactivation
phase (Section 6.2.4) of the switch to ensure completely taking over of the
processing of Anew.
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7.2 Concrete Activities of Control Elements

As explained in Section 7.1, we refine the concrete activities of the control
elements from the high-level activities described in Section 5.4.1. In order to
be able to design the switch functionalities based on our algorithm switching
model (Figure 5.2), we use the elements of this switching model, e.g., the stream
flows and the processors, to describe the concrete activities over the high-level
ones. Figure 7.3 shows the simplified algorithm switching model that we use to
support describing the concrete activities in this section.
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Figure 7.3: The simplified algorithm switching model based on Figure 5.2.

As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the switch-related functionalities are enabled in
the specific processors such as the intermediary and the end node processors
in order to support the algorithm switching. This gives us the inspiration to
dive into the different activities in individual switch processors while refining
the concrete activity for the control element. More specifically, for each control
element, we describe its involved concrete activities according to the algorithm
switching model and specify the acting processor in which these activities are
performed.

According to Section 5.4.1, the control elements are derived from three per-
spectives of the termination of Aold, the data transfer and the start of Anew.
We illustrate the detailed refinements of the respective activities of the control
elements for these three perspectives in Tables 7.1 to 7.3. Each presents the
concrete activities of the control elements for a specific perspective, e.g., Table 7.1
for all the control elements related to the termination of Aold. Besides, the
acting processor is specified for the corresponding activities. As the description
of the concrete activities in these tables follows the same concept as we discussed
above, we will only take some examples to provide a brief introduction.

For instance, we take the control element IStopOld as the example for explaining
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Control Concrete Activity Acting
Element Processor
IStopOld Immediately disable v1, v3 and v7 PRE

DStopOld
Upon the switch point, disable v1 but let
Aold continue its processing until it is drained PRE

When Aold is drained, disable v7 and inform
PRE for the drained status of Aold

INT1

RP_IStopOld

Immediately enable v2 to warm-up Anew in
parallel with the processing of Aold but keep
v8 disabled

PRE

Upon the determined switch point,
immediately disable v1, v3 and v7 INT1

RP_DStopOld

Immediately enable v2 to warm-up Anew in
parallel with the processing of Aold but keep
v8 disabled

PRE

Upon the switch point, disable v1 and v2, let
Aold continue its processing until it is drained INT1

When Aold is drained, disable v7 and informs
PRE for the drained status of Aold

INT1

Table 7.1: Refinement of the activities of the termination of Aold.

the concrete activities in the perspective of terminating Aold (Table 7.1). As
discussed in Section 5.4.1, the Immediate Stop (IStopOld) is specified for the
case that Aold immediately stops its processing, i.e., stops ingesting any input
data and emitting any output data to its downstream processors. According
to the algorithm switching model (see the simplified one in Figure 7.3), this is
performed by the preceding processor (PRE), which disables the input stream to
Aold and the output stream to the succeeding processor. The concrete activities
of this control element can then be refined as immediately disabling the stream
flows v1, v3 and v7, and the acting processor is the preceding processor (PRE)
(the second row in Table 7.1).

For the perspective of the data transfer (Table 7.2), we take the control element
DTransfer as the example. According to Section 5.4.1, DTransfer is specified for
the data transfer option without synchronization. The main task of this control
element is to transfer unprocessed data of Aold to Anew but without caring for
the original sequence of tuples. Based on the algorithm switching model, this
happens in the intermediary processor of Aold (INT1). In order to be able to
capture the unprocessed items of Aold, we first need to stabilize the queue status
in Intermediary1 and then transfer the unprocessed data to the intermediary
processor of Anew (INT2). Based on this, we refined the concrete activities of
DTransfer in two steps as shown in Table 7.2 and the acting processor is the
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Control Concrete Activity Acting
Element Processor

DTransfer
1) Stabilize the queue status to derive the
unprocessed items of Aold

INT1

2) Transfer unprocessed items of Aold to INT2
without synchronization INT1

DSyn

1) Stabilize the queue status in both
intermediary nodes INT1, INT2

2) Synchronize both queues to derive the
unprocessed items of Aold

INT1, INT2

3) Transfer unprocessed items of Aold to INT2
and the transferred items are inserted in the
head of INT2’s input queue, i.e., to be processed
before any newly coming items

INT1

4) After the data transfer is finished, enable v2,
v4 and v8 INT2

Table 7.2: Refinement of the activities of the data transfer options.

intermediary processor of Aold (INT1).

For the perspective of starting Anew (Table 7.3), we use the control element
IStartNew as the example to discuss the refined concrete activities. As described
in Section 5.4.1, IStartNew is the control element used to immediately start Anew

for processing the incoming data and emitting its output data. Based on the
algorithm switching model, this means that the preceding processor immediately
enables the data stream to the intermediary processor of Anew and the output
stream from its end node processor to the succeeding processor. We then refine
the concrete activities of this control element as immediately enabling v2 and
v8, and the acting processor is the preceding processor (PRE) (the first row in
Table 7.3).

For the next step, we analyzed these concrete activities for each control element to
derive components that characterize the involved behavior of the control element.
As the result, we gained the insight that each concrete activity mainly describes
two aspects of its behavior: 1) the respective actions on either processing
nodes (processors) or stream flows; 2) the timing for an action to be executed.
For example, "disable v1" would be a disabling action on the stream flow v1
and "immediately" indicates the timing to perform this disabling action, i.e.,
immediately after the switch is requested. This insight inspired us to design
our components based on these two aspects, i.e., the behavioral action and the
timing condition. We refer the behavioral action to the Switch Action and the
timing condition to the Switch State, which will be discussed in the next two
sections in detail.
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Control Concrete Activity Acting
Element Processor
IStartNew Immediately enable v2 and v8 PRE

DStartNew

After a given delay time, enable v2 and v8.
The cases of determining the delay time can
be: 1) The time waiting for Aold to be
drained when it is combined with DStopOld

INT1

2) The time waiting for unprocessed data of
Aold is completely transferred INT2

3) A random time for Anew to wait PRE

RP_IStartNew

Immediately enable v2 to warm-up Anew in
parallel with the processing of Aold but keep
v8 disabled

PRE

1) If this is combined with DSyn, after the
synchronization, enable v2 and v8 INT2

2) Otherwise, after the warm-up time,
immediately enable v2 and v8 PRE

RP_DStartNew

Immediately enable v2 to warm-up Anew in
parallel with the processing of Aold but keep
v8 disabled

PRE

After the warm-up time, pause v2 first, then
wait for a given delay time. Similar to
DStartNew, the delay options can be: 1) The
time waiting for Aold to be drained when it is
combined with DStopOld or RP_DStopOld

INT1

2) The time waiting for unprocessed data of
Aold is completely transferred INT2

3) A random time for Anew to wait PRE
When the delay time is over, enable v2 and
v8 PRE

Table 7.3: Refinement of the activities of the start of Anew.

7.3 Switch Actions

As discussed in Section 7.2, the concrete activity describes the behavioral actions
on either the processors or the stream flows of the algorithm switching model
(Figure 5.2). This inspired us to model the behavioral activities of the control
element as switch actions.

After analyzing all the refined concrete activities in Section 7.2, we identified
several types of switch actions. Figure 7.4 illustrates a class diagram consisting
of several switch actions, which is the detailed design of the switch action in
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Figure 7.2. The interface IAction describes the abstract action with an execute
method to perform the respective tasks of an action. The AbstractProcessingNode
is the abstract class of the processing nodes of the algorithm switching model.
As discussed in Section 7.1, we equip these processing nodes with the respective
switch actions together with their switch states to fulfill the activities of the
algorithm switching. SwitchActionMap is used to provide the mapping of the
switch action and its corresponding ActionState to the processing node. The
types of switch actions are:

• Calculate Switch Points: The calculation is based on the types of the
switch points discussed in Section 6.2.1.2. With a given type of switch
point, CalculateSwitchPointAction executes the determination task to set
the calculated switch point for the corresponding processing node, e.g.,
the calculation of the switch point can be based on the tumbling window
or sliding window.

• Send Switch Signals: This action provides the communication via signals
to send control information from one processing node to another. SendSig-
nalAction first establishes the connection to the target node and then sends
the corresponding signal and its value to it. In case of a runtime value, we
execute the update method to refresh the control information.

• Disable / Enable Stream Flows: Depending on whether the stream flow to
be disabled / enabled is the direct outgoing flow of the acting node, we
distinguish this type of action into two groups:

– When the stream flow is the outgoing flow of the acting node, we can
directly switch on / off the flag that controls the data flow through
EnableFlagAction and DisableFlagAction, respectively.

– When the stream flow is not directly connected as the outgoing flow
of the acting node, we send a switch signal informing corresponding
processing nodes to switch on / off the respective data flows, i.e.,
through EnableSignalAction or DisableSignalAction.

• Transfer Data: Based on a transfer strategy, this action transfers un-
processed data from Aold to Anew (TransferDataAction). The transfer
strategy describes the actual realization of data transfer, e.g., transfer via
network in our case, and also provides possibilities for other customized
realizations if necessary, e.g., different serialization mechanisms.

• Synchronize Data: This action supports the synchronized data transfer of
unprocessed data from Aold to Anew (SynchronizeDataAction). It ensures
the original arrival sequence of the input data to the algorithm during data
transfer. We introduce the synchronization strategy to support different
possible synchronization cases.
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- streamFlow : StreamFlowFlag

DisableFlagAction

+ execute() : void

<<interface>>
IAction

- streamFlow : StreamFlowFlag

EnableFlagAction

+ sendDisableSignal(nodeName : String) : void

- streamFlow : StreamFlowSignal
- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection

DisableSignalAction

+ sendEnableSignal(nodeName : String) : void

- streamFlow : StreamFlowSignal
- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection

EnableSignalAction

+ update(value : Serializable) : void

- value : Serializable
- nodeName : String
- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection
- signal : Signal

SendSignalAction

- switchPoint : ISwitchPoint

CalculateSwitchPointAction
- transferStrategy : ITransferDataStrategy

TransferDataAction

- synStrategy : ISynchronizationStrategy

SynchronizeDataAction

- nodeName : String
- isActive : boolean

FinalizeProcessAction

AbstractProcessingNode

+ transferData() : void

<<interface>>
ITransferDataStrategy

- connectTargetNode() : void
- sendToTarget() : void

- sender : TupleSender
- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection
- outQueue : Queue
- inQueue : Queue

TransferDataStrategy

+ synchronizeData() : void

<<interface>>
ISynchronizationStrategy

- synchronizeQueues() : void

- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection
- outQueue : Queue
- inQueue : Queue

SynchronizationStrategy

+ executeActions(state : ActionState) : void
+ addAction(state : ActionState, action : IAction) : void

- actionMap : Map<ActionState,List<IAction>>

SwitchActionMap

<<enum>>
ActionState

Figure 7.4: The detailed class diagram for the component of Switch Action from
Figure 7.2.

• Finalize Switch Process: After data is transferred or synchronized, we are
re- / de-activating corresponding nodes to finalize the whole switch process
(FinalizeProcessAction). This includes re- / de-activating the end nodes
and finalizing the settings of the intermediary nodes to support completely
taking over of the processing.

7.3.1 Calculate Switch Point

In this section, we discuss the detailed design of the switch action of calculating a
switch point. Based on Section 6.2.1.2, the calculation of a switch point relies on
the type of the involved switch point. Below, we will discuss the determination
of a switch point of a specific type in Section 7.3.1.1. Afterwards, we provide
a runtime interaction view of this action among its related components in
Section 7.3.1.2.

7.3.1.1 Determination of Switch Point

As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the first phase of algorithm switching starts at
determining a (feasible) switch point to perform the switch. Determination of
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a switch point can be different depending on how we terminate the original
algorithm as well as the type of the original algorithm. In this section, we
dive into different determination options based on the control element of the
termination of Aold as well as its algorithm type according to the classification
in Section 6.1.

We derived the following categories for determining the switch points:

IP. Immediately perform the switch. This is the case for the switch variants
with the control element of IStopOld or the stateless original algorithm
with DStopOld (the delay part is considered for the switch process but we
can immediately determine the switch point due to the stateless original
algorithm).

WP. Directly perform the switch after the warm-up period. This is the case for
the switch variants applying the warm-up strategy with a stateless Aold

(RP_IStopOld or RP_DStopOld).

DP. In the case of draining a stateful Aold (DStopOld), we need to ensure
that all needed data for accomplishing the current processing should be
delivered to Aold in order not to interrupt the ongoing processing. We
distinguish two cases:

DP-1. For the case of the partitioned stateful Aold that uses windows to
indicate the feasible switch point, we need to ensure that all data in
the current window is delivered to Aold.

DP-2. For the case of the aggregated stateful Aold that relies on an algorithm-
specific switch point, we need to ensure that all needed data for
reaching an algorithm-specific feasible point is delivered to Aold.

WP′. In the case of applying the warm-up strategy with a stateful Aold

(RP_IStopOld or RP_DStopOld), we calculate the switch point based
on Equation (6.6), i.e., ∃m ∈ N+, tswitchP oint(m − 1) < ts + Tw ≤
tswitchP oint(m), where the m-th switch point is the determined one for
this case. We distinguish two different switch points:

WP′-1. The switch point relies on the window status for the case of the
partitioned stateful Aold, i.e., tswitchP oint(k) = tAold

we (k).

WP′-2. The switch point relies on the algorithm-specific feasible point for the
case of the aggregated stateful Aold, i.e., tswitchP oint(k) = tAold

a (k).

Table 7.4 summarizes the determined switch points based on the control element
of the termination of Aold as well as its algorithm type.

We illustrate the static class diagram of the determination of switch points in
Figure 7.5. The interface ISwitchPoint is responsible for providing different types
of switch points to CalculateSwitchPointAction. The determination of a switch
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Control Element

Algorithm Type
Stateless

Partitioned
Stateful

Aggregate
Stateful

IStopOld IP IP IP
DStopOld IP DP-1 DP-2
RP_IStopOld WP WP′-1 WP′-2
RP_DStopOld WP WP′-1 WP′-2

Table 7.4: The overview of the determined switch points based on the control element
and the algorithm type.

point is based on the options discussed above. ImmediateSwitchPoint is the case
for immediately performing the switch (IP) and WarmupSwitchPoint describes
the point directly after the warm-up period (WP). For the window-based cases,
the calculation for the end point of a window defers based on the window types.
AbstractWindowBasedSwitchPoint is the abstract class specifying the common
part of the calculation for window-based switch points. The switch points based
on the sliding and tumbling window are provided in SlidingWindowBasedSwitch-
Point and TumblingWindowBasedSwitchPoint, respectively.SwitchPointClassDiagram0 2020/04/22

1 / 1

 pkg 

ImmediateSwitchPoint

- warmupDuration : long

WarmupSwitchPoint

# determineWindowEnd() : long

AbstractWindowBasedSwitchPoint

- slidingStep : long
- windowSize : long

SlidingWindowBasedSwitchPoint

- windowSize : long

TumblingWindowBasedSwitchPoint

+ determineSwitchPoint() : long

<<interface>>
ISwitchPoint

- threshold : long

AlgorithmSpecificSwitchPoint

- switchPoint : ISwitchPoint

CalculateSwitchPointAction

Figure 7.5: The class structure of the component of Switch Point Determination from
Figure 7.2.

In the case of the partitioned stateful Aold, depending on the control element of
terminating Aold, we derived two different switch points, i.e., after the draining
(DP-1) and after the warm-up (WP′-1). Based on the theoretical determination
of a switch point for the partitioned stateful algorithm presented in Section 6.2.1,
both types of switch points rely on the calculation of the end point of the window.
From the implementation point of view, one option to determine the window
end points of an algorithm is to use the information of the starting point of
the algorithm as well as the window-related parameters (w and wa). Together
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with the point in which the switch is requested (ts), i.e., the start time of the
determination, we can calculate the end point of the current window. This
means, if we dynamically set the starting point of Aold as well as the begining of
the determination as global information at runtime to support the calculation of
the switch point, we can reuse the window-based calculation for both DP-1 and
WP′-1. For DP-1 we determine the switch point of the current window starting
from the point in time when the switch is requested. For WP′-1 we add the
warm-up time to the start time of the determination to calculate its respective
switch points.

In the case of the aggregated stateful Aold, the switch point is at an algorithm-
specific feasible point, e.g., the point in which the impact on the output result
caused by the switch is acceptable within a certain threshold. As an example,
we illustrate an algorithm specific case using a threshold to determine the switch
point in AlgorithmSpecificSwitchPoint for DP-2 and WP′-2.

7.3.1.2 Runtime Interaction View

Now, we provide a runtime interaction view of the action of calculating a switch
point with other components to gain an overview of the determination process.

Calculate Switch Point 2020/04/25

1 / 1

Calculate Switch Pointsd 

ProcessingNode SwitchStateISwitchPointCalculateSwitchPointAction

2: determineSwitchPoint()

response:switchPoint

3: set(switchPoint)

1: execute()

Figure 7.6: The sequence diagram of the action of calculating a switch point.

Figure 7.6 depicts the sequence diagram of the action to calculate a switch point.
The CalculateSwitchPointAction is equipped with a predefined type of switch
point with its corresponding parameters such as window size (see Figure 7.5).
Each ProcessingNode of our algorithm switching model (see Figure 5.2) monitors
and updates its responsible switch states. When the determination of a switch
point is requested, the corresponding ProcessingNode invokes the execution of
the CalculateSwitchPointAction. Then, this action sends a determination request
to the respective ISwitchPoint implementation for its calculation. Once the
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switch point is calculated, the CalculateSwitchPointAction updates it in the
SwitchState which distributes all the states in the whole algorithm switching
system.

7.3.2 Send Switch Signal

In this section, we elaborate on the design of the action of sending a switch
signal.
Send Switch Signal 2020/04/25

1 / 1

Send Switch Signalsd 

ProcessingNode    
(Receiver)

ParameterChangeSignal

AbstractSignalConnectionSendSignalActionProcessingNode 
(Sender)

1: execute() 2: sendSignal("disable", true)

3: createSignal("disable", true)
<<create>>

4: establish()

response:connection

5: sendSignal() 6: send(signal)

7: send(signal)

Figure 7.7: The sequence diagram of the action of sending a switch signal.

As the processing nodes of a stream processing topology are allocated in a
distributed environment, we rely on sending signals to support the communication
among processing nodes, e.g., signals that are sent via a centralized coordination
service like ZooKeeper1. Figure 7.7 illustrates the sequence diagram of sending a
switch signal to a specific processing node (receiver). Upon the execution request
from a ProcessingNode (Sender), the SendSignalAction performs a signal sending
task with the necessary information such as the signal name and its value. As the
signal is treated as a parameter changing on the processing node, we first create
a ParameterChangeSignal to present the signal instance with the information of
the receiver node. Afterwards, the SendSignalAction establishes a connection
through the AbstractSignalConnection to the centralized coordination service.
Once the connection is established, it triggers the ParameterChangeSignal to
send the created signal. Finally, the signal is sent via the established connection
to the ProcessingNode (Receiver).

1https://zookeeper.apache.org/
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7.3.3 Disable / Enable Stream Flow

 pkg 

+ enableStreamFlow() : void

+ disableStreamFlow() : void

<<enum>>
StreamFlowFlag

+ execute() : void

- streamFlow : StreamFlowFlag

DisableFlagAction

+ execute() : void

- streamFlow : StreamFlowFlag

EnableFlagAction

+ sendDisableSignal(nodeName : String) : void
+ execute() : void

- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection
- streamFlow : StreamFlowSignal

DisableSignalAction

+ update(value : Serializable) : void
+ execute() : void

- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection
- nodeName : String
- value : Serializable
- Signal : Signal

SendSignalAction

uses

+ sendEnableSignal(nodeName : String) : void
+ execute() : void

- signalCon : AbstractSignalConnection
- streamFlow : StreamFlowSignal

EnableSignalAction

<<enum>>
StreamFlowSignal

uses

+ execute() : void

<<interface>>
IAction

uses

uses

uses

uses

Figure 7.8: The class diagram of the component of Stream Flow Control from
Figure 7.2, i.e., the action of disable and enabling stream flows.

There are two different ways of controlling stream flows according to our algorithm
switching model. It depends on whether the acting processor issuing the disabling
or enabling action can directly change the status of the stream flow, i.e., whether
the flow to be controlled is the outgoing flow of the acting node. When the
acting proccesor can directly switch on / off the data emitting, we simply use
a flag to control the corresponding data streams. Otherwise, we need to send
a signal to the processor that directly holds the control of that specific stream
in order to fulfill its enabling or disabling. We illustrate the static structure
of controlling flow related classes in Figure 7.8. Below, we discuss these two
different groups:

• Through Flag: The action on stream flows uses a flag to switch on / off
the data emitting function. This is realized in the enumeration class of
ControlStreamFlag which presents flags for stream flows to disable or enable
their data forwarding. The changing on respective flags is executed in the
corresponding DisableFlagAction or EnableFlagAction.

• Through Signal: The action on stream flows relies on the communication
between processing nodes through signals in order to inform the target node
to control its outgoing data flows. The enumeration class StreamFlowSignal
defines the stream flows that are controlled by signals. Each stream flow is
associated with the node name of its corresponding processing node. While
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executing the disabling or enabling action, we specify a SendSignalAction
to conduct a signal sending task with the appropriate signal and the node
information.

As discussed, for the direct control of stream flows we apply the case of Through
Flag and for the indirect control that requires sending signals we apply the case
of Through Signal.

7.3.4 Transfer Data

When DTransfer is applied in the switch variant, according to Section 5.4.1, we
need to transfer unprocessed data of Aold to Anew. This requires to obtain the
unprocessed data in the original algorithm before transfer. According to our
algorithm switching model, both intermediary nodes control the data ingestion of
both alternative algorithms respectively. As Intermediary1 holds the processing
status of Aold, we need to first stabilize its queue status (see the concrete
activity of DTransfer in Table 7.2) to capture the unprocessed data. Once the
unprocessed data is determined, we conduct the data transfer from Intermediary1
to Intermediary2 and further forwarded to Anew.

Transfer Data 2020/04/25

1 / 1

Transfer Datasd 

Intermediary2ITupleSerializer

TupleSender

TransferStrategyTransferDataActionIntermediary1

1: execute() 2: transferData() 3: getHost()

<<create>>
4: create(host, port)

5: connect()

6: send(tuple)

7: serialize()

8: send(serializedData)
9: sendData()

Figure 7.9: The sequence diagram of the switch action of transferring data.

Figure 7.9 depicts the sequence diagram of the switch action of transferring
data. When Intermediary1 is ready to transfer data, it triggers the execution
of the TransferDataAction. It then sends a request of transferring data to a
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TransferStrategy. The TransferStrategy is the actual realization of data transfer,
specifying the involved queue information as well as which part of data to
be transferred. In order to perform the data transfer, TransferStrategy first
obtains the host name of the target node as well as the port. Afterwards,
it creates a TupleSender with the obtained address of the target node. The
TransferStrategy then establishes a connection to the target node and starts
transferring unprocessed tuples. Tuples are first serialized through the specific
ITupleSerializer and the serialized data is finally sent via TupleSender to the
target node Intermediary2.

7.3.5 Synchronize Data

We synchronize data between Aold and Anew during switching when the control
element DSyn is applied in the switch variant. The action of synchronizing data
is executed in the intermediary node of the target algorithm (Intermediary2 )
while receiving the information about the last processed tuple in Intermediary1.
We illustrate the sequence diagram of synchronizing data action in Figure 7.10.
As explained, Intermediary2 first triggers the execution of the action. The
SynchronizeDataAction is equipped with a SynchronizeStrategy that performs
the actual synchronization task between Intermediary1 and Intermediary2. The
actual implementation depends on the applied switch variants. For example,
the synchronization of IS-Switch only needs to ensure the transferred data from
Intermediary1 is processed before the newly incoming data in Intermediary2
while WS-Switch needs to synchronize the transferred data with the processing
status of Anew.

The synchronization relies on signals to enable the communication between both
intermediary nodes. Assume that each tuple is equipped with an identifier. Let
lastProcessedId be the identifier of the last tuple processed by Aold, headId be
the head of the queue in Intermediary2. The SynchronizeStrategy synchronizes
data between these two intermediary nodes by comparing lastProcessedId with
headId. We consider three different cases for the synchronization (illustrated as
queues for the intermediary processors in Figure 7.11):

a) If headId = lastProcessedId, no items must be transferred and Anew can
immediately take over the processing from Aold as shown in Figure 7.11
a).

b) If headId < lastProcessedId, no items must be transferred, but the items
[headId, lastProcessedId] must be skipped as they would cause duplicated
results. For example, in Figure 7.11 b) items [499, 500] have been processed
and must to be skipped.

c) If headId > lastProcessedId, items (lastProcessedId , headId) must be
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Synchronize Data 2020/04/25
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Synchronize Data sd 

TupleReceive
Handler

TupleReceiveServerIntermediary1 TupleReceiveStrategy 
(Intermediary2)

SynchronizeStrategySynchronizeDataA
ction

Intermediary2

1: execute() 2: synchronizeData() 3: synchronize()

SendSignalAction

ref

[headId > lastProcessedId]

opt : synchronization

4: sendSignal(headId)

TransferDataAction

ref

5: transferData()
6: start() <<create>>

7: create()

8: queueData()

Figure 7.10: The sequence diagram of the switch action of synchronizing data.

transferred to Intermediary2. Therefore, Synchronize Strategy sends the
headId through a Send Signal Action to Intermediary1 and afterwards,
Intermediary1 sends unprocessed items through Transfer Data Action to
Intermediary2. As shown in the example of Figure 7.11 c), the items (500,
503) must be transferred to avoid a gap.

500501502

503504505

lastProcessedId

headId
c)

500501502

499500501

lastProcessedId

headIdb)

500501502

500501502

lastProcessedId

headIda)

Figure 7.11: Three cases of output synchronization.

When the transferred data is arriving in Intermediary2, it needs to ensure the
original sequence of the transferred data to be processed. The TupleReceive-
Strategy is responsible for storing data in the corresponding queues in order
to coordinate processing the transferred data in the right sequence. In order
to receive data, TupleReceiveStrategy initiates a TupleReceiveServer with a
corresponding TupleReceiveHandler that determines the way of queuing data, i.e.,
which data is stored in which queue. The handler distinguishes the transferred
data from Intermediary1 and the newly incoming ones. Finally, the transferred
data is inserted into the newly incoming data for processing, ensuring the original
arrival sequence as it is supposed to.
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7.3.6 Finalize Switch Process

As discussed in Section 6.2.4, a reactivation phase is needed after the synchro-
nization to re-enable the emitting of the results of Anew. This is actually a part
of finalizing the process of algorithm switching. The goal of this type of actions
is to ensure the settings of the control components, i.e., the intermediary and the
end nodes, to be appropriate for Anew to take over the processing completely.
As shown in Figure 7.4, the FinalizeProcessAction specifies a boolean attribute
isActive indicating the active / passive status as well as the name of the node in
which the switch process is required to be finalized. There are two categories of
such actions depending on the different finalizing tasks of the control nodes:

• For the intermediary nodes: This action is used to finalize the settings of
the intermediary nodes to set Anew as the currently running algorithm
and reset the initial configurations of both algorithms.

• For the end nodes: This action is used to set the final status for the end
control nodes. More specifically, it disables / enables the output emitting
of EndNode1 and EndNode2 respectively to ensure their passive / active
status. It is controlled by switching on / off a flag indicating the emitting
status.

7.4 Switch States

As discussed in Section 7.2, we captured two aspects from the concrete activity,
i.e., the behavioral action (referred as switch action) and the timing to execute
the action (referred as switch state). In Section 7.3 we have discussed different
types of switch actions for behavioral activities. In this section, we will identify
and analyze the timings / conditions which are associated to the behavioral
activities. More specifically, we derive several categories of switch states based
on the concrete activities described in Section 7.2. Figure 7.12 illustrates the
state machine of the switch states we derived from all the control elements,
which provides an overview of the transition between different switch states.
Below, we explain each in detail:

SS1 The switch requested. This indicates the start of the algorithm switching
( 1© in Figure 7.13). More specifically, it is the timing when the switch
request arrives in the preceding processor.

SS2 The determination of switch point requested. This is the state for a
processing node (i.e., the preceding or the intermediary processor) to
determine a switch point. In the case of a stateful Aold, according to
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Switch Statesstm 

SS1 SS2
SwitchPointReq

SS3

WarmupTimeOver

SS6
SwitchPointReached

SS4

DrainingAold

SS5

DelayOver

SS7
QueueStabilizingReq

SS8

StabilizingQueue

SS9

SendingProcessingStatus

SS10

TransferDataReq

SS13

StartingDataTransfer

SS11
DataTransferFinished

SS12

SynchronizingData

SS14 Reactivating

Reactivating

SS15
FinalizingSwitchCompleted

AoldDrained

DelayTimeReached

WarmupTime
Reached

TransferDataReq

Reactivating

Figure 7.12: The state machine of the switch states.

Figure 5.2 we can capture the processing state in the intermediary processor.
This supports for determining a switch point for the stateful case. As
the switch request is on the preceding processor, we need to send a
communication signal to the intermediary processor in order to request
the determination of a switch point. This is through the enact signal ( 2©)
as shown in Figure 7.13.

SS3 The warm-up time over. When the switch variant applies the warm-up
strategy, this state indicates the completeness of the warm-up period in
the preceding processor.

SS4 Aold drained. This is the timing for the case when we need to wait for
Aold to be drained. This state occurs in the intermediary processor of Aold

(Intermediary1).

SS5 The given time of delay over. When DStartNew or RP_DStartNew exists
in the switch variant, a variable time can be given for delaying Anew to
start. This indicates that the required delay time is over in the preceding
processor.

SS6 The determined switch point reached. As discussed in Section 7.3.1.1,
the switch point is determined based on the termination-related control
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Figure 7.13: An overview of the signals used to transit the switch states according to
the algorithm switching model.

elements and the algorithm types of Aold. This state indicates that the
time waiting for the switch point to be reached is over and it is ready to
perform the algorithm switching. Depending on where the switch point is
determined (see SS2), this state will occur either in the preceding processor
or the intermediary processor of Aold.

SS7 The queue stabilization requested. In order to stabilize the queue of the
intermediary processor, we need to de-activate the input data emitting to
the algorithm (happens in the preceding and the intermediary processors)
and the output results delivering to the downstream nodes (happens in
the end node processors). The de-activation request on the stream flows
which are not the direct outgoing flows of the intermediary processor is
sent through a disable signal ( 3© in Figure 7.13).

SS8 The queue status stabilized. Before transferring or synchronizing data, we
need to capture the unprocessed / queued data in the algorithm. This
requires us to stop the processing activities that would update the queues
in the intermediary processors. This state indicates that the queues are
stabilized and ready to perform data transfer or data synchronization. It is
indicated by the arrival of the stopped signal in the intermediary processor
( 4© in Figure 7.13), i.e., the input and output streams of the algorithm are
stopped.

SS9 The information about the processing status of Aold arrived. In order to
perform the data synchronization, Intermediary2 needs the information
of the processing status of Aold, i.e., the information of the last processed
tuple, to be able to compare with its processing status. This is indicated by
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the arrival of the lastProcessedId signal in Intermediary2 ( 5© in Figure 7.13)
carrying the id of the last processed tuple.

SS10 The request for transferring required data arrived. We distinguish the
data transfer request from two different cases: 1) a specific part of data
is requested, which is indicated by the arrival of the headId signal ( 6© in
Figure 7.13) carrying the id of the first tuple to be transferred; 2) all data
is requested, which is indicated by the arrival of the transfer signal ( 6© in
Figure 7.13). This state occurs in Intermediary1.

SS11 The data transfer finished. This indicates the required data is transferred.
It is indicated by the arrival of the transferred signal in Intermediary2 ( 7©
in Figure 7.13).

SS12 The synchronization finished. This indicates the completion of the data
synchronization in Intermediary2.

SS13 The transferred data arrived. This is used for the synchronization to
process the transferred data first or to start Anew earlier. For instance, in
the case of YS-Switch, Anew can start processing earlier in parallel with
the data transfer with the indication of the transferred data arrived. This
state happens in Intermediary2.

SS14 The (re-)activation requested. After the data synchronization / transfer,
Anew would be (re-)activated to process data and deliver results to the
downstream nodes. The request will be sent by Intermediary2 through an
enable signal ( 8© in Figure 7.13) to the preceding node and EndNode2.

SS15 The finalization process requested. It indicates the state to finalize the
switch process, e.g., ensuring the disabling / enabling of the control
processors of Aold / Anew respectively.

As mentioned, Figure 7.12 depicts a state machine illustrating the transitions
among the switch states described above. This is a general state machine
covering the transitions of the switch states for all the switch variants. We can
derive the state machine with the involved states for each switch variant. For
example, the state machine of the variant WS-Switch starts at the switch request
SS1, then continues with the request of a switch point (SS2 ) to wait until the
warmup time is over (SS3 ). Once the state machine reaches the switch point
(SS6 ), it starts to stabilize the queue status (SS7-8 ) and obtain the observed
processing status (SS9 ) to initialize the data synchronization process. Once
the synchronization is finished (SS12 ), it initializes the request of data transfer
(SS10 ) and starts to transfer unprocessed data from Aold to Anew(SS13 ). As
explained in Section 5.4.2, with the switch variant of WS-Switch, Anew can start
earlier to process the already-transferred data in parallel with the data transfer.
This leads to an early reactivation process (SS14 ) and finally the whole switch
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process will be finalized to complete the algorithm switching (SS15 ).

7.5 Mapping of Actions to Processing Nodes

According to Section 7.2, the involved activities can vary according to the applied
control elements in the switch variants. We enable the respective processing nodes
to equip them with the relevant actions in order to perform the corresponding
activities for an algorithm switching. In other words, we assemble specific switch
functionalities from switch actions for each involved processing node. In this
section, we provide the mapping of switch actions to processing nodes based on
the control elements.

Figure 7.5 depicts a fragment of the switch actions involved on the processing
node Intermediary1. We describe the prerequisite for a specific action to be
equipped with Intermediary1 as well as the runtime value needed to execute the
action. The prerequisite includes three different parts:

• the switch state defined in Section 7.4, indicating the timing / condition
for the action to be executed;

• the control element(s) must be applied in the switch variant for the
action to appear;

• the algorithm type, i.e., whether the switch is running with the stateless
or stateful Aold.

For example, the first row shows the prerequisite and the runtime value for
the DisableSignalAction (Section 7.3.3) of the stream flow v1 to be executed
on Intermediary1. There are two requirements to be met for this action to be
enabled on Intermediary1:

1) One of the control elements from DStopOld or RP_IStopOld or
RP_DStopOld must be applied in the switch variant (row 1, column
2);

2) The involved algorithms in the algorithm switching are stateful (row 1,
column 3).

The action will be executed when the determined switch point is reached (SS6
in row 1, column 1). No runtime value needs to be updated while executing the
action (row 1, column 4).

There are also actions which require several switch states in order to meet the
condition for the execution. For example, the EnableSignalAction (Section 7.3.3)
of the stream flow v8 needs to wait until a given time of delay is over (SS5) after
the determined switch point is reached (SS6) for its execution (row 4, column
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1).

column 1 2 3 4

ro
w

Actions(INT1)
Prerequisite Runtime

Value

State
Control
Element

Algorithm
Type

1 DisableSig-
nalAction(v1 ) SS6

DStopOld /
RP_IStopOld /
RP_DStopOld

Stateful -

2 DisableFlagAc-
tion(v3 ) SS6 DStopOld &

RP_IStopOld Stateful -

3 EnableSignalAc-
tion(v2 ) SS4

(DStopOld &
DStartNew) /
(RP_DStopOld &
RP_DStartNew)

Stateless -

4 EnableSignalAc-
tion(v8 )

SS6
&
SS5

RP_DStartNew
& ¬DSyn Stateful -

5
Calcu-
lateSwitch-
PointAction

SS2
DStopOld /
RP_IStopOld /
RP_DStopOld

Stateful
algStart-
Point &
t_switch

6 TransferDataAc-
tion SS10

DSyn &
RP_IStopOld - -

7
SendSignalAc-
tion("transferred",
INT2) SS11

DSyn &
RP_IStopOld - -

8
FinalizeProcess-
Action("active",
END2)

SS4

(DStopOld &
(DStartNew /
RP_DStartNew))/
(RP_DStopOld &
RP_DStartNew)

- -

Table 7.5: The fragment of the switch actions on the processing node of Intermediary1.

As illustrated in Figure 7.5, in order to calculate the switch point, we need a run-
time value of the algStartPoint, i.e., the start point of Aold, and the t_switch, i.e.,
the timestamp when the switch is requested for the CalculateSwitchPointAction
(Section 7.3.1) to be executed.

When both DSyn and RP_IStopOld exist in the switch variant, a SendSignalAc-
tion (Section 7.3.2) with the signal transferred and the target node Intermediary2
will be enabled on Intermediary1. This action will be executed when the data
transfer is finished (SS11).

The FinalizeProcessAction (Section 7.3.6) is specified with the parameter of the
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status to be active or passive and the node to be finalized. For example, the
action of the last row in Table 7.5 sets the EndNode2 to active as the finalizing
task of the switch process.

For a complete realization of an algorithm switching variant, there are more
actions to be considered on other processing nodes such as the preceding processor
(PRE) and Intermediary2. The actual set of actions to be included depends
on the control elements applied in the algorithm switch variant. We illustrate
the complete mapping information of the actions for all the involved processing
nodes in Appendix B.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter, we developed a component-based design of a general algorithm
switching framework that covers all the switch variants from the taxonomy of
algorithm switching presented in Chapter 5. More specifically, we focused on
identifying components to represent the activities of switch control elements
and assembling complex switch functionalities from such components to develop
different switch variants. This answers our overall research question RQ′3.

In order to capture the concrete behavior of each control element, we derived
concrete activities based on our algorithm switching model (Section 7.2) from
the high-level ones described previously in Section 5.4.1. Based on these concrete
activities, we identified components in terms of the behavioral actions and the
state to execute such actions. We presented these behavioral actions as switch
actions and provided several categories of switch actions (Section 7.3) with their
detailed designs, e.g., the action of calculating switch points (Section 7.3.1) and
sending switch signals (Section 7.3.2). As the determination of a switch point
is based on the termination of Aold as well as its algorithm type, we provided
the categories of switch points to present different determination options for
the switch action of calculating switch points (Section 7.3.1). We discussed
a set of switch states (Section 7.4) that describe the timings / conditions to
execute specific switch actions and also illustrated some example indications in
the realization level, e.g., the arrival of a specific signal. As the final step, we
provided a detailed mapping of switch actions onto processing nodes (Section 7.5).
This describes the prerequisite as well as the (optional) runtime value(s) needed
to execute a switch action on a specific processing node. The prerequisite
specifies the switch state to be fulfilled, the applied control element(s) of the
switch variant and the involved algorithm type of Aold.

As a summary, we now put all pieces together from a high-level perspective to
illustrate how to realize a specific switch variant. At first, we obtain the applied
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control elements of the switch variant based on Section 5.4.2. Then, we look
into the mapping of the actions to processing nodes in Appendix B in order to
derive the needed switch actions in specific processing nodes of the algorithm
switching model (Figure 5.2). Based on the applied control elements as well
as the algorithm type of Aold, we derive switch actions which are associated
with specific switch states or even in some cases with the required runtime
values. Afterwards, in the implementation level, we enable the control processors
with the derived switch actions by registering the needed switch actions with
their corresponding switch states. Upon a specific switch state, we enable the
processor to execute all the switch actions that are associated with this state.
In other words, each control processor reacts on its specific switch states to
execute the related switch actions. Along with the transition of the switch states,
the switch actions executed in all the switch processors fulfill the whole switch
activities that are needed to achieve this variant of algorithm switching.





8
Evaluation of the

Algorithm Switching
Framework

This chapter validates the theoretical quality model of switch variants against real-
world implementations based on the design of our algorithm switching framework.
It focuses on evaluating the quality impact of algorithm switching on the overall
stream processing system.
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In this chapter, we provide an evaluation of our algorithm switching framework.
The goal is to validate the theoretical calculations of different quality dimensions
presented in Chapter 6 against real-world implementations of switch variants
based on the design of the overall framework in Chapter 7. We will answer the
research question RQ′4 in this chapter.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the switch taxonomy consisting of 18 switch variants
is derived from a set of switch control elements (Section 5.4.1). This motivates us
to select a subset of switch variants that provides a full coverage of all the switch
control elements to be used in our evaluation. Out of these 18 switch variants, we
select a subset of four that meet this requirement. As we will detail in Section 8.4,
they are IT-Switch, DY-Switch, WS-Switch and WDY-Switch. For each switch
variant, we perform the validation of the theoretical predictions proposed in
our theory against the experimental evaluation of its actual realization. More
specifically, we focus on evaluating the impact of algorithm switching on the
overall stream processing in terms of the quality dimensions we discussed in
Section 5.3. According to Section 5.3.1, all the liveness-related qualities will
be guaranteed for a successful algorithm switching, thus, in this evaluation, we
focus on measuring the safety- and the timeliness-related qualities.

This chapter is organized as follows. We first provide an introduction of an
execution environment for stream processing: the stream processing system
Apache Storm, in Section 8.1. Our experiments for the evaluation are conducted
in this execution environment. In Section 8.2, we discuss the environment
setup of the evaluation in terms of the system, the topology and the algorithm
setups. In Section 8.4, we present the results of the theoretical analysis and the
experimental evaluation of the four selected switch variants. We also evaluate
the overhead of algorithm switching on the overall stream processing system in
Section 8.5. Finally, we conclude our evaluation in Section 8.7.

8.1 Apache Storm

Apache Storm [75] is a distributed real-time computation system for process-
ing unbounded streams of data. The typical use cases are real-time analytics,
continuous computation, online machine learning, etc. Apache Storm supports
customized implementations of arbitrary stream analysis algorithms, in par-
ticular, aiming at the real-time processing of complex and distributed stream
analysis tasks. This is very different compared to the systems that only focus on
relational algebra stream operators such as Borealis [55] or RTSTREAM [224].
The arbitrary algorithms that can be implemented with Storm provide more
freedom regarding the data analysis tasks to be realized and, in particular, can
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themselves be distributed, i.e., realize complex analysis tasks such as financial
correlation computations in a scalable manner [225]. There are also other stream
processing frameworks such as Apache Flink [226] and Apache Spark [227]. At
the time of the QualiMater project 1, Apache Storm was the most known stream
processing system. As this dissertation relies on the infrastructure from the
QualiMaster project, we will use Apache Storm as our execution environment of
stream processing.

Storm Topology. In Apache Storm, a stream processing application for
performing real-time analysis tasks is implemented as a Storm topology. A Storm
topology consists of several processing nodes and each node is responsible for a
specific type of tasks. In such a topology, streams with an unbounded sequence of
tuples are generated and processed in parallel in a distributed fashion. In Storm,
the source node that generates streams of source data is called Spout and other
nodes that perform the actual processing such as filtering, aggregations and other
types of processing are called Bolt. Spouts can produce multiple source streams
(see the rectangle nodes in Figure 8.1). Bolts can subscribe to multiple streams of
specific spouts or bolts and emit multiple output streams (see the cycle nodes in
Figure 8.1). In order to support guaranteed message processing, Storm provides
an acknowledgement mechanism to trace the processing of the data items to
determine whether an item is fully processed [228]. In this mechanism, each
item is acknowledged in the source node (Spout) where it is generated after this
item has been processed. Storm basically uses the message ids of data items
to build a tuple tree for providing links from the new tuples to their ancestor
tuples. When an item is fully processed, Storm sends its acknowledgment to the
spout in which it is generated and updates the tuple tree accordingly.

Bolt A

Bolt B

Bolt D

Bolt C

Bolt E

Bolt F

Spout A

Spout B

Figure 8.1: An example of a Storm topology consisting of spouts and bolts.

Storm Architecture. Storm runs on a distributed cluster of computing ma-
chines. In a Storm cluster, there are three key components as depicted in

1The QualiMaster project is the EU-funded project from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme under Grant Agreement 619525. More information is available on
www.qualimaster.eu.
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the high-level overview of the Storm architecture in Figure 8.2, i.e., Nimbus,
Zookeeper and Supervisor. Nimbus is the master node which distributes process-
ing tasks among the worker nodes and coordinates the execution of the topology
through a Zookeeper [229] cluster (one or more Zookeeper servers). The actual
processing work is performed on the worker nodes. Each worker node runs a
Supervisor daemon which continuously listens for work assigned by the master
node. The Zookeeper nodes play the coordination role between the Nimbus
and the Supervisors, e.g, maintaining configuration information and supporting
the distributed synchronization among worker nodes [230]. The Nimbus and
Supervisor daemons are fail-fast [4], and they store all their states in Zookeeper.
Nimbus continuously monitors the status of the Supervisors through Zookeeper
and assigns the processing work to the available Supervisors. If Nimbus or a
Supervisor fails, they can be restarted without any loss of state or data, which
provides fault tolerance for Storm.

Master Node

Nimbus

Worker Node 1

Supervisor

Worker Node 2

Supervisor

Worker Node 3

Supervisor

Worker Node N

Supervisor

Zookeeper

Zookeeper

Zookeeper

…

Figure 8.2: High-level overview of the Storm architecture [4].

Storm Parallelism. Storm supports different levels of parallelism for a running
topology to be scalable. There are two levels of abstractions that Storm uses
to express the parallelism, i.e., the logical parallelism in a Storm topology and
the physical parallelism in a Storm cluster as depicted in Figure 8.3. As we
explained about the Storm architecture, worker nodes are the nodes in which
the processing tasks are performed. Except for a Supervisor daemon, each
worker node provides several slots that are used as ports to receive tuples. The
number of slots indicates the number of worker processes (also called workers
for simplicity) and are pre-configured in the worker node when creating a Storm
cluster. A running topology consists of a certain number of worker processes.
Each worker process spawns threads to process a subset of tasks specified in
a topology. Executors are these spawned threads from worker processes and
each executor can contain one or multiple tasks. By default, the number of
tasks is equal to the number of executors. In a Storm topology, the number of
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Worker Node

Supervisor

Worker

Worker Process

Executor Executor

Task

Task

Task

Task

Spout A

Task

Task Bolt B

Task

Task

Bolt A

Task
Bolt C

Task

Task

a)

b)

Figure 8.3: The a) logical and b) physical views of Storm parallelism.

executors can be pre-configured for each component (Spout or Bolt) by defining
its parallelism hint and can also be reconfigured at run-time. The number of
tasks can only be pre-configured during the implementation of a topology and is
fixed throughout its entire execution. The distribution of tasks among workers
can be determined by the "Scheduler", a plugin-component that can be replaced
by own implementations if needed. Depending on the complexity of the topology,
the need for the parallelization of executors can be different. As stated by Huang
et al. [131], the configuration of parallelism settings on individual executors
can impact the performance such as latency and throughput. In our evaluation
setup, we will examine the optimal parallelism settings for the Storm topologies
with different switch variants.

8.2 Setup of Evaluation Environment

In this section, we discuss the experimental setup that we used to conduct the
evaluation of our algorithm switching framework. We focus on three perspectives:
the system-level setup regarding the execution environment of our evaluation,
the topology setup concerning the realization of the Storm topology equipped
with the switching capability, and the algorithm setup for the implementation
of the alternative algorithms used in the switch.
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8.2.1 System Setup

As mentioned in Section 8.1, we rely on the infrastructure built in the QualiMaster
project. In order not to introduce inconsistencies we keep the same versions of
the software dependencies used in the infrastructure. In the following, we will
introduce the details of the system setup of our evaluation.

In order to validate our framework in a real execution environment, we conducted
our experiments of different switch variants on a distributed Storm (version
0.9.5) cluster2. The Storm cluster consists of one Nimbus machine for assigning
processor nodes to physical nodes, 15 worker machines for distributed processing
and three Zookeeper instances (version 3.4.6) for managing the workers. For
experimental purposes, the whole cluster is virtualized on a server machine
equipped with 40 logical processors (see the detailed physical environment in
Table 8.1). The CPU cores and memory size configured for the nimbus, worker
and zookeeper node machines are shown in Table 8.2. Each virtual machine
runs Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS as well as Java JDK version 1.7.0_71 for ease of
replication of the experiments2. In addition, we synchronize the system clocks of
all virtual machines using the Network Time Protocol (NTP) in order to enable
comparisons of the timestamp-based logs (see more details in Section 8.2.2)
written during the experiments. As we measured from the time synchronization,
the actual time difference among the machines is less than 3 ms, meaning that
the measurements can deviate up to ±3 ms.

Parameter Value
CPU Cores 20 Cores x 2.297 GHz
Processor Type Dell Inter(R) Xeon(R)

E5-2650 v3 @ 2.30GHz
Processor Sockets 2
Cores per Socket 10
Logical Processors 40

Table 8.1: The physical environment used in the experiments.

Node Type CPU Cores Memory Num of Instances
Nimbus 2 2048 MB 1
Worker 2 2048 MB 15

Zookeeper 4 2512 MB 3

Table 8.2: The CPU cores and memory of the nimbus, worker and zookeeper nodes
in the Storm cluster.

2We use the same environment, i.e., Storm version, JDK and operating system as in [107] to
be in line with the stable execution environment we tested before.
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8.2.2 Topology Setup

We implemented the algorithm switching model illustrated in Figure 5.2 in
Storm as our base processing topology to conduct experiments on different
switch variants. As discussed in Chapter 7, respective switch actions are enabled
in the preceding processor, the intermediary and the end node processors in
order to provide the capability of switching. These actions are implemented as
composable elements and correspondingly assembled in respective processors
depending on the switch variant. More specifically, the implemented actions are
associated with respective switch states (Section 7.3) in a switch action map
which is enabled in the processing node (see the detailed design in Figure 7.4).

According to Section 5.4.2, when a switch variant is equipped with the control
element of the data transfer (DTransfer or DSyn), we need to transfer the
unprocessed tuples from Aold to Anew in order to avoid data loss. For capturing
the unprocessed items of Aold, we trace the processing status of each item through
the acknowledgment mechanism provided by Storm (see Section 8.1). In order to
utilize this mechanism for algorithm switching, we implemented the intermediary
processors as Storm source nodes, i.e., Spouts, and other processors as Bolts so
that we can trace the processed items in the intermediary processors (i.e., source
nodes, see details in Section 8.1). The intermediary processors are equipped
with entrance queues to store the unprocessed items, i.e., the items that are not
acknowledged yet. When a data item is fully processed, i.e., its result reached
the end node processor, an acknowledgement will be sent to the intermediary
processor (the acknowledgement arrows as shown in Figure 8.4). The flows
between the preceding processor and the intermediary processors are realized as
network connections (see the network connection arrows in Figure 8.4). For the
experiments, we also implemented a source processor connecting to the preceding
processor in order to generate source data at a configurable rate. It is worth
mentioning that the source data is generated with a sequential id, which we
use to trace the order of tuples. In order to support the communication among
processors, we implemented the communication signals in terms of Zookeeper
change notifications, i.e., when data is written by the sender into a dedicated
Zookeeper node, the receiver is notified by the Zookeepers about the change and
can react on the signal data, typically within 10 ms (as measured).

In each processor, we log the specific information about the involved activities
of algorithm switching, e.g., the arrival timestamp of the switch request in the
preceding processor, in order to trace the overall switch process. The logs are
written in a normalized manner considering different categories of switch activities
such as signal, data emitting or data receiving related logs. This enables us to
automate their analysis and therefore, determine the switch qualities, especially
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Figure 8.4: The switch topology from the implementation view (adjusted from
Figure 5.2).

the timeliness-related qualities. We use a bash script to automate the execution
of the whole experiment processes, i.e., starting the topology, performing an
algorithm switching, stopping the topology and finally analyzing the experiment
logs to derive a summary of the overall results.

As discussed in Section 8.1, it is important to configure the optimal parallelism
settings for a topology in order to improve performance as well as achieve high
efficiency on resource utilization. In our experiments, we also consider the
optimal parallelism settings for the four selected switch variants. Based on the
topology structure (Figure 5.2) as well as the topology settings available in
Storm, we focus on configuring the number of worker processes, the number
of the executors (Spout or Bolt) as well as the number of ackers (used for
acknowledgement in Storm). Note that, we set the parallelism of the source
node to 1 in order to keep the input rate nearly constant. We also do not change
the parallelism of the executors in the algorithm in order to exclude its influence
on the measurement of the impact of algorithm switching. To determine optimal
settings, we tune the number of work processes and the parallelisms of executors
(see Storm parallelism in Section 8.1). Once we reached a state that increasing
work processes or any executor parallelisms does not improve the performance,
we can determine the optimal setting for the topology. We present the detailed
topology settings for the switch variants that are used in our evaluation in
Appendix C. When the optimal setting is determined, we repeatedly run the
topology with this setting for ten times to calculate the average results.

8.2.3 Algorithm Setup

As our main focus of the experimental evaluation is on the impact of algorithm
switching on the overall processing, we use simple distributed algorithms, which
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consist of a processor that just passes the received input data in order to avoid
introducing additional impacts from the algorithm side. Note that the actual
processing of the algorithm is not relevant for algorithm switching as algorithms
are viewed as black boxes as we discussed in the definition of an alternative
algorithm in Section 5.1. However, the amount of tuples emitted by the algorithm
is a relevant parameter for our experiments. We configure alternative algorithms
with a certain latency (delay) per item to simulate performance differences. In
our experiments, we use a constant ingestion frequency of 1000 items per second.
Aold is the active algorithm at the beginning of each experiment. In the case
of creating a certain workload in an algorithm (i.e., a slower algorithm), we
set a delay of 2ms per item in the algorithm, i.e., theoretically processing data
items in the speed of 500 items per second. In order to simulate Aold with the
situation of unprocessed data to be transferred to Anew, we switch from a slower
algorithm with the speed of 500 items per second to a new algorithm with 1000
items per second for all our experiments. The alternative algorithms in this
experiment only need one tuple to produce their first output.

Parameter Value
Aold 500 items/s

Tp(Aold) 2 ms
Anew 1000 items/s

Tp(Anew) 1 ms
w 1 s
wa 0.5 s
Tw 3 s

Table 8.3: The overall experimental parameters of alternative algorithms.

We also simulate both stateless and stateful algorithms to support the evaluation
of the selected switch variants. The simple distributed algorithm as discussed
above performs its processing item-by-item without accumulating any states.
We use this as the stateless algorithm to be able to switch at any time. For the
stateful algorithm, we simulate two partitioned stateful algorithms with both
tumbling window and sliding window. We use a window size of 1s and a sliding
interval of 0.5s (for the sliding window). In the case of applying a warm-up
strategy in the switch variant, we set the warm-up time as 3s. Figure 8.3
illustrates the general parameter settings of our alternative algorithms used in
the switch.
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8.3 Evaluation Design

In this section we discuss the evaluation design of the algorithm switching
framework in order to detail the structure of the experiments that we will
present in the following sections. The discussion includes the topics below:

• The selection of switch variants. According to Section 5.4.2, the switch
taxonomy results in 18 different switch variants, which are derived based
on the systematic composition of the switch control elements introduced in
Section 5.4.1. Our goal is to select a subset of switch variants that covers
all the switch control elements in order to evaluate all the basic activities
of the algorithm switching process. Among all the switch variants, we
determined a subset of four that meets this requirement. More specifically,
they are IT-Switch, DY-Switch, WS-Switch and WDY-Switch, which covers
the full set of the switch control elements. We will elaborate the evaluation
of these switch variants in Section 8.4.

• The algorithm types involved in the switch variants. According to
Section 6.1, our algorithm switching framework considers different types
of algorithms that are categorized from the perspective of the processing
state. Also as discussed in Section 6.2.1, the determination of a switch
point varies from the algorithm type of Aold, which can result in different
determination time. In order to evaluate different effect of the algorithm
types on algorithm switching, we setup our experiments to perform the
switch variants with different algorithm types. As illustrated in Table 8.4,
we combine the algorithm type with the switch variant, e.g., a stateless
IT-Switch and a tumbling window-based DY-Switch. According to Sec-
tion 6.2.1, the aggregated stateful algorithm relies on an algorithm-specific
switch point to perform the switch. With a given type of switch variant, the
difference of the switch effect between the partitioned and the aggregated
stateful algorithm lays only in the different switch point. As discussed
in Section 6.1, in some instances, the aggregated stateful algorithm uses
window-based aggregation for the processing. In this case, the determi-
nation of the switch point is even the same as the partitioned stateful
algorithm. As this does not make a difference on the behavior of the given
switch variant, we will mainly focus on the stateless and the partitioned
stateful algorithms for the switch variants.

• The quality criteria to be evaluated. One of the most important
goals of the algorithm switching framework is to provide quality guarantees
for the switch variants. In Section 5.3, we presented three categories of
the quality criteria that we focus on for the algorithm switching, i.e., the
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liveness, safety and timeliness criteria. As stated in Section 5.3.1, the
liveness criteria is guaranteed by the design of our algorithm switching
model by default. Therefore, in the experiments we focus on evaluating the
qualities from the safety and timeliness criteria. As depicted in Table 8.4,
for each switch variant we evaluate all the qualities to provide a full
assessment of the quality guarantees supported by our algorithm switching
framework.

To summarize the above discussions, we design our evaluation to cover the full set
of the switch control elements, to apply different algorithm types in the switch
variants as well as to evaluate all the quality criteria that shall be guaranteed in
the algorithm switching framework. This evaluation structure supports us to
validate the correctness of the overall framework.

8.4 Theoretical and Experimental Results

In this section, we provide a validation of the quality dimensions, i.e., safety
and timeliness criteria, as discussed in Section 5.3, for our algorithm switching
framework. We compare the theoretical values and boundaries delivered by the
calculations proposed in our theory (Chapter 6) against our implementations
of the switch variants. We present the experimental evaluation, the theoretical
analysis as well as the theoretical results based on the experimental setting for
the four switch variants in sections 8.4.1 to 8.4.4, respectively.

8.4.1 IT-Switch

In this section, we discuss the validation of the switch variant IT-Switch. As
discussed in Section 5.4.2, in IT-Switch we immediately stop Aold and start
Anew. Furthermore, we also transfer the unprocessed tuples from Aold to Anew

to avoid data loss. For its validation, we first discuss the experimental results we
collected from the experiments by running the implementation of IT-Switch in
the evaluation environment as we discussed in Section 8.2. Then, we analyze its
theoretical effect in terms of the quality dimensions (see Section 5.3) based on
the theoretical model presented in Chapter 6. Finally, we apply the theoretical
analysis to the experimental settings to calculate the potential theoretical results
and compare it with the actual experimental results.
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8.4.1.1 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we first provide a brief introduction to the implementation of
IT-Switch and then discuss the experimental results we achieved.
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Figure 8.5: The overview of the implementation of IT-Switch.

Implementation. We depict the implementation of IT-Switch in Figure 8.5.
We implemented IT-Switch based on the general algorithm switching model
(Figure 5.2) and equipped the topology with needed switch actions (e.g., through
flow controls and signals) to conduct the switch activities of IT-Switch. The
switch starts at the point in time when the preceding processor receives a switch
signal 1©. Then, the preceding processor immediately

1) disables the stream passing through Aold 2©, i.e., disables v1 and sends
disable signals to Intermediary1 and EndNode1 in order to disable v3 and
v7 3©.

2) enables the stream emitting to Anew 2©, i.e, enables v2 and sends the
enable signal to EndNode2 to enable v8 3©.

Once EndNode1 is disabled, it sends a stopped signal 3© to inform Intermediary1
to start transferring unprocessed data of Aold to Intermediary2 4©. Inter-
mediary1 transfers data while Anew is already taking over the processing and the
transferred data is inserted into the newly incoming data. The switch is finally
finished when all unprocessed data of Aold is transferred to Intermediary2.

Experimental Results. Figure 8.6 illustrates the throughput of a IT-Switch,
i.e., the number of tuples per second logged in the succeeding processor in
Figure 8.5. We switch from a slower algorithm with a speed of around 500
items per second to an algorithm processing 1000 items per second. At a©, the
preceding processor received a switch signal indicating the switch request from
Aold to Anew. Upon the switch signal, we immediately deactivate Intermediary1
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Figure 8.6: Throughput of the succeeding processor of IT-Switch (The timestamps
are normalized using the sequential numbers).

and EndNode1, i.e., causing an immediate stop of Aold emitting its results,
and immediately start forwarding data items to Intermediary2, i.e., Anew

immediately takes over the processing (see the details in the implementation
above). We analyze the processor logs and summarize the experimental results
below:

• There are 1248 unprocessed items of Aold transferred to Anew in order to
avoid data loss. The transferred data is inserted into the incoming data
without caring for the sequence, which causes the switch input disorder.
No duplicates are caused by this switch.

• We checked the timestamps of the last result processed by Aold and the
first result by Anew. The switching gap takes 14 ms, which is caused by
the time Anew takes to produce its first result.

• We compared the timestamp when the switch is requested and the time-
stamp when the switch is completely finished in the preceding processor to
determine the switching time. The time difference is 3 ms, which is caused
by the execution time of the actions to complete the switch activities, i.e,
2© in Figure 8.5.

• From Figure 8.6 we can see that at b©, the throughput reaches the expected
value of Anew and the throughput disturbance duration lasts around 2s after
the switch started at a©. The peak loads between a© and b© are caused
by the transferred items from Aold to Anew adding onto the expected
throughput (1000 items per second) at Anew.

As mentioned in Section 8.2.2, we repeatedly ran the experiment for each switch
variant ten times and collected the experimental data. Figure 8.7 illustrates the
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Figure 8.7: The distribution of the switching time and the switching gap from the
repeated experiments of IT-Switch.

distribution of the switching time and the switching gap we collected from the
repeated experiments for IT-Switch. The mean and the standard deviation of
the switching time and the switching gap from the distribution is depicted in
Table 8.5.

Quality Criteria Mean Standard Deviation
Switching Time 5.5 ms 2.15
Switching Gap 13 ms 4.57

Table 8.5: The mean and standard deviation of the distribution in Figure 8.7.

As mentioned in Section 8.2.1, due to the distributed environment, the time
difference among the machines can deviate up to ±3 ms. This is the main reason
for the deviations that occurred in the repeated experiments. We also noticed
that, when two competing processing nodes (e.g., Intermediary1 and Inter-
mediary2) happen to be allocated on the same worker machine, their underlying
processes can compete with each other in terms of resources. This can lead
to a more significant deviation. For instance, as we analyzed, the outlier in
the switching time depicted in Figure 8.7 is caused by the situation mentioned
above. However, with our topology setup in Storm, the processing nodes are
allocated evenly among the workers and they are randomly distributed. We have
no control of which processing nodes will be on which worker.

8.4.1.2 Theoretical Analysis

As explained in Section 8.3, we perform the IT-Switch with a stateless Aold.
According to Section 5.4.2, with IT-Switch we immediately stop the original
algorithm (IStopOld) and start the target algorithm (IStartNew). We also apply
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the unsynchronized data transfer (DTransfer) to transfer the unprocessed data of
Aold to Anew in order to avoid data loss. We summarize the theoretical analysis
of IT-Switch as below:

• According to the discussion about the safety criteria for IT-Switch in
Section 5.4.2, no data loss and no duplicates will occur, but switch input
disorder will be caused due to the interleaving of the transferred data with
the incoming data.

• The switching gap depends on how fast Aold can fully stop its processing
and Anew can produce its first result. As Anew needs only one tuple to
produce its first result, according to Equation (6.16) the switching gap is:

Tgap = Tsetup + Tt + Tp(Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop. (8.1)

• As the switch is immediately executed and Anew starts immediately, ac-
cording to the calculation in Section 6.2, theoretically no switching time
will be caused, i.e., Tswitch= 0.

• According to Equation (6.17), the throughput disturbance duration is the
larger value of the time caused by the transferred data and the switching
gap, i.e., in the range of

max(Ne ·min(Tt, Tp(Anew)), Tgap) ≤ Tdisturbance ≤
max(Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tp(Anew), Tgap).

(8.2)

8.4.1.3 Applying the Theoretical Model to the Experiment

Now, we apply the theoretical model to the experiment as we discussed in
Section 8.4.1.1 to calculate the potential theoretical effect for IT-Switch.

Parameter Value
Ne 1248 tuples
Tt 1 ms

Tsetup 37 ms
Tdeliver 3 ms
Tstop 28 ms

Table 8.6: The experimental parameters of the experiment IT-Switch.

Table 8.6 depicts the experimental parameters we measured while conducting
the experiment of IT-Switch in Section 8.4.1.1. As we analyzed from the logs,
the time from the proceeding processor finishing the stream rerouting until
Intermediary2 being able to deliver the first tuple to Anew takes 37 ms, i.e.,
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Tsetup= 37 ms. Anew takes one tuple to produce its first result and its processing
speed is a constant value of 1000 items per second, i.e., Tp(Anew) = 1 ms. As
measured, the ingestion time and the delivery time of the first result take 1 ms
and 3 ms, respectively. The time for Aold to be stopped (Tstop) is mainly caused
by the "disable" signal from the preceding processor to EndNode1 as well as the
execution of the needed actions (both in PRE and END1). As measured, Tstop

takes in total 28 ms. Based on these settings and Equation (8.1), the theoretical
switching gap for IT-Switch is in total 14 ms.

According to Equation (8.2), the throughput disturbance duration is determined
by the transfer time of the unprocessed items of Aold to Anew as well as their
processing time. According to our logs, it takes 1283 ms to transfer those data
items to Anew. Based on the constant processing speed of Anew, the theoretical
processing time of this data is 1248 ms. Thus, according to Equation (8.2), the
theoretical throughput disturbance duration is between 1248 ms and 2531 ms.

Table 8.7 illustrates a summary of the theoretical and the experimental results
in terms of the quality criteria (Section 5.3) for the experiment of IT-Switch
in Section 8.4.1.1. It shows that the experimental safety-related qualities, i.e.,
data loss, disorder and duplicates, are in line with our theory. The theoretical
switching gap calculated based on the experimental settings is the same as the
switching gap from the experiment. There is a slight deviation of 3 ms between
the theoretical and the experimental switching time. This is due to the execution
time of the switch actions applied to perform an IT-Switch. Considering the
limits of the precision of our distributed time measurements (deviation of ±3 ms
as described in Section 8.2.1), we can regard this small deviation as a tolerable
deviation from our theory. The experimental throughput disturbance duration
is in the range of our estimation based on the theory.

Quality Dimension
Switch Variant IT-Switch Deviation

from PredictionsTheoretical Experimental
Data Loss no no no
Disorder yes yes no
Duplicates no no no
Switching Gap 14 ms 14 ms 0
Switching Time 0 ms 3 ms 1.37
Throughput Disturbance Duration [1248, 2531] ms 2000 ms 10%

Table 8.7: The theoretical and experimental results of the IT-Switch experiment
conducted in Section 8.4.1.1 as well as the deviation from the predictions in the
repeated experiments.

In the last column of Table 8.7, we also illustrate the deviations between the
experimental results and the predicted values of the ten repeated experiments.
According to our results, there was no deviation in the prediction of the safety-
related qualities as well as the switching gap. For the switching time, we
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calculated the standard deviation of the differences from the predictions, i.e.,
1.37 from the mean of 4.9 ms (see Figure 8.7). As mentioned above, this is
a tolerable deviation considering the limitation of the time precision in a dis-
tributed environment. We also evaluated whether the experimental throughput
disturbance duration is in the predicted range based on the theory. Among these
ten repeated experiments, there is only one that is out of the predicted range,
i.e., the rate of deviation is 10%. In summary, we can conclude that except for
the slight deviation in the prediction of the switching time and the throughput
disturbance duration, the experimental results of IT-Switch are consistent with
the estimated results based on our theory.
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8.4.2 DY-Switch

In this section, we discuss the validation of the switch variant DY-Switch. In
DY-Switch, we let Aold run until it is drained and delay the start of Anew until
Aold is drained. We follow the same structure as Section 8.4.1 and discuss the
details of the theoretical and experimental results in the following sections.

8.4.2.1 Experimental Evaluation

Similar to Section 8.4.1.1, in this section we first provide the implementation of
DY-Switch and then discuss the experimental results we collected by conducting
a DY-Switch.
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Figure 8.8: The overview of the implementation of DY-Switch.

Implementation. We illustrate the implementation of DY-Switch in Figure 8.8.
Upon a switch request 1©, the preceding processor sends an enact signal 2© to
Intermediary1 to determine the switch point. The switch point in the case of
the tumbling window is determined according to Section 6.2.1. Once the switch
point is reached, Intermediary1 informs the preceding processor via a disable
signal 3© to disable v1 4©. Aold then continues processing the queued tuples in
order to finish its draining. Intermediary1 holds the draining status of Aold as it
records the completeness of the processing of each tuple. When Aold is drained,
Intermediary1

• sends an enable signal 5© to both the preceding processor and EndNode2
in order to switch on the data stream on v2 and v8 6© respectively;

• and also sends a disable signal 5© to EndNode1 in order to disable v7 6©.

Finally, Anew completely takes over the processing.

Experimental Results. Figure 8.9 illustrates the overall throughput at the
succeeding processor while a DY-Switch is performed. At a©, the switch request
arrives at the preceding processor. Upon the switch request, we first determine
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Figure 8.9: Throughput of the succeeding processor of DY-Switch (The timestamps
are normalized using the sequential numbers).

a switch point at which we will stop the input data emitting to Aold and wait
for Aold being drained. At b©, Aold finishes its draining process. Afterwards,
the preceding processor reroutes data to Anew and Anew then takes over the
processing (see the details in Figure 8.8). We analyzed the pipeline logs and
observed the following results:

• In this variant we start Anew only when Aold is drained. As we trace the
ids of tuples, all queued data in Aold is processed (no data loss) and no
overlapped processing from both algorithms occurred, i.e., no disorder and
no duplicates are caused by the switch.

• We traced the timestamps of the last item processed by Aold and the first
result produced by Anew. The switching gap is 16 ms.

• Based on the recorded timestamps of the switch request and Anew com-
pletely taking over the processing, we calculate the switching time as 3038
ms, which is caused by the sum of the duration of the determination and
preparation phases.

– The determination phase takes 284 ms, based on the point in time
when the switch is requested and the window size of the applied
tumbling window in Aold.

– The preparation phase takes 2754 ms, which is mainly caused by the
draining process of Aold.

– No synchronization and reactivation times are caused.

• As we can see from Figure 8.9, at c© the throughput reaches the expected
value. The throughput disturbance duration takes around 1s after the
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switch request at b©.
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Figure 8.10: The distribution of the switching gap from the repeated experiments of
DY-Switch.

Similar to the IT-Switch, we again ran the experiment for the DY-Switch ten
times. As discussed above, the switching time in this case is caused by the
determination and the preparation phases, which mainly depends on the point
in time when the switch is requested and the time needed for Aold to drain its
queued data. As the switching time can vary significantly due to the above
mentioned factors, its distribution would not provide us with meaningful insights.
Therefore, here we only illustrate the distribution of the switching gap for DY-
Switch in Table 8.10, i.e., the mean of the switching gap is 17.5 ms and its
standard deviation is 4.93.

8.4.2.2 Theoretical Analysis

According to our experiment design in Section 8.3, we perform the DY-Switch
with a partitioned stateful Aold that is based on the tumbling window with
its window size w. According to Section 6.2, the feasible switch points will be
always at the end of each window for this variant. As discussed in Section 5.4.2,
the switch variant DY-Switch drains Aold (DStopOld) and delays the starting of
Anew until Aold is drained (DStartNew). We provide its theoretical analysis as
below:

• As Aold processes all its queued data during draining, no data loss will be
caused in this variant. Anew starts processing only when Aold is drained,
which leads to no disorder and no duplicates.

• The switching gap depends on how fast Anew can take over the processing.
As Anew only needs one tuple to produce its first result, according to
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Equation (6.25), we calculate the switching gap as:

Tgap = Tsetup + Tt + Tp(Anew) + Tdeliver. (8.3)

• The switching time depends on the time needed in both the determination
and preparation phases. We discuss them below:

– Upon a switch request at ts, the first switch point is at tAold
we (0). Ac-

cording to Equation (6.7), the determination delay can be calculated
as Tdetermination= tAold

we (0)− ts.

– The preparation delay is the time needed for the draining of Aold

and can be calculated based on Equation (6.8) and Equation (6.9),
namely

Tpreparation = Nq ·Tp(Aold) +Nq ·Tack. (8.4)

– No synchronization is applied in this variant, i.e., Tsynchronization =
0 and Treactivation = 0, according to Equation (6.14) and Equation
(6.15).

• The throughput disturbance duration is caused by the queued data in the
preceding processing during the draining process of Aold and the switching
gap, i.e., Equation (6.20). We can calculate Tdisturbance as

Ne ·min(Tt, Tp(Anew)) + Tgap ≤ Tdisturbance ≤
Ne ·Tt +Ne ·Tp(Anew) + Tgap.

(8.5)

8.4.2.3 Applying the Theoretical Model to the Experiment

In this section, we apply the theoretical model as analyzed in Section 8.4.2.2 to
the experiment to derive the theoretical effect for DY-Switch.

Parameter Value
Nq 656 tuples
Ne 1245 tuples
Tt 1 ms

Tsetup 4 ms
Tdeliver 10 ms

Table 8.8: The experimental parameters of the DY-Switch in the experiment.

Table 8.8 depicts the parameters we measured in the experiment of DY-Switch in
Section 8.4.2.1. As analyzed from the pipeline logs, there are 1245 tuples queued
in the preceding processor during the draining time of Aold. The setup time
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takes 4 ms from the time that the preceding processor gets informed about the
drained state of Aold to the time that Intermediary2 emits data. The ingestion
time of the first data for Anew and the delivery time of its first result take 1
ms and 10 ms, respectively. Based on these parameters and Equation (8.3), the
theoretical switching gap is in total 16 ms.

Based on the timestamp of the switch request as well as the tumbling window
size of 1000 ms, we calculated that the determination time of this experiment
takes 284 ms according to Equation (6.7). When the switch point is reached,
there are 656 tuples queued in Intermediary1 waiting for Aold to drain. Based
on the processing speed of Aold, the processing time of this amount of data takes
1312 ms. As measured, the acknowledgment time of these tuples takes 1438 ms.
According to Equation (6.9), we can calculate the theoretical preparation time
as 2750 ms.

According to Equation (6.20), the throughput disturbance duration depends on
how long the queued data from the preceding processor needs to be processed
and how large the switching gap is. As measured, it takes 640 ms until all the
queued data (1245 tuples) has been transferred from the preceding processor
to Intermediary2. Based on the processing speed of Anew, we can calculate the
theoretical processing time of this data as 1245 ms. According to Equation
(8.5), the theoretical throughput disturbance duration is between 656 ms and
1901 ms.

Table 8.9 summarizes the theoretical and the experimental quality results of the
DY-Switch experiment in Section 8.4.2.1. As illustrated, our theory estimates
the safety-related qualities, the switching gap as well as the determination time
the same as the results in the experiment. The theoretical preparation time is
very close to the experimental one. Given the precision of the time measurements
(±3 ms), we can regard them as consistent results. The experimental throughput
disturbance duration is in the estimated range of the theoretical calculation.

In the last column of Table 8.9, we also present the deviations between the
experimental and the theoretical results of the ten repeated experiments. Except
for the preparation time, there is no deviation in the prediction of other qualities.
We calculated the mean and the standard deviation of the differences between the
experimental and the theoretical preparation time, i.e., 5.5 and 1.96 respectively.
Considering the precision of the time measurements, we can regard this as a
tolerable deviation. As we analyzed from the logs, this slight deviation is caused
by the "enable" signal ( 5© in Figure 8.8) used to inform the preceding processor
to continue its data emitting, which is not covered in the calculation of the
theoretical preparation time. In summary, we can conclude that except for
the slight deviation in the prediction of the preparation time, the experimental
results of DY-Switch are consistent with the estimated results in our theory.
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Quality Dimension
Switch Variant DY-Switch Deviation

from PredictionsTheoretical Experimental
Data Loss no no no
Disorder no no no
Duplicates no no no
Switching Gap 16 ms 16 ms 0

Sw
itc

hi
ng

T
im

e Determination 284 ms 284 ms 0
Preparation 2750 ms 2754 ms 1.96

Synchronization - - -
Reactivation - - -

Throughput Disturbance Duration [656, 1901] ms 1000 ms 0

Table 8.9: The theoretical and experimental results of the DY-Switch experiment
conducted in Section 8.4.2.1 as well as the deviation from the predictions in the repeated
experiments.

8.4.3 WS-Switch

In this section, we discuss the validation of the switch variantWS-Switch. In
WS-Switch, we first run both Aold and Anew in parallel to warm-up Anew and
after the warm-up period, we immediately stop Aold and synchronize the data
between both algorithms (Section 5.4.2). Similar to Section 8.4.1, below we
focus on discussing the experimental results, analyzing the theoretical effect
and applying the theoretical model to the experimental settings for the switch
variant WS-Switch.

8.4.3.1 Experimental Evaluation
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Figure 8.11: The overview of the implementation of WS-Switch.

Implementation. We illustrate the implementation of WS-Switch in Fig-
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ure 8.11. The switch starts at the arrival of a switch signal 1©. The preceding
processor sends an enact signal 2© to Intermediary1 in order to determine the
switch point. Intermediary1 calculates the end point of the sliding window based
on Equation (6.5) and Equation (6.6) as the switch point. Once the switch point
is reached, Intermediary1:

• disables v3 3© to stop the data emitting to Aold;

• sends a disable signal 3© to EndNode1 in order to switch off the data
stream on v7 4©. When EndNode1 receives the disable signal, it sends a
stopped signal 4© to Intermediary1 in order to confirm that no more output
from Aold is forwarded to downstream nodes;

• sends a disable signal 3© to the preceding processor in order to switch off
the data stream on v1 4©. Then, the preceding processor sends a disable
signal 4© to Intermediary2 in order to further stop the data emitting to
Anew 5©.

The arrival of the stopped signal indicates the stabilized queue status. Then,
Intermediary1 obtains the id of the last processed tuple and sends it via a
lastProcessedId signal 5© to Intermediary2. When Intermediary2 receives both
the disable 4© and the lastProcessedId 5© signals, it starts to perform the
synchronization with its internal queues. If there is missing data in Inter-
mediary2, it would request the data transfer from Intermediary1, i.e., either via
a headId signal 6© indicating the id of the first tuple to be transferred or via a
transfer signal 6© to request all queued data in Intermediary1. As discussed in
Section 6.2.3, Anew can already take over the processing during the data transfer.
In order for Anew to be able to process the transferred data immediately upon
their arrival, during the synchronization, Intermediary2

• enables v4 6© to allow data emitting to Anew;

• sends an enable signal 6© to EndNode2 to enable v8 7©.

Once all requested data is sent by Intermediary1, it sends a transferred signal
7© to inform Intermediary2. Afterwards, Intermediary2 sends an enable signal
8© to the preceding processor to enable v2 9©. Finally, Anew completely takes
over the processing.

Experimental Results. Figure 8.12 depicts the throughput while performing
a WS-Switch. At a©, the switch signal arrived at the preceding processor and we
apply the proactive warm-up for 3 seconds, i.e., immediately start warming-up
Anew upon the switch signal for 3 seconds. Based on the timestamp the switch
is requested, the warm-up time, the window size and the sliding interval, we
calculate the timestamp of the first switch point according to the determination
phase (see Section 6.2.1), i.e., the first switch point is determined at b©. Due
to the proactive warmup, Anew is already warmed-up and no time is needed in
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Figure 8.12: Throughput of the succeeding processor of the switch variant WS-Switch.

the preparation phase. At the switch point, we start the synchronization phase.
First, we stop Aold to stabilize the state of the entrance queue in Intermediary1
and deactivate the data forwarding to Intermediary2. Then we start performing
the output synchronization, i.e., Intermediary1 negotiates with Intermediary2
the last processed item in Aold as a basis for the queue transfer (see the details
in the implementation discussed above). In this experiment, 1016 items were
transferred. After data synchronization, we reactivate the data streaming from
the preceding processor to Intermediary2. Afterwards, Anew completely takes
over the processing. We analyze the log files and summarize the experimental
results below:

• In this variant, we synchronized the data between Intermediary1 and
Intermediary2 and ensured all the queued data in Aold is transferred to
Intermediary2. As we traced the id of the tuples in this experiment, no
data loss, no disorder and no duplicates are caused by the switch.

• The switching gap in this experiment takes 79 ms according to the time-
stamps of the last result processed by Aold and the first result by Anew.

• The total switching time is the sum of the time caused by the four phases
below, i.e., Tswitch= 3884 ms, mainly determined by the warmup time.

– The determination phase takes 3684 ms, considering the warmup
time, the window size and the sliding interval.

– No delay is caused in the preparation phase as Anew is already warmed-
up using the proactive warm-up strategy.

– The synchronization phase takes 88 ms, during which Anew is already
enabled to emit results in parallel during the data transfer.
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– The reactivation phase takes 112 ms.

• From Figure 8.12, we can see that at c©, the throughput reaches the
expected value of Anew and the throughput disturbance duration lasts
around 2s after the switch request at b©.
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Figure 8.13: The distribution of the switching gap, the synchronization time as well
as the reactivation time from the repeated experiments of WS-Switch.

Similar to other switch variants, we ran the experiment for the WS-Switch ten
times. Figure 8.13 depicts the distribution of the experimental results of the
switching gap, the synchronization as well as the reactivation time. Note that
there is no preparation time in WS-Switch, as also discussed above. Furthermore,
the determination time varies from the point in time when the switch is requested
and its distribution would not provide us with meaningful insights (the same as
in WD-Switch). These are the reasons why their distributions are not illustrated
in Figure 8.13. In Table 8.10 below, we show the calculated mean and standard
deviation of the switching gap, the synchronization and the reactivation time
respectively for the distribution. As discussed in Section 8.4.1.1, the deviations
in these repeated experiments are mainly due to the distributed runtime envi-
ronment in which timestamps at different workers can be deviated up to ±3 ms
and the processing nodes can happen to be scheduled on different workers every
time, therefore, leading to some deviations in different experiments.

Quality Criteria Mean Standard Deviation
Switching Gap 73.6 ms 7.76

Synchronization Time 88.6 ms 8.72
Reactivation Time 109.8 ms 12.38

Table 8.10: The mean and standard deviation of the distribution in Figure 8.13.
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8.4.3.2 Theoretical Analysis

According to the experiment design in Section 8.3, we perform the WS-Switch
with a partitioned stateful Aold that is based on a sliding window with window
size w and sliding interval wa. We apply the proactive warm-up with the warmup
time Tw. In this case, the switch point depends on when the switch is requested
(ts) and will be determined at the end point of the window when all items
until ts have expired. According to Section 6.2.1.2, depending on whether the
switch request arrives at the non-overlapping or the overlapping part of the
current window, the switch point starts at the end point of the current sliding
window or at the end of the k-th window, where k is calculated by Equation
(6.4). Below, we summarize the theoretical analysis of WS-Switch based on all
quality criteria:

• As data synchronization is applied in this variant, no data loss, no disorder
and no duplicates will be caused by WS-Switch.

• As explained in the experimental setup, Anew takes only one tuple to
produce its first result. According to Equation (6.26), we can calculate the
switching gap as

Tgap = Ty + Tsetup + Tt + Tp(Anew) + Tdeliver − Tstop. (8.6)

• The switching time is the sum of the four phases as discussed in Section 6.2,
i.e., Tswitch = Tdetermination+ Tpreparation+ Tsynchronization+ Treactivation.
We discuss the delay of each phase below:

– In the determination phase, we apply the proactive warm-up, i.e.,
according to Equation (6.5) and Equation (6.6) the determination time
can be calculated as: Tdetermination = tAold

p (m)− ts, where m ∈ N+

and m ≥ k, tAold
p (m− 1) < ts +Tw ≤ tAold

p (m) (k is determined based
on Equation (6.4)).

– In the preparation phase, as the control element of Anew is
RP_IStartNew, we can derive Tpreparation = 4tw (Equation (6.11)).
Since we applied a proactive warmup in the previous phase and also the
control element of Aold is RP_IStopOld, according to Equation (6.11)
no preparation time will be added in this phase, i.e., Tpreparation= 0.

– In this switch variant, we apply DSyn for the optimization of data
handling. As Anew only needs to wait for one tuple to produce its
first result, according to Equation (6.14) the synchronization time
can be calculated as Tsynchronization = Tsetup + Tt + Ty.

– Similar to the synchronization phase, based on Equation (6.15) we can
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derive the reactivation time as Treactivation = 4tr (see Section 6.2.4).

• The throughput disturbance duration is calculated by Equation (6.17). It is
the maximum of the times needed for transferring all requested data and
the switching gap. Based on the constant processing time of Anew, we can
calculate this as the same in Equation (8.2).

8.4.3.3 Applying the Theoretical Model to the Experiment

Now, we discuss the potential theoretical results for WS-Switch that we derive
from applying the theoretical analysis to the experiment settings. In Table 8.11
we summarize the parameters from the experimental evaluation of WS-Switch
in Section 8.4.3.1.

Parameter Value
Ne 1016 tuples
Tt 1 ms
Ty 36 ms
Tstop 14 ms
Tsetup 52 ms
Tdeliver 3 ms

Table 8.11: The experimental parameters of the WS-Switch in the experiment.

According to the implementation in Section 8.4.3.1, we stop the input and
output of Aold when the switch point is reached. As analyzed from the logs,
Aold takes 14 ms to be fully stopped, i.e., Tstop= 14 ms. The communication for
the data synchronization is covered by the time from the switch point until Aold

is synchronized to transfer its unprocessed data to Anew, i.e., the signals from
3© to 6©. According to the logs, the time for this synchronization takes 36 ms,
i.e., Ty = 36 ms. Once the synchronization is finished, we need to establish the
network connection between Intermediary1 and Intermediary2 as well as prepare
for the data transfer. As measured, i.e., it takes 52 ms until Intermediary2 is
ready to emit the first transferred data to the target algorithm, i.e., Tsetup= 52
ms. Similarly, Anew takes one tuple to produce its first result and the speed
is a constant value of 1000 items per second. According to the calculation of
the switching gap of WS-Switch, the best case is that Anew starts processing
already during data transfer, i.e., Anew only waits for one item being transferred
and produces its first result. This is the case in our experimental setup. As
measured, the ingestion time and the delivery time of the first result are 1 ms
and 3 ms, i.e., Tt= 1 ms and Tdeliver= 3 ms. Based on Equation (8.6), the
theoretical switching gap is calculated as the sum of Ty, Tsetup, the time for
transferring one item, the time for processing that item and Tdeliver minus Tstop,
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i.e., Tgap= 79 ms.

We calculate the theoretical time for the four phases of the switching time
below:

• According to the time when the switch is enacted, the warmup time Tw, the
window size w and the sliding interval wa in the experiment, we calculate
the theoretical determination time based on Equation (6.4) as 3684 ms.

• Due to the proactive warmup in the determination phase, no preparation
time will be caused.

• Based on the theoretical analysis in Section 8.4.3.2, the synchronization
time is calculated by Tsetup + Tt + Ty, i.e., 89 ms.

• According to the implementation, the reactivation phase starts at the point
in time when the synchronization is finished and Intermediary1 starts to
transfer data. It ends at the point in time when the preceding processor
receives the “enable” signal to completely reroute the data streams to
the target algorithm. As analyzed from the logs, it consists of the time
until Intermediary1 finishes the data transfer (106 ms) and the signal 8©
to arrive (6 ms), i.e., the reactivation time would take 112 ms.

As evaluated in Section 8.4.3.1, there were 1016 unprocessed items transferred
from Aold to Anew. As measured, the transfer time of this data from Inter-
mediary1 to Anew takes 1129 ms. Based on Equation (8.2), we can calculate
that the theoretical throughput disturbance duration is between 1016 ms and
2145 ms.

Quality Dimension
Switch Variant WS-Switch Deviation

from PredictionsTheoretical Experimental
Data Loss no no no
Disorder no no no
Duplicates no no no
Switching Gap 79 ms 79 ms 0

Sw
itc

hi
ng

T
im

e Determination 3684 ms 3684 ms 0
Preparation 0 0 0

Synchronization 88 ms 89 ms 0.74
Reactivation 112 ms 112 ms 0

Throughput Disturbance Duration [1016, 2145] ms 2000 ms 0

Table 8.12: The theoretical and experimental results of the WS-Switch experiment
conducted in Section 8.4.3.1 as well as the deviation from the predictions in the repeated
experiments.

The second and third columns of Table 8.12 illustrate a summary of the theoret-
ically calculated results according to the experimental settings and the actual
experimental results of WS-Switch. For the safety-related qualities, both theo-
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retical and experimental analyses result in the same outcome. Moreover, there
is no difference between the theoretical and experimental switching gap. The
times in the different phases are also identical. There is only a slight difference
(1ms) between the theoretical and experimental synchronization time, which can
be regarded as an acceptable result considering the measurement precision of ±
3ms. As illustrated, the experimental throughput disturbance duration is in the
range of the estimation based on our theory.

In the last column of Table 8.12, we also present the deviations between the
experimental results and their predictions for each quality dimension. Except
for the synchronization time, there is no deviation in the prediction of other
qualities. As calculated, the mean and the standard deviation of the differences
between the experimental synchronization times and their predictions are 0.9 ms
and 0.74 respectively. This is a very slight and tolerable deviation according the
measurement precision. Based on the above discussions, we can conclude that
except for the minor deviation in the prediction of the synchronization time, the
experimental results of WS-Switch are consistent with our theory.

8.4.4 WDY-Switch

In this section, we discuss the validation of the switch variant WDY-Switch. As
discussed in Section 5.4.2, we run both Aold and Anew in parallel to warm-up
Anew. In contrast to the WS-Switch in Section 8.4.3, we start Anew only when
Aold is drained. We follow the same structure as Section 8.4.1 to first discuss
the experimental results, then provide the theoretical analysis and finally apply
the theoretical model to the experimental settings for WDY-Switch.

8.4.4.1 Experimental Evaluation
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Figure 8.14: The overview of the implementation of WDY-Switch.

Implementation. We depict the implementation of WDY-Switch in Figure 8.14.
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The major part of the switch actions in this variant is identical to the switch
variant DY-Switch (see the details in Section 8.4.2.1). The only difference is
that WDY-Switch applies a warm-up strategy before letting Aold drain. Below,
we will only discuss the differentiated part.

When the switch signal 1© is arrived, the warm-up of Anew starts immediately,
i.e., through the enabling of the stream flow v2 2©. When the switch point is
reached in Intermediary1, it sends a disable signal 3© to the preceding processor
in order to stop the data streams on both v1 and v2 4©. Once Aold is drained,
the preceding processor will receive an enable signal 5© from Intermediary1 in
order to switch on the data stream on v2 6© again. Similar to DY-Switch, when
v8 is also enabled 6©, the switch will be finished and Anew can take over the
processing completely.
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Figure 8.15: Throughput of the succeeding processor of the switch variant WDY-
Switch.

Experimental Results. Figure 8.15 illustrates the overall throughput of the
succeeding processor while performing a WDY-Switch. At a©, the preceding
processor receives a switch request signal. Upon the switch request, the preceding
processor duplicates the input stream to Anew to conduct a warm-up phase of 3
seconds. At b©, the warm-up period is over. The preceding processor stops the
data emitting to both Aold and Anew, letting Aold drain. At c©, Aold finishes its
draining. Afterwards, the preceding processor redirects data to Anew and Anew

takes over the processing. Below, we summarize the experimental results based
on the pipeline logs:

• In this variant, Anew starts contributing its results only when Aold is
drained. According to the logs, all the queued data in Aold is processed
(no data loss) and no disorder is caused by the switch. As there is no more
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queued data in Anew after the draining of Aold, no duplicates are caused
in this case.

• According to the timestamp of the last item at EndNode1 and the first
item at EndNode2 in the logs, we derived that the switching gap is 15 ms.

• From the point in time when the switch is requested until Anew completely
takes over the processing, we calculate that the switching time takes 7748
ms. As there are no data transfer involved in this variant, the switching
time is caused only by the determination and preparation phase.

– The determination phase takes 3980 ms. The determined point is
calculated based on the sliding window parameters, the warm-up
period as well as the timestamp of the switch request.

– The preparation phase takes 3755 ms, which is mainly caused by the
draining process of Aold.

– No synchronization time is caused in this case.

– The reactivation time takes 13 ms, which is caused by reactivating
Anew to take over the processing after Aold is drained.

• As shown in Figure 8.15, at d© the overall throughput is almost at the
expected value. The throughput disturbance duration takes around 2
seconds.
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Figure 8.16: The distribution of the switching gap and the reactivation time from
the repeated experiments of WDY-Switch.

Again, we ran the experiment for WDY-Switch ten times and collected the
experimental results for illustrating the distributions of the quality criteria. The
same to DY-Switch (see Section 8.4.2.1), we will not show the distribution for
the determination and the preparation time as they can vary significantly from
the point in time when the switch is requested and the time needed for Aold

to drain after the warm-up phase. Figure 8.16 depicts the distribution of the
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experimental results of the switching gap and the reactivation time. We illustrate
their means and standard deviations in Table 8.13. Similarly, as discussed in
Section 8.4.3.1, the deviations are mainly due to the nature of the distributed
runtime environment in which the repeated experiments are conducted.

Quality Criteria Mean Standard Deviation
Switching Gap 15.8 ms 5.63

Reactivation Time 15.5 ms 7.99

Table 8.13: The mean and standard deviation of the distribution in Figure 8.16.

8.4.4.2 Theoretical Analysis

According to the experiment design in Section 8.3, we perform the WDY-Switch
with a partitioned stateful Aold that is implemented based on the sliding window
with window size w and sliding step wa. Similar to WS-Switch, we apply the
proactive warm-up and the needed warm-up time is Tw. We summarize the
theoretical analysis of the WDY-Switch below:

• As after the warm-up period we let Aold drain and Anew wait for the
draining, no data loss and no disorder issues will be caused in this variant.
The issue of duplicates only occurs when there is queued data in Anew

from the warm-up period.

• The switching gap depends on how long Anew takes to produce its first
result, i.e., the same calculation as Equation (8.3) in DY-Switch.

• The switching time mainly depends on the time needed in both the deter-
mination and preparation phases, as no synchronization is applied in this
variant. We discuss the details of the involved phases below:

– As we apply the proactive warm-up, based on Equation (6.5)
and Equation (6.6) the determination time can be calculated as:
Tdetermination= tAold

p (m)− ts, where m ∈ N+ and m ≥ k, tAold
p (m−

1) < ts + Tw ≤ tAold
p (m) (k is determined based on Equation (6.4)).

– According to Equation (6.13), the preparation time in this case de-
pends on the time needed for Aold to be drained, i.e., the same
calculation as Equation (8.4) in DY-Switch.

– According to Equation (6.14), there is no data synchronization (DSyn)
applied in this variant, i.e., the synchronization time can be calculated
as Tsynchronization = 0.

– Based on Equation (6.15), as RP_DStartNew is applied in this vari-
ant, we can derive the reactivation time as Treactivation = 4tr (see
Section 6.2.4).
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• The throughput disturbance duration is the sum of the time needed for
Aold to drain and the time needed for Anew to produce its first output as
shown in Equation (6.20). According to the experimental setup, this is the
same calculation as Equation (8.5) in DY-Switch.

8.4.4.3 Applying the Theoretical Model to the Experiment

In this section, we apply the theoretical model which we derived in Section 8.4.4.2
to the experiment we conducted in Section 8.4.4.1 in order to calculate the
theoretical results.

Parameter Value
Nq 844 tuples
Ne 1708 tuples
Tt 1 ms

Tsetup 6 ms
Tdeliver 7 ms

Table 8.14: The experimental parameters of a conducted WDY-Switch.

Figure 8.14 depicts the needed parameters we measured in the experiment
of WDY-Switch in Section 8.4.4.1. As analyzed from the pipeline logs, there
were 844 tuples queued in Aold pending to be drained. During the draining of
Aold, there were 1708 tuples queued in the preceding processor, which is the
main influence factor on the throughput disturbance duration at the succeeding
processor after switching. The setup time until Intermediary2 receives the first
data (to be contributed to the output) from the preceding processor and emits to
Anew takes 6 ms. The ingestion time of this first data to Anew and the delivery
time of its (first) result takes 1 ms and 7 ms respectively. As shown in Table 8.3,
the time for Anew to process one data item takes 1 ms, i.e., Tp(Anew) = 1 ms.
Based on the parameters above as well as Equation (8.3), we can calculate the
theoretical switching gap as 15 ms.

We also calculate the theoretical switching time based on the four phases as
discussed in Section 6.2:

• Similar to WS-Switch, the sliding window and the warm-up strategy are
applied in WDY-Switch. Based on Equation (6.4) and Equation (6.6), we
calculate the theoretical determination time as 3980 ms.

• According to Equation (8.4), the preparation time is caused by the draining
of the unprocessed data in Aold, which is the sum of the processing time
and the acknowledgement time. Based on the processing speed of Aold, we
can derive the processing time of 844 tuples as 1688 ms. As measured, the
acknowledgement time of these tuples takes 2067 ms. This results in the
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theoretical preparation time of 3755 ms.

• According to the theoretical analysis, no synchronization time is caused in
this variant.

• As recorded in the log, the reactivation time takes 13 ms, which is caused
by the time needed to inform Anew to completely take over the processing.

Quality Dimension
Switch Variant WDY-Switch Deviation

from PredictionsTheoretical Experimental
Data Loss no no no
Disorder no no no
Duplicates no no no
Switching Gap 15 ms 15 ms 0

Sw
itc

hi
ng

T
im

e Determination 3980 ms 3980 ms 0
Preparation 3755 ms 3755 ms 0

Synchronization 0 ms 0 ms 0
Reactivation 13 ms 13 ms 0

Throughput Disturbance Duration [815, 2523] ms 2000 ms 10%

Table 8.15: The theoretical and experimental results of the WDY-Switch experiment
conducted in Section 8.4.4.1 as well as the deviation from the predictions in the repeated
experiments.

The theoretical calculation of the throughput disturbance duration is the same
as in DY-Switch, which is the effect on the overall throughput caused by the
queued data from the preceding processor as well as the switching gap. Similarly,
we measured the time needed to transfer all the queued data from the preceding
processor to Intermediary2, which is 800 ms in this case. Based on the constant
processing speed of Anew and Equation (8.5), we can calculate the theoretical
throughput disturbance duration in the range between 815 ms and 2523 ms.

The second and third columns of Table 8.15 summarize the theoretical and
the experimental results of the WDY-Switch experiment as we discussed above.
The experimental values in terms of the safety-related qualities, the switching
gap and the switching time are in line with the estimated values based on the
theoretical calculations. Out of ten repeated experiments, there is only one that
is not in the range of the estimated theoretical duration, i.e., the rate of deviation
is 10%. We can conclude that except for the slight deviation in the prediction of
throughput disturbance duration, the experimental results of WDY-Switch are
consistent with our theory.
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8.5 Overhead of Algorithm Switching

In this section, we discuss the overhead of our algorithm switching on the overall
stream processing system. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, we added two types
of control processors (i.e., the intermediary and the end node processors) to
enable the control of data flows as well as to capture the processing status of the
algorithms for the switching. We are interested in evaluating the overhead of
these additional control processors that could impose on the overall processing
system.

We conducted an experiment to run two different topologies with and without
control processors in their implementations and then compare their throughput
at their succeeding processors. The experiment is executed without algorithm
switching and both topologies are under the same environmental settings. More
specifically, we run these two topologies at a constant input rate of 1000 items
with the same amount of resources (six Storm workers) on the same hardware
and virtualization setup as discussed in Section 8.2.
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Figure 8.17: Throughput of two topologies with and without control processors.

Figure 8.17 illustrates the throughput in terms of the number of tuples per second
at the succeeding processors of these two topologies. As indicated in the dashed
box, at the start-up phase, the topology with control processors takes longer to
reach its stable throughput and its throughput fluctuates more compared to the
topology without control processors. Based on our experience with Storm, more
processing nodes in a topology can add more load on its start-up process as there
will be more tasks to be assigned to workers. This is also in line with the fact
that the topology with control processors has more processing nodes than the one
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without control processors. However, once the topology stabilizes its throughput
(around 900 items/s), the difference between these two topologies is negligible.
This means that the additional control processors in the switch-enabled topology
do not cause a significant overhead on the overall processing once it reaches its
stable throughput after the startup.

8.6 Threats to Validity

Below, we discuss the potential threats to the validity of our evaluation.

The infrastructure that the evaluation relies on. As discussed in Sec-
tion 8.2.1, our evaluation of algorithm switching is conducted on a no longer
current version of Storm. As our version of Storm does not support an automatic
backpressure mechanism, this can cause a threat for the preceding processor
not to be able to keep up with the source data ingestion when it needs to wait
for the synchronization in the algorithm switching to be finished. This can
lead to the internal queues in the preceding processor being filled up, which
can potentially cause the processor being deactivated for some time. To avoid
this, we need to set up a maximal number of pending tuples being allowed
in the source processor according to the ingestion rate. Additionally, we need
to reactivate the preceding processor after the synchronization is done. The
newer Storm with the backpressure mechanism enabled can potentially limit the
amount of queued data in the original algorithm for our switching, which might
shorten the time needed for data transfer in some of the switch variants. Since
the newer versions have upgrades regarding Java environment, dependencies,
APIs, etc, the implementation of the switch components (Chapter 7) may need
to be adjusted. This might lead to some compatibility issues.

Robustness of the execution environment. As explained in Section 5.2.1,
the success of the algorithm switching relies on the prerequisite of a robust execu-
tion environment, e.g., successful data delivery and being free of system failures.
In the following aspects, potential risks can occur leading to a unsuccessful
algorithm switching:

• Communication Signals. As discussed in Section 7.4, our algorithm switch-
ing utilizes the communication signals to coordinate the transition of the
switch states, which plays an important role in completing the whole switch
control activities. As these signals are implemented as Zookeeper change
notifications, we rely on the successful connections between Zookeeper
nodes and other worker nodes in the Storm cluster. Thus, a problematic
connection between Zookeeper nodes and workers can be a potential risk
of a successful algorithm switching. As there are three Zookeeper nodes in
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our cluster, this will prevent from a single point of failure, which reduces
the chance of a failed signal.

• Data Transfer. As discussed in Section 5.4.2, some of our switch variants
are equipped with data transfer in order to avoid data loss. This data
transfer between the original and the target algorithm is realized through
additional network connections on top of Storm, which is also the case
for the connection between the preceding and intermediary processors
according to Figure 8.4. This means that the reliability of these connections
is very important for a successful data transfer between those processors.
We require a robust execution environment without I/O-related failures.

Generalization of the findings. Another threat to validity is the need of
more experiments on other stream processing platforms such as Apache Spark or
Apache Flink to further support our findings regarding the impact of algorithm
switching on the overall stream processing. This can also help us identify the
potential factors that could influence the actual value of the quality guarantees in
different platforms. As our implementation of the switch-related functionalities
are component-based, realizing algorithm switching approaches for other stream
processing platforms should not cause too much adjustment effort. Moreover,
the experiments in this thesis are based on specific setups of algorithms (see
Section 8.2.3), topologies (see Section 8.2.2), etc. Running these experiments
with different setups might lead to deviations of results.

Next, we summarize the evaluation of our algorithm switching framework.

8.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we evaluated the algorithm switching framework using a set of
switch variants to validate their theoretical quality estimation of the algorithm
switching framework (Chapter 6) against the real-world implementations based
on the component-based design (Chapter 7). We focus on evaluating the impact
of the algorithm switching on the overall stream processing system in terms
of the quality criteria from Section 5.3. This answers our overall research
question RQ′4.

The experiments are conducted in Apache Storm which is a distributed stream
processing system for real-time computation. We selected a subset of switch
variants from the taxonomy (Chapter 5) that covers the full set of the switch
control elements for the evaluation. The selected switch variants of this subset
enable us to validate the composition of the switch control elements as we
discussed in Section 5.4.2. For each switch variant of this subset, we evaluate all
the quality criteria as discussed in Section 5.3. We regard this as the experimental
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results. Then, we analyze their theoretical effect as proposed in Chapter 6 for
each switch variant and estimate the theoretical results based on the measured
experimental parameters. Finally, we compare the theoretical results with
the experimental ones to validate our quality specification. According to the
results presented in Section 8.4, the experimental results are consistent with the
estimated results based on our quality specification of the switch variants.

Additionally, we also evaluated the overhead of the algorithm switching on the
stream processing system. The result shows that there is only a short time
of impact caused by the additional switch processors at the starting time of
the processing topology. Once the topology reaches its stable throughput, the
influence of the switch-related processors is negligible.
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9.1 Summary

Data stream processing is a popular paradigm to process vast amounts of data
in a continuous manner, which has gained significant attention in both academia
and industry. One of the most important requirements of stream processing is
achieving real-time processing while providing high quality analytical results.
However, due to the dynamic nature of data streams, the characteristics of
the analyzed data such as volume or velocity can vary, e.g., peak load or
bursty streams can occur at certain points. This makes the real-time processing
significantly more challenging and requires the processing to be able to adapt
according to the varying characteristics of data streams. In this dissertation, we
presented a specific adaptation to support runtime switching among distributed
stream processing algorithms to opportunistically utilize the most suitable
algorithm based on the current processing situation. As the main contribution,
we developed a general framework to characterize the design space of different
algorithm switching variants with quality guarantees.

In Chapter 4, we first conducted a systematic literature review to identify and
characterize different approaches towards the enactment of runtime adaptation
in data stream processing. In particular, we focus on the approaches that
consider latency as the main quality dimension. As the result, we identified 17
different enactment approaches and categorized them into a taxonomy. This
taxonomy provides us an overview of the enactment approaches that adapt the
execution of the stream processing considering latency perspective. Furthermore,
we also extracted detailed data regarding each enactment approach, i.e., the
underlying technique used to implement the enactment approach, the addressed
problems, the adaptation goals, the evaluation metrics and parameters. This
chapter provides the state-of-the-art regarding the adaptation approaches in
data stream processing with a main focus on latency in great detail, which laid
the groundwork for our research.

In Chapter 5, we presented an abstract and general model of algorithm switching
to characterize different switch variants with different quality guarantees. In
this model, we introduced a set of switch control elements that represent the
basic activities of the switching behaviors. We use these switch control elements
to compose different switch variants in a systematic approach. As the result, we
derived 18 different switch variants through the composition of switch control
elements and provided a taxonomy of all possible algorithm switching approaches.
This chapter answers the research questionRQ′1 regarding the model of a general
algorithm switching framework.

In Chapter 6, we provided a quality specification for the timeliness-related
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qualities of algorithm switch variants. We focused on the theoretical estima-
tion of the switching time, the switching gap and the throughput disturbance
duration (see Section 5.3) for each switch variant presented in Chapter 5. In
this specification, we take into account different categories of stream processing
algorithms. As the consequence, the quality specification enables us to provide
the switch variants with quality guarantees, which can be used as a guideline
to support the decision-making for a suitable algorithm switching approach for
the processing. This chapter answers the research question RQ′2 regarding the
theoretical specification of quality guarantees of the algorithm switch variants.

In Chapter 7, we presented the software design of our general algorithm switching
framework that supports all the switch variants from the taxonomy developed
in Chapter 5. Based on the concept of composing switch control elements into
switch variants, we developed a component-based design to assemble different
parts of switch functionalities to present an algorithm switch variant. More
specifically, we decompose the complex functionality of the switch control element
into basic actions (called switch actions) that can be enabled in the corresponding
processing nodes. As analyzed in the behavior of each switch variant, these
kind of switch actions are executed in different processing nodes when a certain
timing or condition is met. Therefore, we also introduced the switch state that
represents the timing or condition to execute certain switch actions. As the
final step of our design, we mapped the switch actions with their switch states
to the corresponding processing nodes. The component-based design enables
us to implement the switch variant in a composable and reusable manner,
which reduces the realization effort when applying a switch variant. This chapter
answers the research question RQ′3 regarding the overall design of the algorithm
switching framework for the realization of the switch variants.

In Chapter 8, we provided a comprehensive evaluation on the theoretical quality
model of algorithm switching using the realized switch variants based on the
design of the algorithm switching framework. We focus on evaluating the
impact of the algorithm switching on the overall stream processing system
in terms of the quality criteria presented in Section 5.3. We concluded that
the experimental results are consistent with the estimated results based on
the theoretical quality model. Additionally, we also evaluated the overhead of
algorithm switching on the overall processing. As the result shows, the impact of
the switch-related processors on the overall processing is negligible. This chapter
answers the research question RQ′4 regarding the validation of the theoretical
quality model.

As a summary, this dissertation answered all the research questions (see Sec-
tion 3.2) that we have aimed for and developed a general quality-aware algorithm
switching framework for adaptive stream processing systems.
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9.2 Open Research Directions

Our algorithm switching framework focuses on a general model to provide
different algorithm switch variants with different quality guarantees. Therefore,
a large part of this dissertation concentrates on the modelling, the theoretical
specification and the design of algorithm switching. There are also other topics
that could be beneficial to improve our framework as well as make a broader
use in the field of adaptive stream processing. We will discuss them below:

Develop the algorithm switching framework towards a software prod-
uct line. As discussed in Chapter 7, the component-based design of our
algorithm switching framework supports the realization of the switch variant in
a composable and reusable manner. In particular, the mapping of the switch
actions to the processing nodes presented in Section 7.5 provides a detailed
overview of the needed switch actions for a specific switch variant according to
its switch control elements. This component-based design already enables the
development of the algorithm switching framework towards a software product
line, in which we can support the configuration of a switch variant and the
automatic code generation for its realization. Developing the framework towards
a software product line is beneficial for easing the development effort from data
analysts and being able to create a larger set of implementations with automatic
code generation. However, this still requires a full modelling and development
from the perspective of software product line engineering such as variability,
configuration, instantiation, etc.

Fault tolerance of the algorithm switching framework. As discussed
in Section 5.2.1, the prerequisites for the success of an algorithm switching
require a robust execution environment as well as the correctness of the involved
algorithms. In particular, the algorithm switching approach relies a lot on
the signal communication to trigger the execution of the switch actions (see
Section 7.4). This then raises the question regarding the fault tolerance of
the algorithm switching framework. There are already existing approaches for
handling fault tolerance in distributed stream processing such as replication
strategies [109] and backup mechanisms [95]. However, providing a fault-tolerant
algorithm switching framework requires specific handling of different failures of
the signal communication, the data transfer and the involved algorithms. A fault
tolerance model would be very beneficial for the robustness of the algorithm
switching framework for its application to stream processing systems.
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A
Search Strings

Here, we present the actual search strings we used to conduct the paper search
in ACM and ScienceDirect digital libraries. Different search engines have
different query syntax. We adjusted the search strings according to their syntax
requirements.

A.0.1 ACM

For ACM, we used the "Advanced Search" functionality to directly enter the
search query. Further, we selected the search option "The ACM Guide to
Computing Literature". The listing below shows the actual search string for
ACM. As explained in Section 4.2.1, we conducted a pilot search to refine the
search terms. During the pilot search on ACM we realized that searching all
terms in full text returns too many irrelevant results, e.g., the terms only appear
in the references. In order to obtain a more precise search result, i.e., identifying
as many as possible relevant papers but avoiding the irrelevant ones, we decided
to search the "population" and "intervention" in title, abstract and keywords
and the "outcome" in full text (see Table 4.2). In ACM, the default option "Any
field" is the basic search that focuses on the search fields of title, abstract and
keywords. To search in full text, we use the field code "content.ftsec".

( " stream proc e s s i ng " OR " cont inuous query " OR " stream−based
system " OR " data stream system " OR " streaming system " OR "
complex event p ro c e s s i ng " ) AND ( " adaptat ion " OR "
r e c on f i g u r a t i o n " ) AND content . ftsec : ( " l a t ency " OR " response
time " )

Listing A.1: Search string for ACM

A.0.2 ScienceDirect

For ScienceDirect, we used the "Expert Search" functionality to directly enter
the search query. We selected the options of journals, books and all. Further, to
search in the related science field, we selected the "Computer Science" filter. The
listing below shows the actual search string for ScienceDirect. In ScienceDirect,
the default option searches in full text and we need to use the field code "tak" in
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order to search in the fields of title, abstract and keywords.

tak ( " stream proc e s s i ng " OR " cont inuous query " OR " stream−based
system " OR " data stream system " OR " streaming system " OR "
complex event p ro c e s s i ng " ) AND tak ( " adaptat ion " OR "
r e c on f i g u r a t i o n " ) AND ( " l a t ency " OR " response time " )

Listing A.2: Search string for ScienceDirect



B
Mapping of Switch

Actions to Processing
Nodes

Here, we provide the complete information about the actions to be enabled
on the processing node of PRE, Intermediary1, Intermediary2, EndNode1 and
EndNode2, respectively. The final set of actions depends on the existing control
elements of the switch variant. We considered the cases for all the switch variants
presented in Section 5.4.
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C
Optimal Topology

Settings
Here, we provide the details regarding the optimal topology settings for the
experiments of the four switch variants, i.e., IT-Switch, DY-Switch, WS-Switch
and WDY-Switch, used in our evaluation.
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